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Just do it
COMMENT

AMOTZ ASA-EL

IN April, then finance minister
Avraham Shohat disparagingly
dismissed the prospect that a
Likud government would launch
Israel’s long overdue Tharcherist

revolution: “We saw them in the

1970s and 1980s, what can they

do that we haven't yet seen?"
For one dung, they could have

pruned their licentiously generous
budget in a way that Shohat andhis
colleagues were either too short-

sighted or cowardly to sanction.

Slashing, for instance, capital,

investment aid to 20 percent of
gross investment is noble, and the

right thing to do to achieve
Binyamin Netanyahu's declared

intention to line Wall Street by
highlighting Israel’s skillful peo-
ple, rather than offer investors

government incentives. Shohat,
too, would have done so lad he
not been shackled by Ux-and-
spend Jjerots Jike Industry, and.,
trade minister Mkdta Harish.

Reducing military spending js

morally just and economically
imperative. Practically all of us
are in the army, and have an ample
supply of spendthrift tales. If the

IDF believes its personnel win
dwindle, let itreconsider its man-
power needs and its people-io-

hardware ratio.

Social spending, too, must be
axed since, as finance Minister
Dan Meridor has said, at its cur-

rent level it is amply beyond the

country's means. Moreover, the

government’s attempts to defend

the disadvantaged are still gener- :

ous by average Western standards.

Not only is Israel no different

than Germany, fiance, Britain, or

Sweden, which are in different

stages of dismantling their welfare

stares, but a drastic cut in govern-

ment spending ultimately works in

favor of the economically weak.

Bloated public sectors generate

business-unfriendly bureaucracies

and yawning deficits, which in

mm deter investors, accelerate

inflation, and ultimately erode

wage earners’ purchasing power.

However, while the government

deserves credit for its first major

move - if it is indeed executed - it

should be remembered that it will

have been reduced to an economic
anecdote, and a political disaster,

if not quickly followed by a com-
prehensive privatization and liber-

alization plan, which would revive

Tel Aviv’s listless financial mar-

kets and facilitate a tax cut.
•

Likud’s one independent attempt

to revolutionize the economy, a

clumsily planned and hastily exe-

cuted attempt to lift foreign, cur-

rency restrictions in 1 977, resulted

in monetary disaster and hyper-

inflation.

The 1985 austerity plan, though

a 'pivotal landmark on Israel’s

strenuous retreat from its socialist

past, was neither comprehensive

nor exclusively Likud's, since it

was led 1

jointly by Yitzhak Moda’i
and Shimon Peres.

Yesterday’s moves, too, despite

all die furor surrounding them,

merely relate to one aspect of

Binyamin Netanyahu’s agenda -

public spending.

However, judging by the dis-

patch and enthusiasm with which
he has chosen to address the

deficits, one can be cautiously

optimistic that much more isabout

to come, and in all likelihood

_
sooner rafter than later.

Should ftat.be the case, the new
budget cots may well be remem-
bered as the beginning of a his-

toric turning point in Israel’s eco-

nomic history.

Cabinet okays NIS 4.9b budget cut
DAVID HARRIS

THE cabinet last night

a
, — —._ than

seven hours. The Treasury had

g
resented a comprehensive
lueprinr for slashing govern-

ment expenditures in 1997 by
NIS 4.9 billion.

Foreign Minister David Levy,
Health Minister Tzahi HanegbL
and Tourism Minister Moshe
Katsav abstained in the final vote.

• The document proposes a series

of cuts ranging from drastic
reductions in child allowances,
standing army salaries and old-
age benefits, to extra medical
treatment costs, and increases in

public transport fares.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu described the mea-
sures as “painful bat inevitable

surgery,” stressing “this is only a
partial step."

The proposal sets out plans for a
total 1997 budget ofjust over NIS
170b., nominally less than this

year’s NIS 172b. budget, without
inflation adjustments.

“Dearly Israel still has the

needs of a developing modem
society," said Finance Minister
Dan Meridor. “However, the pre-

vious government’s health, educa-
tion, and welfare expenditure
added up to a sum that was
beyond our capabilities. Hence
the need for tough decisions

which necessitated public

courage. It would have been easi-

er to be popular."

There is hardly a family in the

country (hat will not be affected

by die cuts, which will affect all

sectors of the population.

The proposals include flat pay-
ments ofNIS 10 for each visit to a

doctor and NIS 20 for hospital

out-patient appointments.
Netanyahu said steps would be
taken to ensure “a weak family"

would not pay more than NIS 15
in any given months .... /
There will be a

-

50 percent
reduction in child- allowances for

die first two children in a family

with up to three children, where
the main breadwinner earns more
than NIS 4,500, but less than NIS
7,500. Families with a higher
.income than tins will not receive

any payment for the first two chil-

dren.

The major cut m the defense
budget will fall on retiring career

officers- The government esti-

mates it can save NIS 500m. in

this area.

The cabinet was also asked to

seek the repeal of the

Demobilized Soldiers Law and
the Veteran Citizens Law.
Public transport fares are set to

rise by 13%, other than for senior

citizens.

Employers will face a 3% hike in

National Insurance contributions.

Hundreds of civil servants will

lose their jobs, including 350 in

public works. 100 in transport,

and an undisclosed number in the

Employment Service.

The law which introduced a
longer school day will not be
implemented until 2000, instead

of 1998. This equates to some
50,000 school hours being lost.

Lottery and other gambling
wins of NIS 1,000 or more will

now be taxed at 20%. Previously

they were tax exempt
Capital-investment aid, which

currently stands at 34%, will be
slashed to 20% in first degree
development areas. “Ninety per-

cent of investments that arrive in

Israel need no incentives," said

Meridor.

Netanyahu was very keen to

complete the budget cutting

process before he leaves for the

US. “Ecoaomicaily, my visit to

Washington will be less important

than my visit to New York, and
especially to Wall Street, where in

essence I will be telling investors

that they should invest in Israel,

not because of government incen-

tives, but because of its gifted

people," he told journalists.

Cuts of NIS 350m. are also

being proposed for the current fis-

cal yean These include NIS 90m.
from agriculture, NIS 73m. from
the Defense Minisoy, and NIS
.19m.from education. . L .

Overall, the hardest hit ministry

is Defense, which has to make
total savings of NIS 825m. That
decision was taken as dozens of
officers' wives demonstrated for a
second day against cuts to regular

army salaries.

Other ministries will also be

Finance Minister Dan Meridor and Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu defend proposed government cuts last night. (Renter)

severely trimmed back: Health,

which will lose NIS 500m.;
Construction and Housing, which
will suffer a NIS 246m. cut; and
the Finance Ministry, which will

lose NIS 292m

.

Despite accusations from bis

Shas colleagues that be did not
fight his battle hard enough. Labor
and Social Affairs Minister Eli

Yishai is said to be totally satisfied

that all his requests were met by
the final budget proposal. The
ministry is-receiving an additional •

NIS 150m. on the 19% figure.

Opposition politicians immedi-
ately criticized the measures,
despite Netanyahu’s comment
that, “we looked after the the

weaker strata of society."

Histadrut Chairman MK Amir
Peretz (Labor) gave reporters his

response. “I refuse to believe that

something like this could hap-
pen." Last week, Peretz said he
would not rule out strike action if

the proposals attacked workers
and 'their rights.

“The most powerful word I can
find is mourning, if not worse
than that." said former finance

minister Avraham Shohat Both
Netanyahu and Meridor have said

the cuts have to be implemented
as a direct consequence of
Shohat’s fiscal policies in 1995
and 1996.

Nearly 1/3 of the NIS 170m.
budget will not be used for current

expenditures, but for debt repay-

ment and services.

The Knesset must approve the

final 1997 budget no later than

October 28.

Main budget cuts
- Flat payments ofNIS 10 for each visit to a doctor and NIS 20

for hospital out-patient appointments.
• A 50 percent reduction in child allowances for the first two

children in a family with up to three children, where the main
breadwinnerearns more than the average wage, bat less than IS
times the average wage. Families with a higher income willmot
receive any payment for the first two children.
• Cots in benefits to retiring career DDF officers.

• Repeal of the Demobilized Soldiers law and the Veteran'
Citizens Law.

• Increase ofpublic transport fares by 13 percent
• Dismissal of hundreds of civil servants, including 350 in pub-

lic works and 100 in transport
• Delay in introduction of longer school day unto 2000, instead

of 1998.
- A 20 percent tax on lottery and other gambling wins worth

NIS 1,000 or more. DM.

Gov’t to approve
Sharon ministry

SARAH HONIG

THE government was expected

late last night to approve the

establishment of the new national

infrastxucture ministry that was
custom-built for MK Ariel

Sharon.
It was still unclear, however, if

Sharon would be sworn in as a

minister today or whether this

would await Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu’s return

from the US.
The deliberations over the new

ministry took a back seat yesterday

ro the proposed budget cuts, and it

was uncertain that the government

would have enough time to deal

with the issue before this morning.

Senior Likud sources argued it

would be no calamity if the min-

istry were approved in principle,

but if various details and Sharon’s

actual installment in office waited

until next week.
But this prospect was angrily

rejected by Foreign Minister

David Levy, whose ultimatum last

week forced Netanyahu to cobble

together the Sharon portfolio

before his departure for

Washington. Levy, sources said,

wants everything completed

before Netanyahu leaves.

Several more details relating to

foe new ministry, were dealt with,

however. It was decided, for

example, that Sharon would be

put in charge of water agreements

with neighboring countries and

foe Palestinian Authority.

As to Sharon’s disagreements

with Agriculture Minister Rafoe!

Eitan on the Water Commission, a

mediating committee, headed by

former agriculture minister Arye
’Neharnkin, is to be set up to draw
up clear lines of demarcation.

Extan had already agreed to cede
foe Water Commission to Sharon,

but is' insisting on a written agree-

ment giving him authority to fix

water quotas and prices for farm-
ers, and establishing clear distinc-

tions between his areas of respon-

sibilities and Sharon’s.

Deputy Housing Minister Meir
Ponish (United Torah Judaism)
continues to oppose ceding any

more pieces of his ministry to

Sharon.

However, sources close to

Sharon reported that the gap was
in feet closing. They said Sharon
will be getting the Housing
Ministry’s huge Public Works
Department, but that be has
agreed to drop his insistence on
the small Rural Construction
Administration.

Likud sources predicted that if

UTJ remains firm about the PWD,
Netanyahu will risk a confronta-

tion with the haredi party and
force it to give in, rather than pro-

voke conflict with foe Levy-
Sbaron axis. Netanyahu has a

solid parliamentary majority with-

out UTJ.
Levy rejected as “irksome"

Porush’s suggestion that if he

wants to see Sharon in the govern-

ment, he should yield his title of

acting premier to Sharon, rather

than seeking more concessions

from the Housing Ministry.

Porusfa noted that Levy's Gesher

is the only faction that has not

made any sacrifices for Sharon.

Netanyahu off to US
today for meeting

with Clinton
Jerusalem Post Staff

PRIME Minister Binyamin Netanyahu leaves today for his first trip to

foe US as premier, amid expectations fhai he and President Bill Clinton

will publicly express signs of friendship and cooperation.

Netanyahu will stay at Blair House, foe official US guest house across

the street from the White House. The residence has been equipped with

toys for Netanyahu's children Yair and Avner, who will be traveling with

him and his wife. Sara.

Netanyahu meets with Clinton tomorrow. As currently scheduled, he
will hold separate talks with Secretary of State Warren Christopher,

Defense Secretary William Perry, and Commerce Secretary Mickey
Kantor. Along with Bank of Israel Governor Jacob Frenkel, Netanyahu
is also expected to meet with James Wolfensen, head of the World Bank.
On Wednesday, Netanyahu will address a joint session of Congress.

He will also meet congressional leaders and Jewish members of

Congress and hold a separate meeting with CIA director John Deutch.

He will also visit the US Holocaust Museum and foe Aerospace
Museum.
On Thursday, Netanyahu will meet Republican presidential candidate

Robert Dole. He will also meet New York Governor George Pataki and
New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani. Netanyahu is also expected to

bold a session with major industrialists, at which he will discuss

prospects for foe Israeli economy. He is also to address the Conference

of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations.

On Friday, Netanyahu is expected to meet columnists and give a slew

of media interviews. On Shabbat, he is to speak at services at Kehilat

Jeshunm Congregation in Manhattan. He is to depart for Israel late

Saturday night

Others accompanying Netanyahu include Jerusalem Mayor Ehud
Olmert, foreign policy adviser Dore Gold, Director-General of foe Prime
Minister's Office Avigdor Liebennan, director for policy planning and

communication David Bar-Illan. cabinet secretary’ Danny Naveh.

spokesman Shai Bazak, Government Press Office director Moshe Fogel,

and two nannies for the children.

/vwara. 'ine orgamzauun way tixuiaetr t>y Min anti Harm — • — -- .

Ehrenfeld, whose son Menachem died at the age of 14 after a life-

long struggle with leukemia. The campers, accompanied by

medical personnel, will be entertained by top singers, meet

government ministers, watch an air acrobatic show, go to the

Superland park, ride horses, go on a jeep four in the Judean Desert

and be treated to a laser show’ in Jerusalem’s Wohl Rose Garden.

The meals and many of (he events have been donated by hotels and

performers. Swfy Siegel

You have life, health and
property insurance.

Shouldn't you also have
portfolio insurance?

if...

• rhe uncertainties of the stock market keep you from

investing

you are afraid to sell stock you currently own because

you believe it may rise in value

* you are considering purchasing a stock bur are

concerned with downside risk...

A protective put option can insure your stock position by

capping your downside without lim iting your upside.

How does is work? What does this insurance cost? For

answers to these and other questions about insuring your

inHafalio, call D.o.uglas_Goldstein, Director of Securities,
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Thieves use crane to steal

300 kg. safefrom gas station
DAVID RUDGE

THIEVES stole a safe weighing 300 kg. that contained more than NIS

40,000 in cash and neatly NIS 70,000 in checks from a- gas station in

Kfer Tavor early yesterday morning.

police believe foe thieves used some kind of crane to load the safe onto

a truck, after first cutting it from-the flora-.

The Ha’amakhn District spokesman said the thieves also cut the phone

foies and stole cans of oil worth more than NIS 20,000.

Anyone who saw a suspicious vehicle in the area Saturday night has

asked to contact police.
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Hadash files 1st no-confidence
motion of new Knesset

HADASH yesterday filed the first

no-confidence motion of the 14th

Knesset, opposing the govern-
ment's proposed economic mea-
sures. The motion will probably

be heard next Monday.
The explanation for the motion

says the measures “will strike a
lethal blow at the weakest sectors

of society and will exterminate

the basic idea behind the National

Insurance Institute, which is uni-

versal allowances for children and
pensioners.”

A Hadash spokesman said the

proposed cuts would hurt the

weak, while serving to protect the

wealthy.

The facdon held a protest out-

side the Prime Minister’s Office

during yesterday's budget talks.

Education Minister Zevulun

Hammer, meanwhile, established

three red lines for budget cuts in

his ministry. He said no instruc-

tional hours would be cut in the

next two years, science education

would not be harmed, and the

Special Education Law would be
followed, Itim reported.

The Labor faction is scheduled

to meet to discus the policy today,

and the Knesset social caucus, led

by Shaul Amor (Likud), will dis-

cuss it tomorrow.

“The new government, which
has not yet learnt about the econ-

omy, has just fired off in all direc-

tions without consideration and

LIAT COLLINS

has hit the weak and needy sec-

tors,” Labor faction chairman
Ra’anan Cohen said.

Cohen also protested that the

Law for Demoblized Soldiers,

which he pushed through the last

Knesset, is expected to be can-

celed “This win be a blow to the

morale of soldiers and youth,” he

said "The Likud is returning to the

darkest days [of the economy].'1

Meretz is also expected to dis-

cuss the planned budget cuts at its

weekly meeting today. “While the

government hasn't cut a single

agora from the NTS S billion it has
granted capital owners, it has hit

upon pensioners and harmed child

benefits,” said faction chairman
Ran Cohen. “Meretz will fight the

government's ami-social policy,

which will increase the number of
poor people and cause dangerous
social £aps.”

Coalition faction chairman
Michael Eitan said said the pro-

posed plans would be amended as
they passed through the Knesset

Shohat denies leaving
behind ‘sick economy’

“RUBBISH! That's nasty, if not worse than drat,” former finance

minister Avrabam Shohat responded to charges Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu that the tew government had received a “dif-

ficult inheritance” in the form of a sick economy. .

The previous government left behind aaecondmy which .'was.

growing by leaps and bounds, where unonployrnent bad dropped
and foreign investments were poring in, Shohat added, saving that

Netanyahu's words were “political demagoguery” Hie was speaking

'

on Channel One. *<• \ v '

ShohaL said he, too. would have ruade budget.cttis “but not of tbe

kind that would hurt the weakest sectors,-’’ He cited the proposed .

cuts in education and the need to pay for visits to the doctor as-being i

especially hard on' the low-income groups, The areas most in'need
.j

of work places would be negatively affected by the sew investment .,

policy, Shohat added. (Itim)J

Massive police

firings expected
Expert: Budget cuts

will hurt children
BILL HUTMAN ESTHER HECHT

THE government's planned bud-

get cuts will wreak havoc for the

nation’s police, causing massive

firings on the force and severely

damaging the police's ability to

fight crime and terror, senior

police officers declared yester-

day.

"I am concerned about our abil-

ity to carry out the proposed cuts

and at the same time carry out all

of our responsibilities,” said

Police Inspector-Genera] Assaf
Hefetz at a press conference
called to protest the new budget
allocations which he described as

“an historic mistake.

. “I want to remind the policy-

maker that since the wave of sui-

cide bombings (that began in

Fehruary) policemen have been
working long shifts and without
vacation." Hefetz said. “Now,
instead of receiving encourage-
ment, they hear about plans to cut

their wages.”

Cmdr. Esther Dominisini, head

of the Police Manpower
Department, warned of a possible

strike by policemen - despite this

being forbidden by law - and

added that officers were inquiring

about early retirement out of con-

cern their pensions would be hurt.

The Treasury has proposed a

NTS 202 million cut from the

police’s NIS 2.6 b. budget, with
much of the cut coming from lay-

ing off between 1 ,000 and 1 .300

policemen, according to the

police. Today there are about

25,000 policemen in the force.

Police officials are particularly

up in arms because they say they

have received additional responsi-

bilities in recent years, without a

parallel rise in allocations. In

1985, there were 4.6 policeman to

every 1,000 residents, a ratio

which has dropped to 3.7 today.

Hefetz said a cut of between
NIS 60-80 m. would be more rea-

sonable, although it too would bej

difficult for police to cope with, j

THE government will be taking

away from the rich if it ends uni-

versal child allowances, but it

won’t be giving to the poor. On
the contrary, the poor will only get

poorer. This was the paradoxical

outcome the last time the govern-

ment decided to take child

allowances away from wealthier

families, according to Dr. 'Yitzhak

Kadman. director of The National

Council for the Child.

Of the 100,000 low-income
families eligible then, halfdid not
receive the allowances, he said.

"TTiey had to apply for it, because
it wasn’t given automatically.

Only 50,000 families exercised

their right,” and the others lost our
because they didn't know they

had to apply or didn’t know how
to do so.

A 1991 UN study has shown
that most Western countries have
universal child allowances. “Only
in Third World countries are

allowances given selectively to

low-income families,” Kadman
said.

He is concerned that other bud-

get cuts proposed by tire Treasury
will affect children. “So-called

free education is already a sham.

At the end of this school year, we
again had complaints that children

were embarrassed by not receiv-

ing their report cards because their

parents hadn't paid the school

fees," he said. “If they have to pay
more, it will only get worse."
In healthcare, too, those most in

need will be getting less, Kadman
said. For example, under the

National Health Law state-run

child development centers pro-
vide rehabilitation services only

up to the age of 6. The previous

government promised legislation

to allow for rehabilitation beyond
that age, but instead, this service,

too, will face cutbacks, be said.

“We say we love children and
want them,” Kadman said. “But
we certainly don't show it”

iler for suicide bombers
GORDON

lad also promised to

ms for them,

know whether Awada
more arms or, if so,

ransferred to other ter-

led it was urgent to

da immediately as this

nt other tenor attacks,

--d the court to lift the

jn June 13, the court

how-cause order was

da confessed that he
itity of weaponry to

Rajoub for Hassan
said. "He also con-

to continue supplying

: certain actions to fid-

rial he gave Rajoub
ricks, three mines, an
ise, and large quanti-

rious kinds,

uring the two months
- hid various wanted
se, including Salameh
atter was responsible

for the Bus 26 bombing in Jerusalem last

August, and is one of Israel's most wanted
men.

Later, the GSS gave Awada a polygraph test

on the subject of whether he possessed addi-

tional weapons which the GSS had not yet

found. Awada denied this, but the polygraph
indicated that he was lying.

Later still. Awada gave the GSS names of
other Hamas weapons dealers, along with

other details which, according to the affidavit,

“could assist in frustrating future tenor attacks

which are now being planned.”

Awada also admitted to. assisting in other

Hamas military actions,, including some
planned by Sharif.

However, the affidavit concluded, there is a
great deal of useful information that could still

be obtained from Awada. which could help

prevent new terror attacks.

“The GSS has received information which
raises a real fear of additional terror attacks in

Israel," it stated.

Therefore, the state argued, it is crucial that

the GSS be given a fine hand to investigate

Awada within the limits of the law, so the court

should cancel the show-cause order and reject

the petition. However, it added, the GSS has
no plans to shake Awada.

Peretz: Gov t taking

from poor, giving to rich

Silvan Shalom (Likud), coali-

tion coordinator on the Finance
Committee, said that if tbe mea-
sures affect the weaker sectors too

badly, the program would not gain

the support necessary for the com-
mittee’s approval. He said the

planned measures followed years

of unrealistic economic policy,

which bad to be rectified.

“We have to carry out an eco-
nomic reform. The question is

whether these measures are too
harsh or not 1 will try to ensure
the government’s policy is carried

out but with necessary changes,”
Shalom said.

Evelyn Gordon adds:

Yisrael Ba’aliya said it would
not support any economic pro-
gram that included canceling the

tax exemption for income from
rental apartments.

The party explained that cancel-

ing tbe exemption would cause
rents to rise, which would injure

the 40 percent of immigrants who
live in rental housing.

“A rise in rents would cause half

of those now living in rental hous-

ing to fall below the poverty line,"

faction chairman Roman
Bronfman said in a press state-

ment. “This is a social mistake to

which we win not lend our band."
Bronfman said the -party favored

making cuts only in services to

middle- and upper-income fami-

lies.

THE government’s economic
plan is based on giving to the rich

while taking from the poor, even

as the government talks about

protecting lower-income earners,

Histadrut Chairman MK Amir
Peretz said yesterday.

The Histadrut is launching a

series of protests against the eco-

nomic program, including

demonstrations and information

meetings during work hours, as a

prelude to a general strike. The

first demonstration will take place

todav, as pensioners and develop-

ment town residents protest out-

side the Knesset against the

reduction in benefits to senior cit-

izens and cuts in investments in

development regions.

Peretz accused the government

of manipulating the public. “On
the one band, it lies to the public,

saying it received an economy in

crisis, as an excuse to' impose

drastic decrees, and on the other

MICHAL YUDELMAN

hand, the government is cutting

back at the weaker classes'

expense, so that it has reserves for

political dividends in the next few

years,” he said.

As to die planned economic
measures. Peretz said. “1 simply

refuse to believe, that such a thing

is happening. So many prayed to

see the day in which a Katsav, a

Levy, a Suissa and a Yishai sit in

die cabinet, and now it is Katsav,

Levy, Suissa and Yishai who
approve the .decrees on child

allowances, education and health,

and with such ease.”

Peretz said Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu’s election

promises not to raise taxes and to

lower income taxes have been
broken in record time. He noted

that the government was doing

-

exactly tbe opposite: raising taxes

and imposing new ones— under

different names.
“Let no one delude himself.

What is imposing health pav-
ments, or cutting down child
allowances, or raising public,
transport prices, if not a wage cut

and a blow to the workers’ ability

to survive?" "he said.

Peretz spoke of a silent agree-
ment between die government
and the employers and manufac-
turers to continue giving to tbe

rich at tire expense of the poor.

“bio wonderthe employers are

pleased. No one has touched the

NIS 8 billion they get a year as an
exemption from National
Insurance payments, while all the

decrees and tax bikes fail cm the

weaker classes,** be said.

Peretz also warned of the gov-

ernment’s plans for privatization

and a free market, saying that

“behind these slogans hide mass
dismissals and violations of work-
ers’ rights."

Jerusalem Mayor Efaud Olmert emerges yesterday from a walk through the underground Gibon
(ShUoah) spring, which has been reopened to visitors following renovations.

Olmert: My trip with PM
proves capital is a priority

THAT he is accompanying Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu to

the US this week indicates the

government is serious about mak-
ing Jerusalem its top priority,

Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Olmert
said yesterday.

It is the first time a Jerusalem
mayor has gone with a prime min-
ister cm an official visit to the US.
tbe city spokesman said. Olmert
is scheduled to take part in virtu-

ally all Netanyahu's meetings in

Washington and New York.
“It’s no secret that Jerusalem is

a central issue today, and that it

was the center of the election

campaign,” Olmert said in an
interview with Israel Radio. He
said he would be present to lend
support to Netanyahu, but

BILL HUTMAN

declined to give details.

Sources close to the mayor said

he hoped to raise the issue of mov-
ing tbe US Embassy to Jerusalem
with the Clinton Admimstratioo.

The sources noted that Olmert has
already metwith Clinton cm sever-

al occasions.

Two other mayors are also

accompanying Netanyahu; Haim
Tsuri, Ae mayor of Kiryat
Motzkin, who is said to be plan-

ning to run in the next election for

the-chairman of the Union of Local
Authorities, and Yehiel Zobar, the
mayor of Netivot, who hopes to

attract American Jewish investors.

Over 90 percent of the southern
town's voters voted for
Netanyahu.

EILAT

The best gable book on Eilat, from Gefea PabBsbing

Boose and Nature Reserves Authority* IsraeL

Features 14 one-way hikes, v>

12 circular trails, 4 car routes, n

Paperback, 120pp, NS 5OJJ0 (IncL shipping)
.

Owr 70 color photos)
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‘Scorned’ NY Jewry awaits
Netanyahu visit with open arms

iax me jx** M.ncaannu. lcgw.auvnc*. me current adviser. Yaren -

v
Kedar, is feaving at the end. of next month.

. The Histadrut spokesman confirmed yesterday that PEtosof, an •

attorney; is a candidate for the position and has met several times

witfc Histadruf Chairman Amir Peretz. font

Import of produce from PA banried
The. Agriculture- Ministry hasbaned knpcris of fruit and

: vegetables from tbe Palestinian Authority in retaliation for tire PA'$
refusal to import Israeli meat, Israel Radio said yesterday. Israel -

recefndyTxaraed the PA from Importing lamb from Saudi Arabia
which,u said did not meet health standards. Jem Immanuel

The Israel Heart Society
deeply regrets the passing of

Prof. KARL BRAUN
ITS FIRST PRESIDENTAND HONORARY MEMBER

“BIBI Love Fest,” the New York
Jewish Week headline said, refer-

ring to Binyamin Netanyahu's
first trip to New York as prime
.minister.

There is nothing new, of course,
about prime ministers visiting
New York. They bead to the
United Nations; they are feted by
New York officials; and they
address Jewish communal leaders
in often-stiff sessions in hotel
ballrooms. They invite the insid-

ers to private receptions in hotel
suites for ego-stroking and arm-
twisting.

Netanyahu is expected to take

that route, too, but he is making
his New York debut on Thursday
as a man of the people — 3,000 of
them - when he is hosted by the

New York Jewish Community
Relations Council.

Astute move, observers say.
This has little to do with politics

and much to do with being polite.

New York, the largest Jewish
community in tbe Diaspora, was a
wallflower while Jerusalem and

BACKGROUND
MARILYN HENRY

Washington waltzed for the last

four years.

The previous government was
“arrogant” and felt that the
American Jewish community did-
n’t matter much, said Rabbi
Fabian Schonfeld, of the
Rabbinical Council of America,
repeating Yossi Beilin's mantra,
“We don’t need you.”
Netanyahu quickly put New

York on his dance card, and tbe
glee is palpable. “TTie Rab in-
Peres government never offered
New York an event like this,” one
New York activist said of
Thursday’s meeting. “Now you
have a government eager to speak
to the New York Jews — and
directly, to the community, not
just the leadership

”

Netanyahu’s visit is icing on the

cake for those who felt disenfran-

chised by the previous govern-
ment and’snubbed by New York’s

uptown crowd.
“Those groups that were ostra-

cized by the New York liberal

community now. feel they have
their own place in the sun," said

Schonfeld. “There’s no triumphal-

ism [in the Orthodox community],
but now we really feel like a yoke
has been lifted. It's not so much a
change of policy, but a. change of
atmosphere. It’s much more
relaxed. We feel we can speak up
... without being called betrayers

of Israel."

Meanwhile, the American
Jewish center was acting like the
center and adjusting itself to the
new horizon.

The American Zionist
Movement, for example, had been
one of the most vocal mainstream
supporters of the Oslo accords. In
a recent ad congratulating

Netanyahu in The New York
Tones, it pledged “to support the
people and government of Israel

as tiiey strive to find security at

home and peace with all people of
the region.”

Listen to Arutz 7, 711 1143 AM 105 EM
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y Ministry Thr
to reexamine .

complaint COflVIC
against Last ,vf u

gAINE MARCUS

THE Justice Ministry’s police
investigation division is reconsid-
ering an earlier decision to drop a
complaint against Tel Aviv police

Cmdr. Gabi Last that was
filed last year. The complaint
accused Last of being in touch
with Ya acov Bak, during a police
investigation of him.
Insinuations to this effect were

made in a Yediot Aharonot article
published Friday. The ministry said
it had decided to reexamine the
complaint as a result of the article.
Bak was convicted of conspiring

to murder three members of the
“Russian mafia’' here. He had con-
fessed and was sentenced to eight
years.’ imprisonment
The original complaint made to

the Justice Ministry was based on
Last’s and Bak's friendship prior
to the investigation and cm calls
made from Bak’s phone to Last’s
phone during the investigation.
Last denied he had had any con-

tact with Bak after the start of the
investigation, and accused Yediot
of causing him anguish, distorting
irrelevant details, and failing to
examine facts.

According to Yediot. during Ben-
Asber’s trial. Chief-Supt. Danny
Sanovsky, of the Tfel Aviv detective

squad's technical surveillance unit,

said that records of {Acme calls

made from Bak’s home included
calls made to Last’s home.
Sanovksy said that when he

noticed Last's phone number cm
the records, be cut out the phone
numbers and repasted the lists

together, “to avoid gossip." He
did, however, put the records of
the calls to Last in an envelope
and passed them on to the then

head of the detective squad, Dep.-
Cmdr. Dudi Cohen.
A senior police source noted that

Sanovsky’s testimony took place

in ApiiL and did not attract mndia

attention. The source described

this sudden “revelation" of the tes-

timony as “tendentious."

The Justice Ministry said yester-

day that at die end of 1995, acom-
plaint based on an anonymous let-

ter was examined, but the State

Attorney’s Office ordered the file

closed for lack of evidence. The
police investigation division now
plans to review the original com-
plaint to see if there are grounds

forfurther investigation.

Id response. Last said in a state-

ment that prior to the investigaC*

tibn, his family was friendly with-

Bak’s family. The relationship was
cut off when the investigation

started, said Last, who added that

he had'encouraged officers in

charge of the case to pursue the

investigation against Bak.

During the investigation, a tap

was ordered on Bak’s pbooe. Last

said tbai even though he knew it

was likely that calls between
Bak's wife and his might be
picked up by the tap, he did not

say anything to anyone for fear of

disrupting the investigation.

"The conversations revealed by
Ben-Asber’s lawyer, Avraham
Landstein. were conducted prior

to the investigation," said Last

“Most conversations were

between our respective wives.

During die investigation I did not

speak to Bak:".

He also denied asking investi-

gating officers to conceal any
information from the District

Attorney's Office, and said he did

not know that calls made to his

home were removed from the

phone records by Sanovsky.

He blasted Yediot for insinuat-

ing that he and Bak were in touch

during the investigation, saying

the paper did not waitfor reactions

from the State Attorney’s Office or

the Justice Ministry, and did not

request his reaction at alL

/Three officers

convicted in deaths

of two soldiers
Deceased suffered from heat stroke

TA Fraud Squad may probe
non-profit fund for sick children

A FORMER commander of die

elite- Sayeret Matkal a colonel;

die unit’s doctor, a captain; and a

.
company commander, also a cap-
tain; were convicted of negligent-

ly causing the death of two of the

unit’s soldiers, who died of heat
stroke in May 1992, during train-

ing in the South, by a special mil-
itary court yesterday.

The lieutenant, who was the sol-
diers' direct commander during
the exercise, was acquitted by the
special General Staff Conn in Tel
Aviv.

.

The two soldiers, SgL Yaron
Bardo and SgL Eran Ofer, died
during a navigation exercise in die

mountainsnear Eilat The two col-
lapsed in the beat and died in the

helicopter that brought them to the
city’s Josephthal Hospital.

The court found the colonel
responsible for approving the
exercise despite die harsh climatic

conditions, in contravention ofthe
IDF’s safety regulations. The
court stressed that the colonel bad

proceeded with the exercise to

uphold the unit’s “tradition,"

which ihe court said was based on
"faulty norms."
The company commander like-

wise did not consider die weather
and “showed lack of awareness of
the array's safety regulations,"

and directives regarding hours
daring which navigation exercises

are permitted to take place, the

court said. The commander cer-

tainly did not bother to instruct

Barrio's and Ofer’s direct com-
mander, the lieutenant, with
regard to these safety directives.

The unit’s physician had not

carefully followed up on the con-
dition of the two soldiers, even
though one of them had been
throwing up and the other had a

leg problem and had been on
cratches shortly before. The doc-
tor did not want the commanders
that these two soldiers should be
returned to full training only grad-

ually and should receive special

consideration. (Itim)

THE Tel Aviv Fraud Squad is considering an
investigation into the activities of Lev Perah
Hazahav, a non profit-association managed by
sisters Sima Shimoni and Yonit Lev. who have
criminal records for fraud offenses.

Police and other authorities were given
details of the association’s activities over three

months ago but did not take action at the time.

A . report in Yediot Aharonot on Friday
revealed that association members, two of
whom have criminal records, have been busy
collecting funds for children in need of urgent
operations abroad. Several families in the past

complained that all funds were not being
received and one family even ordered them to

stop collections.

The Jerusalem Post has learnt that the asso-
ciation was founded in July 1994 by Esther
and Simon Sabag, Rosalie Zirmer, Sima and
Yosef Shimoni and Yonit Lev. A month later,

Sima and Yosef Shimoni resigned from the

board of founders.

The Non-Profit Association Registry did not
examine whether any of the founders had
criminal records before registering them.
By law, regular meetings have to be con-

ducted by founders and board members and
regular accounts have to be forwarded to an
accountant
The women would take it in turns to sit at

improvized stands around the country, includ-

ing outside major shopping malls such as Tel

RAINE MARCUS
Aviv’s Gan Ha’ir, equipped with receipts,

medical documents and newspaper clippings

on the sick child. Other donations were
obtained door-io-door.

The Non-Profit Associations Registry, head-

ed by Benzion Greenberger, was told of the

women’s activities over three months ago and
the file on the association was examined. It

was found to contain complaints by various

families and by a philanthropic association but

Greenberger and his staff apparently did not

report anything to the police nor act to investi-

gate the association's activities.

It is forbidden for founders to have a crimi-

nal record and new law introduced in 1995
requires founders to sign a declaration that

they agree to serve on die board of directors.

They must also sign that they are fully aware
they are founding a non-profit association.

Lev and Shimoni were arrested and remand-
ed in 1987 for their pan in a scam involving a

pharmacist who was later imprisoned for

fraud. They were each sentenced to four

months’ community service. Shimoni was
also arrested in 1990 for falsely collecting con-

tributions for a sick child. She was given a six

months’ suspended sentence. A year later the

sisters were arrested in Eilat on similar allega-

tions.

Over three months ago the Tel Aviv Fraud

Squad was also given full details of tire women
and their activities to examine if irregularities
were committed. No official complaint was
lodged but senior officers received sufficient
information to open an inquiiy.
“Oh. these women are known to us." said

one officer at the time. "We can’t do anything
about it. We can’t follow them 24 hours a day
to prove they are committing any offenses.
This is difficult to prove." Officers suggested
that the NPA registry or tax authorires should
investigate.

But now. police, the NPA registry (under the
jurisdiction of the Ministry of the interior) and
possibly tax authorities may have no choice
but to investigate.

The NPA registry is convening within the
next few days ro reach decisions on facts,
freely available in their files since the founding
of Lev Perah Hazahav, including a confidential
one named File 400.
“The area of non-profit associations is a grey

one." said a senior official in the past.
"Members can balance out expenses so go and
prove that they are pocketing money or pan of
it. Maybe tax authorities should investigate."

The last fund raising operation carried out by
the sisters was for Nava Cohen of Givar
Shmuel, who needed an urgent operation
abroad. The drive was launched early this year
after an article in Ma'ariv urged potential
donors to contribute.

Former US secretary of state Henry Kissinger (left) and Conrad Black (center), CEO of Hollinger International, meet with ‘The

Jerusalem Post' President and Publisher Yehuda Levy during a visit to the paper yesterday. (Ariel jeronKnukii

Kissinger: PM will learn peace is in Israel’s interest

FURTHERING the Middle East

peace process is necessary for

Israel and Binyamin Netanyahu
will soon realize this, former US
secretary of state Heray Kissinger

said yesterday

.

Speaking to reporters after visit-

ing the grave of Yitzhak Rabin,

Kissinger, said: “What be has
started grew out of Israel’s neces-

sities, and I think any prime min-

ister will come to conclusions that

YOCHI DREAZEN and news

the process has to be continued.

Of course, each leader has his

own ideas."

Kissinger, in Israel to visit

Rabin'S family, met Netanyahu
earlier at die prime minister’s res-

idence. He said he is confident

Netanyahu would take a “con-

structive” message to Washington
on his maiden visit starting tomor-

row.

"Israel and the United States

have a common destiny, and their

leaders have to come to express

that common destiny," Kissinger

added.

Kissinger and Conrad Black,

CEO of The Jerusalem Post’s par-

ent company, Hollinger
International, also paid a visit to

the Jerusalem Post building for a

short, unplanned meeting with the

President and Publisher Yehuda
Levy.
Levy updated them on the situa-

tion at the Post, focusing on the

departure of executive editor

David Bar-JUan.

Following tire meeting,

Kissinger stayed for a private con-

versation with Simcha Dinitz, for-

mer head of the Jewish Agency.

Hizbullah says it wounded two soldiers
HIZBULLAH claimed responsibility yester-

day for the clash in the security zone late on
Saturday night in which two IDF soldiers were

lightly wounded.
The soldiers who suffered bullet wounds,

one in the hand and the other in the leg, are

being treated in Safed’s Rebecca Sieff hospi-

tal.

Reports from Lebanon said the clash

occurred around 10.15 pm in the region of die

Beaufort Castle, in the eastern sector of the

zone.
According to the reports, an IDF patrol spot-

ted Hizbullah gunmen trying to infiltrate the

area - apparently to lay roadside bombs - and

opened fire. The reports said the close-range

shootout with assault rifles and machine guns

lasted over 15 minutes, after which the

Hizbullah gunmen withdrew.

DAVID RUDGE

News agencies, quoting Lebanese security

sources, said IDF gunners shelled suspected

infiltration trails north of the zone for several

hours after the incident. The reports said spo-

radic shelling continued until the early hours

of yesterday morning.
Hizbullah did not announce whether its

units had suffered any casualties in the

shootout or the subsequent shelling. The
organization has also remained tightlipped

about a similar incident near Bint J’bail in the

western sector of the zone early Friday morn-
ing.

On that occasion, IDF troops spotted an

infiltration squad and opened fire, apparently

hitting some of the gunmen according to the

signs of blood found at the scene as well as the

weapons left behind.

Meanwhile, there have been reports that

Hizbullah, together with other rejectionist

organizations opposed to the peace process,

are likely to escalate attacks against IDF and
South Lebanese Army targets in tire zone. This
follows a reported conference of terrorist orga-

nizations in Teheran which was organized by
the Iranian intelligence service to discuss die

results of the Israeli elections.

There have also been reports that Hizbullah

is experimenting with ways of increasing the

range of its arsenal of Katyusha rockets.

According to some reports, the organization

has recently received large shipments 6f
weapons from Iran, via Damascus, and the

arms may have included some improved
Katyusha rockets which are reported to have a

. range of over 40 kras.
'

Jewish, Arab students help build understanding
A PILOT plan to build bridges erf

peace and understanding between

Jews and Arabs by jointly wak-
ing on development projects was

begun recently in Tamra in the

Galilee.

The plan was initiated by

Interns for Peace, in conjunction

with the local authority, and

involved groups of Jewish and

Arab: students working together

on highway safety and environ-

mental projects. They helped

establish three paries in the town

and painted road signs. Including

pedestrian crossings, and parking

and no parking areas.

Tbs work itself was carried out

by a group of 15 people fram the

American Jewish World Service,

and 25 Arab students from Tamra,

and dozens of local residents.
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“The visiting group provided

die impetus for us to work with

the community to cany out these

development projects," said

Laurin Erdreich. an Interns for

Peace volunteer who works and

lives in Tamra.
“We had already worked with'

the municipality to identtiy the

areas of development and had

prepared the plans over the previ-

ous few months. When the group

from America came here, they

spent ffte day with rite students

doing the actual physical work,”

she said. “This involved painting

the signs on die roads and gener-

ally cleaning the street, as well

as raking the ground of the parks

and planting trees, bushes, and

flowers.

“They also prepared areas for

the construction at a later stage of

children's playgrounds in the new
parks. The rest of the work will be
completed by the community
itself.”

Interns for Peace is a non-profit

organization which helps promote
Jewish-Arab understanding
through meetings, reciprocal vis-

its, and encouraging work on joint

projects.

Enid Schatz, another volunteer

working in Tamra. said that com-
munity development projects was

a relatively new concept “If it

proves successful, the intention is

to extend die plan so it involves

Jewish and Arab communities in

other parts of die country," she

said.
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The Wexner Israel Fellowship Program

at Harvard University

The Wexner Israel Fefiowship Program annually sponsors ten

lsraefi Government Officials in the Mid-Career Program at the

John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard Unfverstty.

Feicwsfupswi be granted for an eleven month period, starting

August 1997, during which the fellows will complete die

MkJ-Career Masters hPMi Administration Program, including

Harvard's Summer Program.

TheWexner Israel Fellowship wRI cover tuition and fees at the

Kennedy School plus health insurance, travel costs and a

monthly Bring allowance for the fetows araJ their families.

Eligibility:

* At least five years of substantial experience in the public sector

(government or local authorities) or in statutory public sendee

bodes, such as the Bank of brasC ihe Israel Broadcasting

Audxxity, the National Insurance Institute, the Ports Authority, etc.

*Age 30 to45 years.

*A career reflecting significant achievement in the public sector.

* Command of Engfish (TOEFL).

FeBows must commit themselvesto continue employment in the

lsraefi pubficservice fotowng completion of the program.

The Foundation welcomes applications and inquiries.

For further information, contact

:

B. Gus* The Wexner Israel Fellowship Program,
18 Sa'adia Gaon SL, Jerusalem 92267

Last date to request appication materials: November 25, 1996,

Comple9eda|)pfcadonsniustbesbbiiiBfi9dbyDBcember 15, 1996..

MEWS IN BRIEF
Klrngberg requests furlough
Marcus Klingberg, who is serving 20 years for espionage, has
appealed to the Tel Aviv District Court to be allowed to take a
vacation after 14 years in prison. His lawyer, Avigdor Feldman,
said that die committee which earlier this year turned down
Klingberg s request for parole had not ruled out the possibility of a
furlough. Klingbeig, 75, had appealed to be released on fee

grounds of ill health and his advanced age. The court will hear ths

new request on Wednesday. ~ /dm

i

Official memorial for Herzl held
The annua] official memorial for Theodor Hozl, who died on 20 -

Thmiiz 5664 (1904) was held yesterday at ML Heizl. President

Ezer Weizman, Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, Knesset
Speaker Dan Tlchon. Sapretue Court President Aharon Barak, State

Comptroller Miriam Ben-Porat. and other dignitaries were in

attendance. Sections from Herzl ’s speeches were read, a
descendant. Gavriel Herzl, said /Caddish, and Chief Military Cantor
Arye Braun chanted El Malei Rahamim. 1tun

Settlers sentenced for illegal assembly
Tel Aviv Magistrate’s Court yesterday sentenced Baruch Marzel of

"

Hebron and Benzion Gopstein ofKkyatArba to several months’

probation and fines for illegal assembly, during a demonstration In •

Bat Yam following the terrorist murder there of Helena Rapp in

May 1992.

Marzel. 37, was given eight months* probation and ordered to •

pay a previous guarantee of N1S 1 ,500. Hewas also asked ttyrign;-

another guarantee of NIS 5,000. Gopstein, 27, was given- six

months’ probation and fined NTS 2,000. .

The two were convicted under a plea bargain that erased -a charge J

of rioting after being ordered to disperse in exchange for their
-

guilty jdea. him

Cancer patients go to summer camp
Dozens of young cancer patients yesterday began a 10-day, free

summer camp organized and funded by Zichron Menachetn, a
voluntary organization that has received the President's Volunteer

Award. The organization was founded by Miri and Haim
"

Ehrenfeld. whose son Menachem died at the age of 14 after a life-

long struggle with leukemia. The campers, accompanied by
medical personnel, will be entertained by top singers, meet
government ministers, watch an air acrobatic show, go to die

Superiand park, ride horses, go on a jeep tour in the Judean Desert

and be treated to a laser show in Jerusalem’s Wobl Rose Garden.

The meals and many of the events have been donated by hotels and
performers. Judy Siegel

You have life, health and
property insurance.

Shouldn't you also have
' insurance?

* the uncertainties of the stock market keep you from

investing

* you are afraid to sell stock you currently own because

you believe it may rise in value

* you are considering purchasing a stock but are

concerned with downside risk...

A protective put option can insure your stock position by

capping your downside without limiting vour upside.

How does is work? What does this insurance cost? For

answers to these and other questions about insuring your

'portfolio, call Douglas.Goldstein, Director ofSecurities,

at (02) 244-963 , or send this coupon.

Please contact me about insuring my portfolio.

Name

Address

Phone (day) __(evening)
i

Scad to Bo* 7777. Jerusalem 91077; fix- 02-244+876.

Pan performance is no guarantee of fiitu** results. Qualified investors only

CommStock Trading Ltd.

Jerusalem: City Tower. 34 Ben Yehuda. Tel. 02-244-963; Fax. 02-244-876

Ramat Gan: Beit Silver. 7 Abba Hillel. Tel. 03-575-8826/27
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Investigators dig
for Bosnia

massacre evidence
A convoy of four-wheel drive

vehicles and a backhoe brought
war crimes investigators to the

lush green hills around Srebrenica
yesterday to begin gathering evi-

dence of the worst known mas-
sacres of the Bosnian war.

The hills presumably hold the

corpses of more than 7,000
Moslems believed slaughtered

after the Serbs overran the town of
Srebrenica July II. 1995. Piles of
bones and tattered clothing can

still be seen scattered across the

land.

The evidence war crimes inves-

tigators find over the next three

months will be used to build a

case against people indicted by
the UN war crimes tribunal,

including Bosnian Serb comman-
der Ratko Mladic, accused of

orchestrating the massacre.

The 15 investigators who
arrived yesterday were accompa-
nied by four US army Humvees
outfitted with 50-caliber
machine guns and anti-tank

rockets.

As the convoy left a US base in

Vlasenica, a town in the Serbian

half of Bosnia about 3 1 km north-

TERRENCE PETTY
HASANOVICI, Bosnia

west of Srebrenica, some local

residents watched and waved
from the roadside.

The convoy stopped near
Hasanovici. about 25 km north-

west of Srebrenica. The team fol-

lowed a dusty track uphill

between two hiUs, stopping at a

remote site in a valley with a

brook bubbling through it.

Just off the track, investigators

found four bodies in May - one
with a bullet-sized hole in the

back of the head. More are
believed buried there.

Yesterday Norwegian special-

ists using German shepherds were
the first to enter the area, looking
for land mines. They were fol-

lowed by team members carrying

metal detectors to help pinpoint

evidence, and those with measur-
ing tapes to map the site.

The seven-ton backhoe. will be
used to remove the top layer of
earth. Local laborers have been
contracted to do the more delicate

digging and removal of bodies.

Four Serbs pushed brand-new

wheelbarrows, filled with shovels
and pick-axes, up the road to tire

site.

In their previous exhumations in

the Srebrenica region, war crimes
investigators have found the
remains of what is believed to be
only a tiny fraction of the mas-
sacre victims.

The excavations begun yester-

day are intended to reveal the

scope of the slaughter. Some of
the graves, located as close as 15
km to Srebrenica and 55 km
southeast of Tuzla, are thought to

contain as many as 2,700 people.
The Hasanovici dig will be the

first comprehensive exhumation
of a major mass grave site in

Bosnia.
The UN war crimes tribunal in

The Hague, Netherlands will use
the evidence collected by the

investigators to try to convict such
war crimes suspects as Bosnian
Serb leader Radovan Karadzic
and Mladic, his military comman-
der.

Both are charged with complici-
ty in all (he major atrocities car-

ried out by rebel Serb forces in the

43-month Bosnian conflict (AP)

Jet aborts takeoff, killing two

Wimbledon singles finalists Richard Krajicekand Malivai Washington share a smile as an unidentified streaker runs across center

court before yesterday’s match. Results, Page 10. •
• cap)

Kielce marks 50th anniversary

PENSACOLA (AP) - A Delta jet engine blew apart

and ripped into the cabin packed with holiday travel-

ers as the plane sped down a runway, killing a moth-
er and son and forcing the pilot to abort takeoff.

Delta Flight 1288 was headed to Atlanta carrying

142 passengers and five crew members, said

Kathleen Bergen, spokeswoman for the Federal
Aviation Administration in Atlanta. In addition,to the

fatalities, seven people were injured, at least one seri-

ously.

The 8-year-old MD-88 jet was 450 meters down
the runway when passengers reported seeing smoke
from the left engine, Betgen said.

Delta spokesman Bill Berry said pieces of the

engine pierced the fuselage after the engine caught
fire. “At this point we believe it was a major failure

of the engine," Berry said, adding that there was no
indication of fire in the cabin.

The dead were identified as Anita S. Saxton and
Nolan Saxton, 12, of Scottville, Michigan. The vic-

tims were sat in row 37, close to the engine. Berry
said.

Also on board were Nolan’s brother Derrick
Saxton, 15, and his sister Spencer Saxton, 9. Both
were in good condition yesterday at Sacred Heart
Hospital.

“At first I thought it was a blown tire until 1 saw the

engine flying off the runway,” said Jean Paul
Menard, a passenger traveling with his wife and 11-

month-old child. “It was the front part of the engine.

I seen the smoke and I just wanted to get my family

right off.”

FIFTY years ago, Raphael
Blumenfeld was lying on the

ground in front of 7 Planty'St
with a broken skull, blood all

around him. Someone hit him
with a stone, and Blumenfeld
began to talk to God.
“God! Those people have no

mercy in their hearts,”

Blumenfeld remembers thinking

about the mob that on July 4,

1946, mined on Jews in this

southern Polish town, killing 42
in what was has become known as

Europe's last pogrom.
Blumenfeld survived die mas-

sacre and fled Poland later that

year, ending up in Israel in 1948:

But yesterday he was back in

Poland for the first time to join
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Prime Minister
Cimoszewicz, Nobel laureate Elie

Wiesel, religious leaders and oth-

ers in commemorating the 50th
anniversary of the bloodshed on
Plantystreet
“We are obliged to accept die

legacy of our history,”

Cimoszewicz told the 2,000 ’to

3,000 people at yesterday's cere-

mony. “Deeply regretting every-

thing dial Poles have ever been
guilty of against Jews, and sin-

cerely apologizing for it, we see

the need to work toward true

Polish-Jewish reconciliation and
brotherhood, which we truly

believe Is possible.”

Although 12 people stood trial

and nine were sentenced to death

within a week of the massacre, die

communist authorities of the time

cast a curtain of silence on die

pogrom, turning it into a taboo
subject for decades. .

Oniy after die communists-were
toppled in 1989 was sm official

inquiry into how the pogrom hap-

pened begun; it is.stUl underway.

Tbe Polish government officially

apologized for the pogrom in

February.

Blumenfeld, 75, said such steps

were long overdue.
“I was thinking about ita lotand

I realized that there are things we
must change, as Poles know too

little about Jews and Jews know
too little about Poles,” he said in

an interview. “Perhaps it's time to

seek dialogue.”

Pre-World War II Poland had a

thriving.Jewish population of 3.5

million, or 10 percent of the total

KIELCE, Poland

Wlodzimierz population. Three million per-

ished in the Holocaust, and only

about 250,000 were remaining in

Poland when the Kielce pogrom
occurred.

Blumenfeld, who was born in

Kielce, was the only one of his

family to survive the wan
But when he retained to Kielce.

having spent five years, in forced

labor and concentration camps in

Germany, die atmosphere had
changed and Jews no longer felt

secure, he said.

Some Poles who bad moved
into homes that once belonged to

Jewish families were saying of
returning Jews: “Have somany of
them survived?” Blumenfeld
said.

“Poles and Jews had lived

together for l/XX) years, in good
and bad, enriching each others

cultures. -Why did such .things

happen between those two ethnic

groups which both suffered under

the Nazi occupation?”

The violence on Jtjly 4, 1946,

began after a false report that a
Polish boy who had been missing

for a few days, then resurfaced,

had been abducted by Jews and
held in tbe house at 7 Flamy St.

'

Blumenfeld, then an instructor

in a Zionist youth oigamzaiion,

was having breakfast with some
group members in a second-floor

apartment. They were planting to

leave for Palestine within a

month.
“Two young Jews came in,” he

said. “They were scared. They
said a big crowd of Poles led by
militiamen was approaching;

shouting ‘Death to the Jews, they

killed our children.”’

A lieutenant and three soldiers

walked into tbe room. Suddenly,

there was machine-gun fire,

Blumenfeld recalls.

“One boy was killed instantly,

another was wounded,” he said.

The soldiers started dragging the

others down the staircase to tbe

shouting violent mob.
Blumenfeld remembers being

hit, kicked and pelted with stones

before he lost consciousness.

Hours later, he recalls being

picked up and thrown into, an

ambulance with “a pile of bodies." ,

Of his group of35 youths, three

boys and two girts were lulledand
10 other youths wounded- The
girls were throw out a second-

floor balcony into the crowd, he
said.

“Sometimes people talk of mur-
der in cold blood,” Blumenfeld

said. “That was different - hot,

bunting murder.” ->

Others attending yesterday’s

ceremony included Roman
Gatholic • Bishop' ' Tadeusz
PieronekandPoland’s chiefrabbi,
Menahem Joskovicz. A group of.

Israeli youths laid wreaths m front

of the house on Planty street and
at Kielce’s Jewish cemetery
“What happened in this place

shows ’that normal citizens -could

be as cruel as killers of any death

camp,” Wiesel said in an emotion-
laden speech. He called on Poles

to face up to what happened as a

step toward reconciliation. -

“I want to know will the Kielce

of today acknowledge ' and
remember the Kielce of yester-

day,” he said. “To forget is to

choose dishonor.” .
' (AP)

Protestant leader warns
Irish peace at risk

were sealed off with razor wire to prevent the

marchers bypassing .security.

A senior Orange official said reinforcements from
the 200-year-old order's lodges across -tbe province
were on (heir way to force police authorities to

reverse the ban.
- “If we can hold on for a few more hours die rest

oftbe province will be with us,” Harold Gracey, dis-

trict master of the the Orange Order, said.

Residents complained that the march was offensive
and intimidatory but leaders of the Orange Order, a
civilian organization that honors Northern Ireland's
Protestant and British traditions, said they had used
.the route for years. .

“We are prepared to stay a day, a week, a month, as

loog:ds it takes. We wfll stay m Drumcree until such
time as we are given our traditional rights,” Gracey
said.

Trimble said the police ban was an attempt to

appease die IRA who broke a 17-momh truce in

February and resumed bombing targets in Britain and
Europe to try to wring, concessions fiord. British

Prime Minister John Major.

PORTADOWN (Renter) - Northern Ireland’s most
powerful Protestant politican said yesterday that a
police ban on an Orange march through a Catholic

area was jeopardizing the province’s two-year peace.

David Trimble, head of die pro-British Ulster

Unionist Party, told a news conference the ban “is

putting at risk the tranquility we have enjoyed in

recent months”.
“It’s perfectly obvious. There are going to be prob-

lems,” said Trimble, as the Protestant Change Order
prepared to confront a huge security cordon barring it

from marching through a Catholic area of

Portadown, 25 miles (40 km) souib of Belfast

Later about 2,000 marchers, wearing orange sashes

and led by bands, walked to a village church for a

service and then tried in vain to breach heavy police

lines to walk down the disputed Catholic Garvaghy
Road area.

No incidents occurred and the marchers returned to

the church vowing to stay until the route was
reopened.

Several thousand police backed by discreetly con-
cealed British troops cordoned off the area and fields

Mail To: Atlas Ltd, al Tdilenov Street lei Aviv Israel
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Classical’s fab four

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

youre talking.about:
San ftancisco-based

•jffliereyer the groundbreakinB
Sjrmg qi^rtct performs, it brings
drag lighting defeignerLany Neff

sound engineer Scott Fraser.
Jjbe; tWQ wOJ be on hand when
\giobinas David Harrington and
Jppn Sherba, violist Hank Dutt
ijin^eDist Joan Jeanrenaud pre-

their Saturday evening
qebut at the Tel Aviv Performing
Alts.Center; -

: for more than two decades, the
quartet has been devoted to 20th-
fccittujy music. The musicians

visual experience, which aright beW there
^
are stiff critics who

eottsider Kronos nothing more
lhtefr a gimmick.
\ Cellist Jeanrenaud takes it all in
stride. “Because of our indepen-
dence as an organization we have
a lot of freedom. We can doWhat
we want to do and . there is an
audience developed for us," the
Tennessee native said in a phone
interview from her California
home.
The long-awaited debut of

Kronos here was supposed to
have happened three years ago but
extremely poor advance ticket
sales led impresario Pinches
Postel • to cancel the conceit.
Posted, however, never gave up

.

andKronos’s performance wfll be
the closing concert of the highly

popular Great Artists at the Center
chamber music series.

Although she is the sole female
in. the ensemble, Jeanrenaud is

definitely not pampered by her

MICHAEL AJ2ENSTADT

male colleagues; *It*s very equal

and they make me cany thy cello

case," she notes. Kronos is as
much a way of life as it is a quar-

tet, she says.

“We spend,more time together
than most quartets' from what I

hear: We do everything together,

but we also enjoy doing different

things on the road. David listens

toa lot of music, Hank and 1 like

•to look around the -city and we
tend to stick together, and John
likes to wander around on his
own: We have our own rhythm
and it- works pretty well. We
have been touring for 17 years so
by this tune we should have it

down; -

- “If we plan it right, we should
be able to do it for many more
years. I hope so; as it’s very lard
to envision life without Kronos."
Kronos used to play a large

repertoire of familiar 20th-century
music by the tikes ofBartok, Berg
and Shostakovich, but these days
it performs mainly works written

especially for it

Although Jeanrenaud admits
that every once in a while die
likes to listen to Mozart quartets,

it will be some time before
Kronos - turns to the classics:

“Yeah, maybe in our 60s or 70s.

It's beautiful music, in fact it's

music that is very close to us, but
it’s hard to do everything."

All members of Kronos are very
much involved in the overall busi-

ness the quartet has become. “We
have had a manager for 14 years
but we still have meetings about
the business and we think about

what we are doing," says

Jeanrenaud.

Kronos has more than 20 discs

to its credit and in the past few
years has released a few so-called

singles, discs featuring only one
composition. “We

.
wanted to

release several works by com-
posers like Lutoslawski or
Piazzolla," says Jeanrenaud. "AD
of those were very good piesces to

have released but we didn’t feel

there was something strong

enough to add to that, so a single

was a very nice way to hear it as a

piece by itself."

A recent double CD entitled

Released is what would be con-
sidered in the pop world a collec-

tion disc, featuring excerpts from
various' earlier recordings.
According to Jeanrenaud: “It’s a

nice introduction for people who
have not heard oar music before.

It also leaves someone wanting to

go and look at other recordings.

It’s like a little window to our
work."
Their program in Tel Aviv

includes John Zorn’s Cat o’ Nine
Tails (1988), Sudanese composer
Hamza El Din’s Escalay (1989),
from the quartet’s Pieces ofAfrica
disc, St. Francis Climbs Mt.
Diabolo (on his way to heaven), a
brand new piece by American
Ken Benshoof, as well as

Azerbaijan’s Franghiz Ali-
Zadeh’s Afugam Sayagi (1993)
and Judith Shatin’s Elijah's

Chariot. The latter; which was
composed this year, deals with

“the mystical, spiritual world and
also features a recording of a sho-

far.” The final scheduled work is

Schnittke’s Second Quartet

(1980).

j

Kronos is a way of life as much as it is a musical ensemble, according to cellist Joan Jeanrenaud.

Family plot: The shortest distance between Mariel and Miami
THEPEREZ FAMILY

Directed by Mira - Nair.

Screenplay by Robin Swicord.
Based on the novel tty Christine

Bell. Hebrew title: Dome Perez
Mehapesct Ahava. 110 tmnnies.
Englisb dialogue, Hebrew subti-

des. Parental guidance suggested.

Dottie Perez , ......... Marisa Tbmei
Juan Raul Perez —Alfred Moffaa
CarmeOa Perez —Anjefica Huston
OfflffflVriR—Chsm Patmmffri

THE first time we glimpse
former hooker and current

Cuban sugar-esae. jJhar*.

vester Dottie. Perez. (Marisa
Tomeijin The -Perez FamHy,bcr
work drirt is knotted high abpve^
her belly burton, her skin is;

smeared with some evil' mange
pancake gunk and she’s grinmnga
rabbity smile from underneath her

crooked straw hat “When I can ..

go on de boar lift?" she demands
to know from the macho foreman
who ogles her while he picks his

teeth. It's not a promising start

What1

s odd about Mira Nair’s

film, though, is how it wins us
over, despite heavy-handed
scenes like this one. Adapted by
Robin Swicord from Christine

Bell’s novel, fee movie offers a
peculiar grab-bag of hits and
misses. While burdened with a
preposterous plot, some outra-

geous ethnic stereotypes and an
occasionally klutzy visual style,

Nair’s film treats fee characters

with sucha spiked sense ofhumor
and such base goodness of heart

that, in the end, most of the flaws

faff away. .The picture is just loo
off-beat -and energetically goofy •

to be dismissed.

; The action takes place in 1980,
around the time ofthe Mariel boat

lift Political prisoner and fearner

plantation owner Juan Raul Perez

(Alfred Molina) has languished in

a Cuban jail for the last 20 years.

FILM REVIEW
IAD1NA HOFFMANI

while his wife, Carmella
(Anjelica Huston) and their

daughter, Tereza (Ttini Alvarado),
have moved to an upscale Miami
suburb and are waiting for him.

Freed from jail and granted per-

mission to leave for America,
Juan Rani meets Dottie Perez (no
relation) on the boat and the two
of diem strike up a friendship of

sorts.

It's a peculiar match, to say the

least Molina's Juan Raul starts

the film looking rather tortured

and Christ-like, his mournful
eyes and Goyaesque pout framed
by wildly matted dark- hafr. -After-

his first all-American trim and
shower, he retreats to the less

tragic pose of an injured cocker
spaniel. And as played by a

remarkably fleshy Tomei - who
rolls her hips and her r’s here

with the same over-blown ay

years of saving themselves for

each other, both Juan Raul and
Carmella find new love in a sin-

gle week. The plot, as I said,

caramba emphasis - Dome's a strains credibility: all die con-
free spirit so eager to get to flicts could be resolved easily if

America, she ’ll dive right off the someone would just pick up a
boat and swim ashore. After an phone and dial. While it's possi-

immigration official mistakenly ble to suspend disbelief and
lists Juan Raul and Dottie Perez swallow the cartoonish lurches of
as husband and wife, she seizes the plot, the caricatured approach
on the chance to gain asylum to the Little Cuba setting nags
more quickly. (Big families have on. In films like Salaam
priority.) While they’re camped Bombay! and Mississippi

out in tents at the Change Bowl, Masala, Mira Nair (who was
she also recruits a teenage son bom in India and educated in the

and a father-in-law for their clan. US) proved herself a keen and
All are Perezes by name; hence sympathetic observer of living-

fee film’s ironic title. in-otherness: the former film was
Carmella, meanwhfle.-waits for^fa- strong, near-documentary por-

her husband, and when.he do^ street kid in India; and
n’t arrive she strikes up a flirta? • the ..•tetter, a romantic comedy

border patrol’s worth of stereo-

types .

But .both of those movies were

set in a community that Nairknew
first hand and obviously felt

relaxed depicting. While The
Perez Family tells a similar melt-

ing-pot story as Mississippi, it

relies on a different set of colors,

rhythms and cadences, and
throughout the picture we feel the

director straining to show us “typ-

ical" street scenes, an “average"

Cuban-American house, etc. The
costume and production design

are highly conspicuous. Often
they’re distracting.

Ultimately, what rescues The

Onscreen:

Inside

the JDL
TOM GROSS

F
ROM the mean streets of
New York to the dusty hill-

tops of Judea and Samaria,
fee militant Jewish Defense
League has long had an impact
greater than its numbers.
Now, the documentary Never,

Again . Forever, to be screened
tonight at the Jerusalem Film
Festival, follows the JDL, from
ethnic gang warfare in 1960s
Brooklyn and Queens, to its activ-

ities in the West Bank under fee

leadership of radical rabbi Meir
Kahane.
The hour-long film, made by

young Israeli filmmaker Danae
Elon and French-born New
Yorker Pierre Chainet, explores
how the group, which at its peak
in 1970 had more than 10,000
members, grew out of the heady
days of 1 960s New York, as well
as being influenced by the image
of fee Israeli Jew in uniform fol-

lowing fee Six Day War.

Eton says she was originally

inspired by fee ethnic divides and
gangs of Brooklyn, rather than
examining Jewish life in particular.

“I wanted to explore fee extrem-
ism common to the human mind,
how it can lead to passionate vio-
lent acts," says Eton, daughter of
the eminent Israeli writer Amos
Elon. “I showed the film to a

woman who has relatives in fee

IRA and she said it's exactly the

same.

“Of course the IRA have done a

lot of much worse things. But the

feeling of black and white, shut-

ting yourself off from the rest of
the world and seeing life in terras

of us and them, is familiar to all

extremist movements."
The film, which took two-and-

a-haif years to make, traces the

stories of particular individuals,

rather than giving an historical

overview of the JDL and fee relat-

ed Israeli political movemenLc that

grew out of it

Eton’s sensitive and determined

approach pays off. Members talk

intimately and surprisingly openly

about the activities they carried

our, including one bomb attack on
a Soviet trade office in New York
in 1970 feat accidentally killed a

local secretary --who turned out to

be a New York Jew - working
there, an outrage for which no

tiofi with a friendly FBI agent

(Chazz Palminteri) who’s
patrolling her block. And why is

he patrolling her block? Because
it seems the storyline requires

this romantic symmetry. After 20

about the relationship between
fee' daughter of Indian immi-
grants and a young black man in

a small Southern town, was
funny . and smart and quietly

undermined a whole redneck

Perez Family - and what helps

justify fee cardboard-ent^ooried—Thefilm also examines links wife

of fee characters and settings - is - the past, especially the Holocaust.

Nair’s inspired vision of America One interviewed JDL leaden now
as a land where fantasy rales by
necessity, a place where a rag-tag

group of complete strangers can

declare themselves a family, and,

with time and a bit of wishful

thinking, come to be just feat

Rock on the fringe
DAVID BR1NN

HOW many heavy-metal

bands sample Mozart and
write tributes to Kurt

Weill? -

At least one. The Young Gods
have combined fee rap modus
operand! of sampling, and fee

soothing music of fee fathers, to

create a sonic pastiche that is

guaranteed to prompt immediate

reaction of either love or hate.

Malting their first appearanoe in

Israel tomorrow at City Hall in

Haifa and Wednesday at the

Hangar Terminal 11 in Tel Aviv,

fee Swiss trio produces an indus-

trial-sized sound feat’s not for fee

faint -of heart. But just when
you’re in need Of an aspirin, a

gentle interlude calms the atmos-

phere.

Band leader Franz Reise
explained that the juxtaposition of
divergent styles has been a long-

term obsession for him;

In his own words: “I used to like

The Stooges Funhoose kind of

guitar sound, so 1 was trying to get

bits of intros here and there and

recreate fee riff on ray own,’ but

with fee same sound, because

sound is something you cannot

realty' control.

“Even then, they fthe originals]

couldn’t get it twice. It was anoth-

er studio, another atmosphere, a
magical state or not, and I was try-

ing to put different moments like

feat together, wherever they were
from, putting Jimi Hendrix cm top

of Mbzan.
“I wanted to place myself at the

space where they connect," he

said.

The band's 1987 debut
unleashed energy feat made
Immediate sense, losing fee clas-

sical-heavy metal approach in a
volatile panorama of sound fueled

by lyrics and vocals in French.

The next two albums cut down
on

1

fee sampling and veered
toward speed metal at times. The
vocals gradually shifted to

English too. Wife their latest

release “Only Heaven," fee exper-

imental side of fee band has reap-

peared.

“In one way, fee new record is

very much a followup to 7V Sky

[its previous album]. But it’s also

a return to fee experimentalism of

the first album," said Reise.

“It was partly influenced by fee

Ambient scene, wife many layers

of sound. 7V Sky had a metal

plane on the cover, and this one is

like after feat, when you take off

IPO masses musical forces

to tackle Mahler’s huge,
daunting Eighth Symphony
I

T has been more titan 20 years MICHAEL AJZENSTADT singing the role of Cassandra in

since Mahler's Eighth Berlioz's Les Troyens under
Symphony, “The Symphony nos is just wonderful." Charles DatoiL

The Young Gods play this

week in Hrib and Tbl Aviv.

and pass fee clouds. This one is

after the clouds."

Major stars throughout Europe,

The Young Gods have a large fol-

lowing here among tens who pre-

fer the fringe side of commercial
rock.

Which is how fee band wants it,

preferring to stay on fee outside

looking in.

“We always wanted to leave a

question mark, musically, or in

fee attitude. I dunk basically, feat

is what rock music is about, ques-

tioning things more than accept-

ing and closing your eyes."

I
T has been more titan 20 years

since Mahler's Eighth
Symphony, "The Symphony

of a Thousand," was performed
by the Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra.

It’s little wonder, as the logis-

tics are daunting. The work - one
of Mahler's most difficult pieces
- features a huge choral section

and an ensemble of eight solo

singers.

In fee current round of perfor-

mances by the IPO, the tenor solo

role goes to New Zealand-born,

London-based Keith Lewis.

“Mahler writes at fee extremes

of the voice, both fee high and
fee low extremes which does not

always help the singers," he
says, while sipping mineral
water by fee pool of the Tel Aviv
Hilton.

There is much more to fee work
than big sounds, says Lewis. “It

has everything from enormous
effects to chamber-tike moments,
and the linking of fee two sopra-

nos is just wonderful."

The two sopranos in fee IPG!

performances are equally smitten

wife fee piece.

“Everything about it catches

me: fee words and the depth of the

'

feeling of forgiveness and a new.
life,” gushes British singer

j

Elizabeth Connell, who is making,
her Israeli debut as a last-minute

replacement for young Jane'

Eagjen, who canceled. She has

recorded the work wife conductor

Klaus Termstedt

“It is very much an ensemble)
piece and at fee end of the

evening you always wonder how;
much of an impression you havej

made as a singer," comments
American soprano Deborah
Voigt, who has recorded the

piece with Robert Shaw. “The’
reward is more general this

time," says fee singer, who has!

just won a Grammy for fee bestj

opera recording of the year,;

singing fee role of Cassandra in

Berlioz's Les Troyens under
Charles DatoiL
Dutch mezzo-soprano Yard Van

Nes is a bit more critical. “This is

nor Mahler's best piece. It’s a typ-

ical conductor-composer piece

which has so much in it You need

a veiy good conductor to make
sense of it otherwise it's a very

loud experience. It’s a complex
piece wife some beautiful

moments in iL Having said all

feat it's exciting ro sing iL"

living in fee West Bank settlement

of Thpuah, was actually bom in

Auschwitz, seven days before the

camp was liberated.

Another former JDL member,
fee son of Holocaust survivors,

speaks about about how his every

experience in childhood was taint-

ed by- his-parents’ trauma, and
how this led to his involvement

wife fee JDL.
"At times it was frightening

going into their closed world, sur-

prisingly more so in New York
than in fee West Bank," says Elon.

Particularly disturbing in fee film

is how the obsession has been

passed on by members to their

children. The documentary
includes footage of a Kahane Hai
summer camp in the territories last

summer, which went ahead
although fee organization was sup-

posed to have been banned by
then. Although the teenagers

filmed look a pretty pathetic

bunch, we can see feat they know
how to throw a rock at an Arab car.

The premiere of the film (which

may be shown in the future at festi-

vals in New York and Toronto and

on television) is tonight at 21:30 at

the Jerusalem Cinematheque.

Space-age Bowie and a weekend of old-fashioned folk

ABtiit If you came to see a major

rock artist challenge himself and

his
,

audience, rather than, go

through -the motions, then you

would have deemed fee David

Bowie- concert last week- at

HayaxkonParka success.

Unlike most of his contempo-

raries '-iNeD'Young notwithstand-

ing!'-- -Bowie is constantly rein-

venting himself and his sound.

Unfortunately, in contrast with

Young; Bowie's newer material

doesn't rank with his best work,

leaving one wife a mixed senseof

frustration and admiration.

. Bowie was unwilling to chum

out classics from his formidable

catalog. Even those tunes he did

pick from fee past were given

complete .
reworkings by

j
bis

tough,- lean,- four-piece band fed

by Tin Machine alumnus -Reeves

Gabriel and longtime Bowie side-

man keyboardist Mike Garson.

Most of the newer material from

his last two albums. Outside' and

Black He, White Noise, was futur-

istic, inaccessible hard rock,

notable more for die enthusiasm

"of the playing 'and the arrange-

ments than- the compositions

themselves. Gabriel in particular

plucked out an endless Mirage of

.space-age effects, sometimes

embellishing, sometimes distract-

ing from the performance.

Bowie was in.fine form, wife a

little hoarseness adding a human
touch to vocals feat can at times

sound wooden and mechanical

His theatrical side rose to the front

as he actedout thesongs.

After an hour of this uneven, yet

mesmerizing performance, Bowie

and fee band delivered^one-two

punch combination wife incendi-

. ary versions of “Under Pressure"

and "Heroes" feat completely

CONCERT ROUNDUP

obliterated feeir recorded ver-

sions.

A four-song encore highlighted

by a singalong rendition of "All

the Young Dudes" (wife which

many in fee predominantly young

crowd seemed unfamiliar) ended

the 90-minute show on a nostalgic

note.

Opening act Massive Attack

played an impressive gfoove-ori-

ented set, highlighting a seductive

mix of hip-hop beats, soulful

vocals and atmospheric guitars.

Dayid Brinn

THOUSANDS of folk fans

braved fee burning heat and
sweltering humidity of fee

Jezreel Valley to attend fee 21st

annual Jacob's Ladder Folk
Festival at Gao Hashlosha at fee

weekend.
On the main stage on Friday

night, fee guest artist from the US,

Saul Broudy, gave an entertain-

ing, though slow-moving rendi-

tion of a medley of numbers.

He covered fee whole gamut

from traditional folk to blues to

“golden oldies" from fee Fifties,

including some great Buddy

Holly and Everiy Brothers songs.

His supeito harmonica playing

was expertly backed by Bob
Green on the mandolin. Other

main-stage performers Jill

Rogoff, Jug O'Punch, White &
Bluegrass and Black Velvet were
all performed competently,

although somewhat predictably.

The highlight of the evening

was fee concert by fee country

rock group Smokin’ Gun. Their

tremendous gig was a fantastic

reunion for the seven-piece hand
made up of five local artists (Shai

Vlshkey. Alon Raz, Itzik

Weinstein and Avery Ellismari

and Bob Coleman) and two for-

mer Israeli residents, Garry
Dagey and Craig Sowers "wITcr

flew in from Singapore ana

Belgium respectively.

Smokin’ Gun had the diehards

rock *n’ rollin’ well into fee early

hours of Saturday morning, belt-

ing out not only country

favourites but also a number of

songs from their newly-produced

CD, After. The Storm.

There were also some good
moments during fee day. Among
the best performances were by
young female blues/jazz singer

Yael Dekelbaum, by veteran

country rock singer Motmi Amon
and by Hal Wrobel, a Polish-bom,

US citizen from the Bronx now
living in Isael who, incredibly,

sings traditional Irish drinking

songs and ballads. He was ably

assisted by Bracha Ben-Avraham,
talented lead musician of Wild
Mountain Thyme. Joel Gordin

HEAR IT IN ENGLISH

!

COMEDY OF ERRORS
July 9 and 16 at 8:30 p.m.

Tbs smash hi* production or Shakespeare's classic comedy set amidst a
modem war-tern iylidcie eastern city with dazzling stage’elfects that

Include Crums, Gunshots, torchlights and even belly dancing.

Directed by Mr. G.mri Niizan, Artistic Director of the Cameri Theatre

Translated into Hebrew by Mr. Dan Almogor.

Titi pays homage to the vineyards of peace and its rewards..." Ha'aretz

POLLARD
July 23 at 8:30 p.m.

Pollard- A controversial and successful play aoout the naval officer,

Jonathan Pollard, who spied in the United States for Israel and is now

serving a iife sentence in an American prison. Mir. Pollard has since been

granted Israeli citizenship. The performance v;:if be followed by a panel

discussion including Mr. Pollard's ex-wife, Ann Pollard, who spent 3 1/2

years in an American prison for conspiracy.

BOX OFFICE: 03-523 3335 « FAX: 03-5230172# SUBSCRIPTIONS: 03-5245211

The Carmeri Theatre can now be found on the Internet st the following address:

http:wvnv.cameavfrtuaf.cc.i

THE THEATRE OF TEL AVIV located in the heart of TelAvtv on fvefy Dfcengoff

ICflMER!
breachfrorl hoteis. Easily accessible by bus or taxi. ;

, ,
In cooperation Wrth me Ministry S 1

Totfism, Tpi Aviv and Central Region

- •
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Budget cuts and Wall Street

ALTHOUGH media attention has cen-

tered around Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu's trip to

Washington this week. Netanyahu rightly

pointed out yesterday that Wall Street is an
equally important address on his travel itiner-

ary. t

The budget cuts announced last night by the

prime minister and Finance Minister Dan
Meridor are only one stage in the govern-
ment's economic program and, in tbe long

term, not necessarily the most important one.

There is no doubt that the government has to

cut spending, but belt-tightening alone will not
provide the restructuring the economy needs.

There is a justifiable fear that some poorer
households will be hurt by the decision to

increase public transport prices and cut some
of the exemptions enjoyed by senior citizens,

for example - but the decision to impose a

monthly ceiling of N1S 15 on low-income
families' payments for visits to the doctor and
hospital outpatient clinics, shows a necessary

sensitivity on the part of the government.
If anything, it is the middle-income earners

who seem likely to bear the brunt of the

Treasury's immediate plans. But it is this seg-

ment of society which is most likely to benefit

from the next stage of the government’s plans.

The key to the government’s economic suc-

cess will lie in whether it succeeds in carrying

out its election pledges to privatize large state

assets like El A1 and open to competition the

activities of such monopolies as the Israel

Electric Corporation. The opponents of priva-

tization argue that selling off state-controlled

companies only enables the already rich to get

richer. However, if handled wisely, through

offering preferred shares to employees in the

firms slated for private ownership, and gener-

al share offerings to the wider public, this need

not be the case.

The vast majority of employees in privatized

firms will survive the layoffs that will

inevitably accompany a change from state to

private ownership — and will benefit from
more efficient and professional management.
Those who are fired will - should the govern-

ment keep its Word to lower taxes and revital-

ize the stock market - find a labor market
looking for extra hands.

Israel is blessed with an extraordinarily well-

educated workforce. As ironically proved by
the Histadrut in its privatization of Koor, once
politics and centralized ownership are

removed from local business management
Israel will be a major target for investors the

world over.

Where talk is cheap, like life

I
N a world of too many ineffectual talking

shops, the Organization of African Unity

must rank at the bottom of the pile, just

above the Non-aligned Movement and just

below the Commonwealth. Tbe motley gather-

ing of 53 mostly disastrous government leaders

convenes again today in Cameroon for another

talk-fest about a continent that seems doomed
to move steadily backwards as die rest of the

world advances towards a new century.

What the leaders hope to achieve this time is

anybody’s guess - all we have is the dismal

record of what they have failed to achieve in

the past 33 years of annual summitry. Last

year’s get-together got off to an inauspicious

start, with the attempted assassination of
President Hosni Mubarak on his way to tbe

conference in Addis Ababa — about as clear a

message of African disunity as his terrorist

neighbors in Sudan could have sent the

Egyptian leader.

This year the heads of state converge on
Yaounde - without Mubarak - to-survey a con-
tinent swamped with conflict, refugees, dis-

ease, poverty and economic backwardness.

Unity is the theme, disunity and worse is die

reality. The venue, a dazzling white palace, is

itself a mockery of the African reality, a typical

monument to the profligacy of leaders elected

only by their egos, supported by plundered

Western and Soviet aid, and contemptuous of

most Africans apart from their over-armed

mobs.

The main concern of the conference, as usual,

would appear to be security, certainly not the

welfare of the huddled masses beyond the

palaces, as gun-tod ng troops ride armored cars

to and fro, sealing off any contact the ordinary

people might have with the pretentious circus.

After 33 years, and with the passing of Cold
War rivalries played out on the continent, the

African leaders have no one to blame any

longer for the sorry mess they have led most of

their countries into. First colonialism was the

excuse, then cultural imperialism, then Western

indifference. But now the excuse cupboard is

bare.

Almost as accusing as the white palace is the

presence of the one African country that has

pulled itself up by its own bootstraps and thus

demonstrated how to earn the world’s respect.

South Africa is a success story that only throws

the failures of its neighbors into ever more
stark relief. Mandela is paying only a brief visit

to the OAU summit and clearly demonstrating

where his priorities lie as a different breed of

leader.

Accompanied by the largest senior business

delegation ever to leave South Africa, Mandela

today begins a triumphant state visit to Britain,

where the government has been inundated by
an unprecedented flood of requests from the

City, industry and academia to meet him and
his delegates. He will leave behind .OAU sum-
miteers pondering more weighty matters, such

as a resolution to support Libya by breaking

ranks on UN sanctions against Muammar
Gaddafi's terrorist dictatorship and demanding
that he should be compensated for the material

damages caused by “the unjust sanctions.'*

The children’s organization UNICEF,
attempted to parade matters of more concern

before die OAU, by organizing a mini-summit

of 140 African children from across tbe conti-

nent, sent by UN and aid agencies, schools and
orphanages to speak to their leaders. One 14-

year-old from war-torn Sierra Leone was more
to the point than most of tbe summit speeches

will be. Telling the media he has been a soldier

- since the age of 10, he snapped: “It’s time you
African leaders began to listen. You have to sit

down and think about children killing their

African brothers and sisters. Africa is a mess.”

The youngsters might as well have stayed at

home. This is a gathering that in three decades

has failed in every joint effort at economic
cooperation, conflict resolution, democracy, or

even setting basic minimum standards for gov-

erning their countries.

The OAU failed to do anything in Rwanda,
and two years after state savagery there killed at

least half a million people, it is failing to do any-

thing about the million refugees outside the

country, the 75,000 people in jail in Rwanda
without hope of trial, and the continuing mur-
ders of possible genocide witnesses. Despite tbe

example of Rwanda, Burundi is slowly slipping

into genocide under a government that runs the

country by terror and political brutality. In two
years an estimated 150,000 people have died.

Then there is Liberia, Sudan, Somalia, Angola,

and Sierra Leone to mention only the most
bloody civil wars after Rwanda-Burundi

.

The only plain speaking ever heard at an

OAU summit came in 1993 from newly-inde-

pendent Eritria’s president Isaias Afewerki. He
castigated the shocked African leaders for

decades of talking about unity, cooperation,

economic development, and human rights,

while failing to lift a finger to achieve any one
of them. Afewerki could re-read his speech this

year, for all the good it would do. It seems the

only thing cheaper to the OAU than talk is the

lives of its wretched citizens.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SHIMON PERES

Sir, - Tom Gross (“Simply the

best man for the job, JJP-, June 28)

suggests the candidacy of Shimon

Pens for the position of United Na-

tions Secretary General. He cites

several reasons, all of which are

based on fact but from which he

draws incorrect conclusions.

It is true that Mr. Peres has an

outstanding and unusual record of

public service. However, it is impor-

tant to note that his success has been

primarily in his ability to cany out

policies dictated or originated by

others. His only original concept is

the Oslo Agreement and uxUcatkms
to date are that it is much less than

an unqualified success. Hie award'
of the NobeTPeace Prize was prema-
ture and in the words of Esther
Wachsman, comparable to awarding
the NobeL Prize for Literature for

half a book.

It is true that he is popular among
world statesmen. However, this is

conditioned on their perception of.

him as the person who was carrying
out tbe policy of returning Israel to

the 1967 - and Derhans 1949 - bor-the 1967 - and perhaps 1949 - bor-
ders. Their attitude toward him now Ginot Shannon.

HYPOCRISY
Sir, -The most hypocritical orga-

nization in Israel is the Histadrut

They are railing preventive strikes

before any attempt has beenmade to

rectify the disaster looming for Isra-

el as a result of the Rabin-Peres

“new economic policy.” It was an
economic policy which kept repeat-

ing the mantra that Israelis have
neverbeen so happy and prosperous
- all thanks to the peace procss. We
now know that Israel’s so called

prosperity was (hie to the policy of
keeping the.shekel strong againstthe

dollar, a virtual nightmare for the

majority of Israeli exporters who

cater to US markets.

The Histadrut should be con-

cerned with the national interest and

not that of Mr. Peretz, who is trying

to avoid an investigation info the

bankrupt policies of die Histadrut

TOBY WBJJG
Jerusalem.
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After the welcome
CURIOUSLY Washington

awaits the arrival of Israel’s

new, young, American-
educated prime minister, a man
who is widely expected to be very

different from his predecessors.

But bow different? And how
will US -Israel relations fare under

Binyamin Netanyahu's premier-

ship? How committed is he to the'

peace process that has been touted

so energetically by the Clinton

White House?
On this side of the ocean Israelis

are concerned that President

Clinton may express unhappiness
over the change (from Rabin-
Peres policies and style)

Netanyahu brings with him.
But they needn’t worry. In

recent years especially, the

American people has experienced

the 180-degree switches that

come with a change in adminis-

tration. They know it’s no differ-

ent in Israel.

On May 29 Israel’s electorate

spoke, and the import was clean a

mandate for Binyamin
Netanyahu, and a resounding no
to the policies ofShimon Peres. .

Since the peace process was the

election's virtually only substan-

tive issue there can be no doubt
about the message Israelis were
delivering: a vote of no-confi-

dence in the Labor Party's verson
of peace.

By now it should be clear to the

US administration, to Congress
and to the American media that

there is more than one road to the

settlement ofthe Arab-Israeli con-

flict

And something else should be
equally clear, that all Israelis,

whether right or left, are desperate

for real peace - not just words,

not a mere vision, not a piece of
paper, but peace with security, a
peace of genuine co-existence

YOSS1 BEN-AHARON

that will end suicide bombings,
Katyusha rockets and all terror.

Peres couldn't deliver. Now
Netanyahu has the chance to try

another tack.

- A US election year is consid-

ered auspicious for Israeli-

American relations. Netanyahu
will thus probably get the full red-

carpet treatment and a warm wel-

The Americans will

warm to

Netanyahu’s style.

.
But the content

of their Mideast policy

needs a second look

no such thing as The Arab-Israeli

conflict” but a large number of

inter-Arab, Israeli-Arab and intra-

Arab conflicts, all interwoven into

an ocean of perenialiy shifting

tides, instability, violence and ter-

ror.

There are islands of stability

and periods of respite - even of
relative peace. But none are per-

manent, none lasting.

So Israel, whose basic right to

exist has yet to be accepted by its

Arab neighbors, must cany on
being able to fend for itself.

It must maintain a margin of

security, retain the capacity to

overcome Arab military threat

from any direction and in any
combination, and enlist the under-

standing and support of the US,
the only superpower,

.

This support entails America's
dedication to two pillars of its

own oft-declared policy: die con-

come.
It won’t be difficult for

Americans to warm up to -the

young Israeli leader who will talk

to them in theirown language and.
press all the right emotional but-

tons.

SENTIMENT aside, American
recognition should be growing of
the need for sober reappraisal

where the Middle East is con-
cerned.

Last month’s bombing of tbe

American military barracks at

Dhahran in Saudi Arabia must
have shaken up those visionaries

who still cling to the Oslo agree-

ments or “land-for-peace” as the

panacea for all the region’s ills.

Perhaps our American friends -

including diehard Arabists - will

finally come to agree that there is

sistent effort to expand democra-
cy, and a relentless war against

international terrorism.

Here Washington would be
missing the target,were it to focus

on Iran while turning a blind eye
to the supporting role played by
Syria; to the financial support
from Saudi Arabia, and to the

incitement to terror that continues

to be preached in some Western
Islamic institutions.

A clear recognition by Middle
Eastern leaders that the US is

holding fast to both these courses
would go farin paving the path of
fiirther achievement toward
peace between Israel and itsArab
neighbors.- it would also con-
tribute greatly to stability and
security in this troubled region of
the world.

The writer was director-general

of the Prime Minister's Office

under Yitzhak Shamir.

Lock, stock and barrel

F
ollowing last year’s

tragedy at the Arad rock fes-

tival during which three

teenagers lost their lives in a stam-

pede. President Weizraan blamed
“the American way of life.” He
blasted McDonalds, Coca-Cola,

Michael Jackson and Madonna.
These days, however, Weizman

is noticeably silent And .seeing

that our newly-elected prime min-

ister seems determined to force

some of the less savory aspects of

the American way of life upon us,

one is led to wonder why.

It’s all rather bewildering since

the process involves robbing the

president’s wife of her role as First

Lady - a role which, it must be

said, Reuma Weizman fills with

good taste, great elegance, and in

the best Israeli tradition.

The most disturbing thing about

the Netanyahus’ effort to turn

themselves into an American-style
“presidential" family is the

hypocrisy surrounding it

In an interview last Friday night

on television's Channel 1 news-
magazine, Sara Netanyahu pooh-
poohed allegations that she was
pushing herself and her sons into

the limelight

It was all the fault of the media,

she claimed, which lay in wait for

her wherever she went and wasn't

letting her family live an ordinary

life like any other Israeli family.

The interviewer didn’t bother to

ask why, if she is so eager to be
left alone to lead a normal life she
insists on joining her husband
wherever he goes, even at military

ceremonies, frequently accompa-
nied by her eldest son Yair.

Having the US administration

open the Aerospace Museum in

Washington specially for masters

Yair and Avner can hardly be
called trying to lead a normal,

quiet life.

The boys were being taken

along on tbe trip to the US, Sara

explained, because she and her

husband couldn't bear the thought

:

that be is no longer in a position to

;
satisfy this international aspiration

remains to be seen.

It is true that foe United Nations
has a shameful anti-Irsael record.

But instead of proposing Peres as

secretary-general, which is a politi-

cal non-starter, it can begin with tbe

simple act of aliowing Israel a place

on foe Security Council, a position

dial Israel has not held in tbe entire

history of the world body.

JAYSHAPIRO
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of being away from them for so

long.

So why doesn’t she simply
decide to stay at home with the

boys? If her concern is really a
quiet normal life, why tempt the

media with so many carefully

orchestrated photo-opportunities?

The worst thing about the

Netanyahus' family trip is that the

cost will be borne by us tax-pay-

Why import only the

uglier aspects of the

American system?

Why not the more
attractive ones too?

ers, even though Finance Minister
Dan Meridor has just announced
drastic budget cuts, including a
half-billion shekel cut in foe edu-
cation budget - certain to affect

the education opportunities of foe

little Arab boy from Taibe which
Netanyahu promised would be
similar to those of his son Yair.

AS FOR that totally unecessary
“nanny scandal,” Sara Netanyahu
could have dealt with foe whole
issue much more satisfactorily and
less publicly had she really been
concerned about avoiding media
fire.

And. going back a few years, it

wasn't the media but Binyamin
Netanyahu himself who decided
to reveal foe facts about his extra-
marital affair just before tbe pri-
maries for foe Likud leadership in

1993.

Had Netanyahu not gone to the
media, no one would have beard
about the nonexistent video cassette.

It was also Netanyahu who kept

denying facts about his biography

that later turned out to be
absolutely true (for example, the

fact that he had changed his name
to Benjamin Nitay).

As far as I can see there is noth-

ing shameful about the name
Nitay, or about any of foe other

facts in his biography Netanyahu
seemed so eager to conceal -
though foe name John J. Sullivan

does remain something of a mys-
tery. Had Netanyahu been a little

more candid concerning his past,

the media’s appetite wouldn't
have been whetted.

On second thought, if the

Netanyahu family insists on being
a gooey American presidential-

type family, why should we only
be stuck with foe uglier aspects of
foe American system? Why
shouldn’t we get some of the more
attractive ones as well?

For starters, what about a bill of
rights?

The 13th Knesset almost man-
aged to complete foe enactment of
the remaining human rights legis-

lation, and foe bills are ready for

second and third reading - so let's

get to iL

Then we could go on to separa-
tion of religion and stare; affirma-
tive action for women, Arabs and
other population groups underrep-
resented in public service; a gov-
ernment made up ofprofessionals,
and public hearings preceding all

government appointments.
I have a sneaking suspicion foal

no American president would dare
take on as his bureau chief a man
against whom charges of sexual
harassment had been brought,
even if these were then dropped
owing to “lack of public interest"

An American public would have
been extremely interested.

I say, if America is going to be
brought to Jerusalem let’s have it

all, lock, stock and barreL

Inhuman

JAY BUSH1NSKY

THEIR new status as

Western-oriented democra-

cies hasn't, it seems,

prompted foe nations of Eastern

Europe to pay due compensation

for tbe vast Jewish communal
' property within their domains.
' The synagogues,. school build-

ings, hospitals, orphanages and

cemeteries that belonged to foe

Jewish communities before the

Nazi occupation and communist
takeover have been the subject of

fruitless negotiations between foe

World Jewish Restitution

Organization and tbe states that

emerged from behind the Iron

Curtain.

Declarations of good intent

reassurances to foe gullible

media and meaningless legisla-

tive maneuvers have produced

one shameful result: Valuable

Jewish community assets contin-

ue to generate income, as in foe

case of Prague's famous Jewish

museum, or provide housing and
office space for governments or

citizenry.

One exception is Hungary,
which signed an agreement last

week with the WJRO and foe

local Jewish community’s repre-

sentatives calling for foe estab-

lishment of a public foundation to

serve as custodian of all Jewish

communal property and recipient

offinancial restitution when prop-

erty cannot be physically

returned.

Hungary, whose total Jewish
population is estimated at

60.000-100.000. is also allocat-

ing a substantial sum to supple-

ment its elderly Jewish survivors*

social security checks.

POLAND, by contrast, is an

example of official obfuscation.

Instead of facing foe fact that

its pre-2939 Jewish community,
numbering 3.5 million, was well-

organized and that its holdings
were confiscated by foe Nazis

and nationalized by the

Communists, the government
and its elected parliament, foe

Sejm, have been devising tech-

niques to avoid returning Polish

Jewry’s valuable assets to the

internationally recognized
claimant, the WJRO.
The Issue came to a head when

a draft law was submitted to the

Sejm referring in part toJewish
communal property without cit-

ing foeWJRO as the party autho-

rized to assess its value and

Hungary is acting on

restitution of Jewish

communal property.

Poland is doing all

it can to avoid it

determine foe uses to which mon-
etary compensation should be put
- primarily to assure the welfare

of the estimated 5,000 Jews,
mainly elderly and infirm, living

in Poland today.

The Poles have also failed to

grant the WJRO foe same status

the postwar German Federal
Republic bestowed upon the

Conference of Jewish Material
Claims Against Germany that
negotiated restitution for commu-
nal and private property confis-

cated by foe Nazi regime from
1933 to 1945.

Among foe reasons given by
“well-meaning” Polish officials

for the restitution talks' virtual

stalemate is the residual anti-

semitism persisting among ordi-
nary Poles. Jewish emissaries
seeking reasonable and prompt
payment for communal property
“must bear in mind foe character
of our constituency," they said.

Tbe implication was clean A
substantial part of Poland's body
politic opposes restitution and
suspects Jewish claimants of try-

ing- to drain their country's mea-
ger financial resources.

That the WJRO is anxious to

use restitution, funds for foe

physical and mental rehabilita-

tion of Holocaust survivors still

living in Poland evidently does-
n’t cut much ice. WJRO repre-

sentatives have been denied
ready access to property records,
and no consideration is.. given to
cases in which records ’and other
pertinent - evidence; were
destroyed in wartime bombard-
ments or through other causes.

;
Freedom confers responsibility

and decency on nations that are
blessed with iL Poland should
therefore remove the bureaucrat-
ic barricades it has erected
against financial restitution for
foe extensive Jewish communal
property within its borders.

The writer is a political scien-
tist.

Its standmg in foe eyes of thew
*f

t “ including foe US, Britain
ana France, whose armed forces
rought and defeated Poland’sNaz 1 conquerors, and Israel,
which provided citizenship, secu-

?“d to its persecuted
cozens - would be

enhanced were its outstanding
debt to martyred Polish Jewty
paid without further delay.
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Russia Is Russian
By MICHAEL SPECTER

Moscow
URING the interval between the

I

two rounds of the Russian.,presi-
dential election, a somewhat mo-
rose Grigory Yavlinsky — the re-

form leader who came in a weak fourth in
the voting — posed a question to an Ameri-
can correspondent be ran Into at a party.

“Tell me something,” he asked nervously.
“Have there ever been any politicians in the
United States who were humiliated at some
point In their careers but then came back to
win the Presidency?”

"All of them," the reporter replied, only
slightly to jest. “It's a requirement.”
Mr. Yavlinsky pondered the response for

a moment and then a huge smile spread
across his face. “All right then,” the 44-

year-old economist said cheerfully, rlmiting

glasses with everyone around him. “Not
that this is America, of course.”
No, of course not But for fee last sis

months, as presidential candidates criss-

crossed fee nation, delivered speeches as
they unspooled from teleprompters, held

conventions and sought the support of bank-
ers, advertisers and the press, a casual

In a land of intrigue,

superficial American
traits do not an
American-style

democracy make.

observer could be excused for confusing the

Russian campaign wife an American one.

On campaign trips — before President

Boris N. Yeltsin and his Communist rival,

Gennadi A. Zyuganov, simply quit taking

them — both - major candidates even pro-

vided ricketyoM buses for fee weary pack
of reporters that followed them around.

Americans tend to assume feat anything

even vaguely recognizable to them is essen-

tially American. Arid the election featended

last week wife Mr. Yeltsin’s convincing vic-

tory over Mr. Zyuganov— replete wife its

campaign posters, party hats and slick ad-

vertisements — seemed on fee surface

about as American as they come. But the

surface doesn't get you very far in Russia.

Sophisticated fee candidates’ electoral

tactics were not Nobody here had any in-

dustrial heartland or Far Eastern strategy.

Neither candidate even bothered to visit

Vladivostok, the booming capital of Russia’s

Pacific coast There was no gender gap, no

female strategy, no attempt to wrest the

silent majority from one camp to fee next.

Yes, Mr. Yeltsin sent direct mail to most of

the nation’s veterans, but he never even
tried to work fee farm districts, where he
was weak, and Mr. Zyuganov mostly gave
speeches to his supporters in places Mr.
Yeltsin did not consider worth a visit

The truth is feat Russia seems to have
stumbled onto its own new style of demo-
cratic politics. Mixing three parts Kremlin
intrigue and one part American-style elec-

tioneering, leaders here seem to be develop-

ing a whole new set of rules. In the United
States, when one party wins and fee other

loses it is pretty easy to guess how fee

future relationship between fee two will

work. Although fee situation is different in

Europe, fee parliamentary democracies
there too follow a standard set of rules.

New Intrigue

Nothing is standard in Russia, though.

Here people are talking about reconciliation

while scheming behind each other’s backs. It

is not yet known whether the Communists
will become a disruptive opposition force or

a manageable part of the Government. It is

not even known whether they will survive as

a party. The Kremlin itself is already roiling

anew wife intrigue, fueled in part by ques-

tions over whether Mr. Yeltsin is healthy

enough to serve out his new four-year term.

Prime Minister Viktor S. Chernomyrdin
stands solidly at odds with Mr. Yeltsin’s

brand new savior, Aleksandr I. Lebed, who
was appointed security chief after placing

third in the first round of voting last month.
- The American analogy, used often these

days, never really worked, not even an the

stump. Mr. Yeltsin campaigned because he
needed to prove that he could. His appear-

ances were almost a matter of physical

display, an attempt to assure fee public that

he was both alive and solicitous of their

attention. It is not even dear that most
voters believed him when be promised them
more money, peace in Chechnya, less regula-

tion and a lighter tax burden. When he fa-

mously danced on stage at a rock ’n* roll

rallyin fee Urals, he might not have won any
points for style, but he did give at least a good
imitation of a vivid presence.

‘I Am Not a Communist’
And at least Mr. Yeltsin had a message.

“It was not that complicated,” said Sarah
Mendelson,an assistant professor of political

science at the State University ofNew York
in Albany, who has worked here to help

develop democratic institutions. “He kept

saying, I am not a Communist and Commu-
nism is worse than I am. I wouldn't say it

was exactly an American campaign theme,

but fee bottom line is feat it looked a lotmore
like normal politics than anything feat has

happened here before.”

Mir. Zyuganov might have played to the

insecurities of millions of people who, as it

turned out, did not vote for him, but be made
an early decision to preach to the converted

.

*>••• ~ v.
Associated Press

Continued on page 2 With American-style campaign posters, like this one in St Peterburg, the Russian election looked almost American. Look again.

Nowhere to Run

Terrorists are

finding fewer
places to hide.

By ChxistopherS. Wren

Image Problems

Missing Americans
in North Korea.
By Philip

Shenon

Fuhgeddaboutft

Why we remember
what never
happened.
By George Johnson

The Book on This Campaign

The Making of Political Best Sellers, 1996

By ALISON MITCHELL

WashingtonWHEN Theodore H. White wrote “The Mak-

ing of fee president, 1960” after John F.

Kennedy defeated Richard Nixon, his book

provided a groundbreaking look inside the

political industry. Now, nine campaigns later,
fee hawk-

ing of books about Presidential politics has become an

industry onto itself- And It’s ever harder to tell quite

where explanation ends and exploitation begins.

If 1992 was the year in which fee Oprah and Larry

King shows displaced newspapers and Programs

as fee media of choice for Presidential candidates, 1996

will surely be remembered as fee year in wWch fee race

for the White House looked in danger of becoming a

mer*» adiunct of the best-selling book tour.

So itwas that when Bob Dole lamliasted fee“hteral

media” last week he used the same media to promote

fee reissue of “Unlimited partners, the]mint

^

raohv written with his wife, Elizabeth. ( Let s talk

Sant fee book,” Mrs. Dole interrupted a bit plaintively,

^ Katie Couric sparred overtoe issue

of tobacco on fee “Today” show.)

^Cfinton and his wife, Hfilary, meanwhde, had

. ______ Tjjrptrr. resounding not to the latest challenges

op^embut «o tableaux lrom a book

a former HU. a^tt. and soother by

Woodward of The Washington Post.

But what else would you expect fn>ma
«JTd!*bS>n with colb. Powan : Hie Book Tour?_

5 rtfjfn. Anna Bogtroano for 11* New Yorit Tunes

Also-rans; Colin Powell’s book, now in paperback; Hillary Rodham Clinton’s book, looming behind hen Bob Dole’s book-signing at a Barnes & Noble m New York.

. Of course, books and politics have long been inter-

twined. After writing “Profiles in Courage,” Senator

Kennedy not only won a Pulitzer Prize but gained added

stature feat served him well in his Presidential race.

Barry Goldwater burnished his reputation on the right

wife “Conscience of a Conservative.” In 1992, Mr. Clin-

ton and Ross Perot alike used books to set out their

campaign platforms. And as long as there have been

long-shot candidates there have been quickie campaign

biographies to Introduce them.

But many in publishing and politics say this election

year has been qualitatively different — and not just

because Mr. Woodward released his campaign chronicle

“The Choice” well before fee major-party nominating

conventions. This has been a year when even fee No. 1

best-selling work of fiction was for a time a satire of Mr.

Clinton’s 1992 campaign, “Primary Colors.’’

This campaign cycle, politicians are using not just

books but book tours to generate publicity and try to

retain maximum control over who interviews them and

on what terms. They and other authors have timed their

books in such a way that the books themselves become

Continued on page 4
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A Secular Land Takes a Gamble

Associated Press

Necmettin Erbakan, center. Turkey’s new Prime Minister, at prayer in the garden of his party’s headquarters in Ankara last week.

By STEPHEN KINZER

Ankara, Turkey

T
HE ancient Black Sea port of Sinop is known
for producing people who dare to challenge the

established order. Perhaps its most famous
son was the Greek philosopher Diogenes, the

Cynic who outraged Athenian rulers by going through

the streets with an oil lamp in the day, saying this was
the only way to find an honest man.

In the last few days, another son of Sinop has sent

chills through the ruling elite. He is Necmettin Erba-
kan. the leader of Turkey's Islamic party and. to the

horror of many, now the country’s Prime Minister. A
vote of confidence in Parliament, expected this week,
is all that stands between him and a chance to lead

Turkey for months or years.

Although more than 95 percent of the Turkish
population is Muslim, the nation has been resolutely

secular since it was founded by the Western-oriented

Mustafa Kemal (Later to be known as Ataturk, or

Father of the Turks), in 1923. He abolished Islamic

courts and schools, imported legal codes from Europe,

replaced Arabic script with the Latin alphabet, banned
religious brotherhoods and religious forms of dress,

and gave women the vote.

Because these principles are enshrined in Tur-
key's Constitution and fundamental laws, Mr. Erbakan
may not openly declare that he disapproves of them.
Still, he has articulated a view of Turkish society that

is profoundly different from Ataturk’s. Many Turks
expect that if Parliament confirms him in office, he
will try, albeit with restraint, to shake the foundations

of their society.

What makes Mr. Erbakan's rise to power so
potentially significant, however, is not simply the

prospect of what he may do at home. Turkey plays a

vital role in the geopolitics of the Middle East and
beyond, and so what happens in Ankara affects nations

across Europe and Asia, sometimes profoundly.

At the Crossroads
“Turkey stands at the crossroads of U.S. interests

stretching from the Balkans, where Turkish and U.S.

forces are helping to maintain stability, to the Middle

East, the Caucasus and central Asia," Under Secretary

of State Peter Tamoff said in Ankara last week.

Perhaps the cornerstone of Turkey's security poli-

cy is its membership in NATO. If Mr. Erbakan's

campaign speeches are to be believed, he wants to pull

Turkey out and make it part of a new “Islamic NATO."
He also pledged to end Turkish cooperation with the

American-led mission that supports a Kurdish enclave
in northern Iraq.

There are two countries in the Middle East that

previous Turkish leaders have viewed as hostile. One is

Syria, which sponsors Kurdish guerrillas who are wag-

ing a brutal separatist war in southeastern Turkey. Hie
other is Iran, which sets a fundamentalist example for

Muslims around the world. During his campaign last

year, Mr. Erbakan suggested that he favors a reversal

in Turkish policy toward both. He admires Iran for the

emphasis its rulers have placed on religion, and Syria

for its efforts to confront Israel.

Alone among the countries of the Near and Middle
East, Turkey has consistently sought to maintain good

Turkey’s new leader doesn’t

rule alone, and the Army is

against radical change.

relations with both Israel and theArab world. In the last

few months, it has begun to tilt toward Israel, signing a
military cooperation agreement that allows Israeli war-

planes to train over Turkey's vast skies.

This move has outraged many countries in the

region, and Mr. Erbakan finds it repugnant In com-
ments to Mr. TamofTs delegation last week, he asserted

that Israel should "withdraw from territories it invad-

ed, including the Golan Heights.” He believes that

Turkey should not only stop cooperating with Israel, but

also begin supporting militant groups like Hamas that

are fighting to destroy the Israeli state.

“I bet the first thing be will do in office is ask for the

dossier on the agreement with Israel," said Alan Ma-
kovsky of the Washington Institute on Near East Policy.

Once Mr. Erbakan has that dossier, however, what
will he do with it? Given the Turkish Army's determina-

tion to keep the country pn its pro-Western path, how far

can he go in reshaping foreign policy? These questions

preoccupied diplomats here last week.

The first step to be taken by Turkey's generals

became clear when Mr. Erbakan unveiled his cabinet.

All three of the security portfolios — Defense,

Foreign Affairs and Interior — went not to members of

his Welfare Party, but to his coalition partner, the

secularist and pro-Western True Path Party. Former
Prime Minister Tansu Ciller, the True Path leader, will

be Foreign Minister. This arrangement was evidently

recommended by the military, which hopes to build a
fire wall between Mr. Erbakan and foreign policy.

Who Holds the Cards?
Key decisions on foreign and security policy in

Turkey are made by the National Security -Council,

whose members are the five senior military command-
ers. the Ministers of Defense, Foreign Affairs and
interior, and the Prime Minister. Uniformed members
of the council will undoubtedly feel uncomfortable with

Mr. Erbakan sitting among them, but they believe tney

have the votes and the persuasive power to control him.
The military has seized power three times since 1960

when it disapproved of the way civilians were running
things, and that fact alone stands as an implicit warning
to Mr. Erbakan.

Although Turkey’s military is not fully autono-

mous, it maintains what amounts to its own security

policy Insome areas. Commanders listen to recommen-
dations from elected officials, but do not always follow

them. During his first two weeks in office. Prime
Minister Erbakan has shown that he respects both their

views and the force they represent.

The guessing among diplomats now is that because
the 69-year-old Mr.'Erbakan is on the verge of securing

the political post he has sought for most of his adult life,

he is unlikely to do anything that would upset his

chances at this late stage. By this logic, reneging on his

campaign promises is a far more attractive option for

him than clinging to them at the risk of political

oblivion.

"On basic questions of staying in NATO and main-
taining good relations with the West in general, there is

still a broad consensus in this country that it's the right

thing to do, and those policies will basically continue

a

Western diplomat in Ankara predicted last week. "Will
there be additions in terms of relations with Muslim
countries? Probably there will, but radical changes
don't seem to be in the cards."

Former Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres, who
helped negotiate the new Turkish-Israeli military co-

operation pact, put it more succinctly.

"It is easy to change governments," Mr. Peres
said. "It is more difficult to change interests.”

The Election Shows Russia Is Russian
Continued From Page 1

rather than reach out to the many who oppose Commu-
nism but hate the state of Russia today. Had he
campaigned American style, which involves listening

to what the voters have to say, he might have become
President. For both men, the people were a dim roar In

the distance, and their attitude helps explain why most
voters interviewed in exit polls said they disapproved
of democracy as practiced here.

The Yeltsin campaign had some backstage help
from American campaign advisers who have managed
to promote themselves as major reasons he won re-

election. Nothing could be further from the truth,
though, and their advice was usually either self-evident

or irrelevant, the President’s aides said repeatedly.
"I am not a connoisseur of the techniques that are

used in the West to prepare and conduct elections,”
said Viktor Ilyushin, a senior aide to Mr. Yeltsin,
speaking after the votes were in. “But the first meet-
ings that I had with some specialists told me that it was
unlikely we could get many useful tips from our
foreign colleagues. Because this is Russia. This is not
Germany, not the United States, not Italy. Here we
have the Russian people, Russian traditions, Russian
habits and a Russian president. Elections in Russia
will always take place in the Russian way.”

Mr. Yeltsin benefited from a distinctly Russian
sense of propriety and from mainly compliant (in
some cases bribed) Russian media. While American
journalists examined his every appearance and non-
appearance for dues of ill health, for example, the
boosterish Russian TV networks and newspapers gave
that part of the election story short shrift.

Many Russians also find the Western interest in
M r. Yeltsin's drinking to be bordering on the obsessive.
On the stump, Mr. Zyuganov would invariably crack
that he drank “more than Mikhail Gorbachev and less
than Boris Yeltsin." That might have been an impolitic
remark in an American campaign, but if the results
last week are any indication, Russians couldn't have
cared less.

Long Arm
Of U.S. Law
Gets Longer

By CHRISTOPHER S. WREN

F
OR more than a month, witnesses for the pros-

ecution have -testified in Federal court in lower

Manhattan about terrorist crimes that did not

occur on American soil, were not committed by

American citizens and did not harm Americans.

Three defendants were extradited from Pakistan,

the Philippines and Malaysia to stand trial for what the

Government contends was their failed conspiracy last

year to blow up American jetliners in Asia. But the only

overt acts cited in the indictment were the bombings of a
M anila theater and a Philippine Airlines jetliner, which

prosecutors describe as rehearsals.

The death of a Japanese passenger gave Japan as

well as the Philippines jurisdictional grounds for pros-

ecution. But both countries let the United States have

Ramzi Ahmed Yousef, Abdul Hakim Murad and Wali

Kahn Amin Shah, because it intends to try Mr. Yousef

later this year on separate charges that he mastermind-

ed the 1993 bombing of the World Trade Center.

Fewer Safe Havens
The recent deaths of 19 American servicemen from

a truck bomb in Saudi Arabia offer a tragic reminder that

the United States is far from winning its war against

terrorism. But the current trial here illustrates Washing-

ton’s resolve to haul in suspected terrorists on increas-

ingly tangential grounds, in this case before they could

strike their intended target. American aircraft A net of

international and bilateral treaties has made extradition,

more often used against drug traffickers and other

ordinary criminals, a common procedure in going after

political terrorists.

"The policy is that no
nation should offer itself

as a refuge or safe haven
for terrorists,” said Philip

C. Wilcox Jr., the State

Department's coordinator

for counterterrorism.

“They have an obligation

to extradite or 'prosecute

them, and more countries

have accepted that"
In the aftermath of

the June 25 bombing in

Saudi Arabia, it was hard-

ly a surprise last weekend
that President Clinton and
other leaders of major in-

dustrialized nations, at

their summit meeting in

France, reaffirmed the

war on terrorism as a top Ramzi Ahmed Yousef,
prto

fty- „ . .r ,
bombing suspect.

More significant,

probably, is the fact that
newAmerican weapons in the war have been continually

deployed over the years. The United States has signed no
fewer than 10 international treaties and conventions
against terrorism, all but one of which require participat-

ing nations to prosecute or extradite suspected terrorists.

The United States also has bilateral extradition treaties

with more than 100 other countries, and has just conclud-

ed a dozen more. "It is increasingly accepted that at least

certain acts of terrorism are subject to universal juris-

diction," said Louis Henkin, a professor emeritus of

international law at Columbia University.

With terrorists taking on the outlaw status once
attached to pirates on the high seas, pursuit has moved
beyond mere extradition. A spate of aircraft hijackings
led Congress in 1984 to enact a law making it a crime to

attack Americans anywhere in the world. This amounted
to a license to hunt foreign hijackers of any plane
carrying American passengers. In 1987, Fawaz Yunis, a
hijacker hiding-in Lebanon, was lured aboard a yacht in

the Mediterranean by agents from the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and whisked by Navy jet to the United
States, where he was tried, convicted and given 30 years
in prison, creating a precedent for subsequent snatches.

The mere threat of doing hard time in' the United
States prompted drug cartels in Colombia to pressure its

legislature to: prohibit the extradition of Colombian na-
tionals. "There is something about- the criminal justice
system in the United States that scares them to death,"
said Thomas-A Constantine, the administrator of the
Drug Enforcement Administration. "They can’t manipu-
late it Once in prison, they can’t continue their criminal
endeavors. They not only become prisoners, but they’re
in exile.”

Associated Press

A Holdodt: Libya
After a Mexican doctor was abducted across the

border and put on trial in California, allegedly for helping
drug traffickers torture a DJEA. agent to death, the
Supreme Court in 1992 upheld the Government’s right tc

- arrest foreigners without observing the niceties of extra-
dition treaties. The subsequent release of the doctor by a
judge who said the evidence was based on wild specula-
tion did not change the Supreme Court’s ruling.

Before -the current terrorism trial opened . here on
May 29, attorneys for all three defendants tried, to have
the indictment dismissed on grounds that the Federal
court lacked jurisdiction. Mr. Shah’s attorney, David S.

Greenfield, argued that the alleged crime had no physical
connection to United States territory. In denying the
motion. Judge Kevin Thomas Duffy wrote, "Not only does
this court have the authority to exercise extraterritorial
jurisdiction in this case, but under treaty obligations oi
the United States, it is required to do so."

The countries where terrorists can live beyond reach
of international law have dwindled to a handful, a
conspicuous holdout is Libya, which refuses to surrender
to the United States or Britain a pair of Libyans accused
of bombing a Pan Am jetliner that exploded over Locker
bie, Scotland, in December 1988, despite the United
Nations Security Council’s demand that it do so

Some allies seem relieved to let the United State*dispense justice, as was Egypt when its militant!v fundamental 1st Sheik Omar Abdul Rahman and some follow
ers were convicted in New York of planning to blow wcity landmarks. Others are not so obliging. After fomSaudi citizens confessed to planting a bomb thar JJS
five Americans in Riyadh last November Saud?aSJSbeaded the four without tettingSSS
interview them. Since the latest bombing, Saudi official*have promised to be more cooperative tSTmSS
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An unidentified actor, right, in “Nameless Heroes” who some believe might be an American prisoner of war.

Another Country, Another M.I.A. Mystery
By PHILIP SHENON

T
Washington

HE camera closes in on a gaunt man— balding,
pale, probably in his 40’s or 50’s: “Dr. Kelton ”

as the Character is called in this North Korean
propaganda film, is an American double agent

in the closing days of the Korean War. While much of his
dialogue is dubbed into Korean, the American actor
speaks in English, with a distinct Southern twang, and a
few of his words can be made out clearly.

“Human
faith,” he says cryptically, “is like the dew.”

The film, “Nameless Heroes,” is no ordinary piece,
of agitprop from the isolated Stalinist regime in North
Korea. Made sometime in the 1970's, the film’s recent
showing in the West has added fuel to the argumentsof
those who believe what had long seemed nothing more
than a Hollywood fantasy— that Americans might still

be held prisoner in North Korea, morethan four decades
after the end of the Korean War.

The actor playing Dr. Kelton is one of at least two
Americans who appear in the film. Who are they? What
are they doing in North Korea, a nation long closed to all

but a handful of foreigners, let alone Americans? Could
they be two of the 8400 American troops still listed as
missing from the Korean War, nearly four times the

number of missing from the Vietnam War?
Many of the tamilies of the missing from the

Korean War say they have never given up hope that

their sons, brothers and husbands might still be alive.

And their questions to the Pentagon grew more urgent
after the disclosure last month of an internal Defense
Department report that cited a “recent flurry” of “very
compelling reports” that as many as 15 American
prisoners of war might still be alive in North Korea

The report was leaked to Representative Robert K.
Dornan, a conservative California Republican who has
long accused the Pentagon of ignoring evidence that

Americans might still be prisoners in North Korea
Vietnam and other former war zones.

'

American Search Team
He made the report public, demanding that the

Pentagon insist on answers from the North Korean
Government. The Pentagon has not disowned the report,

by one of its veteran Korean analysts, Insung Lee,

although Defense Department officials have insisted that

the document reflects only Mr. Lee's views.

Alan Liotta the deputy director of the Pentagon
office on issues involving prisoners of war, said the live-

sighting reports cited by Mr. Lee, most of them from
North Korean defectors or Western visitors to North
Korea, “are ofa sufficient nature to follow up on” But he
added, “None of these reports are what I would charac-

terize as a smoking gun.”
The disclosure of the memo comes at an awkward

time for the Pentagon, which is sending a team of

investigators to North Korea this week to begin a search
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for the remains of missing Americans.
Pyongyang’s decision to allow the search had been

hailed as a breakthrough in its relations with the United

States. But the North Koreans have warned that the

controversial question of live American prisoners could

jeopardize the search for remains of the dead. “We have
clearly notified the U.S. side through various channels

that there is no American prisoner of war staying alive,”

the official North Korean news agency said last week.
There is some evidence to suggest that the North

Koreans and their Chinese and Russian patrons held on to

American prisoners long after the 1953 armistice and
prisoner exchange that ended the Korean War, possibly

as a bargaining chip for later negotiations with the

United States. In 1957, China released 15 American
prisoners whose existence it had once denied.

Many scholars of the Korean War dismiss the idea of

American prisoners in North Korea as folly. “After so

many years, what would be the point for the North
Koreans?” said Clay Blair, an American military histori-

an. But even, be agrees that if there are American
prisoners in Asia, they are more likely to be held in North
Korea than in Vietnam, a far less dosed society. Foreign-
ers, including Pentagon investigators, have been allowed

to roam the Vietnamese countryside for years.

Laurence Jolidon, a reporter whose book, “Last Seen
Alive,” outlined the evidence that Americans might still

be held in Korea, said that given North Korea’s isolation

and rabid anti-Americanism, anything is possible.

“There is compelling and overwhelming evidence that

there were Americans there after the armistice,” he said.

The Pentagon says it knows of only four Americans
living in North Korea, all of them soldierswho defected to

the North, and its research suggests chat two of them
were the actors who appeared in “Nameless Heroes.”

But that does not explain the testimony of Serban
Oprica. a Romanian-American emigre who has insisted

that while on a bus tour of North Korea in 1979 he saw
dozens of Caucasian men at work on a collective farm on
a Sunday, the day of rest for all workers in North Korea
except prisoners. Another Romanian on the bus con-

firmed the story.

New Hopes
Nor does it explain the testimony of a recent North .

Korean defector who told investigators that he knew of a
group of Americans living in North Korea distinct from
the defectors.

The Pentagon memo recites that evidence and,

perhaps cruelly, has given thousands of American fam-
ilies hope.

“It’s been such a closed environment for so long that

you could hide these men.” said Irene L. Mandra, chair-

person of the Korea-Cold War Association of the Missing,

Her 2I-year-old brother, a marine, disappeared in North

Korea in 1952.

“My darling brother is 65 now," said Ms. Mandra,
using the present tense when discussing her brother. “It’s

a disgrace that we’ve never gotten these boys back.”

The U.S. and the U.N.

Now, Who Needs Whom More?
By STEVEN ERLANGER

r

‘ WASHINGTON

T
HE apparently innate desire of Americans to

remake the world cheaply, fn their
1own seif-

image is on display again in the United Nations,

with the usual results: anger anif/xesentment

there, and a grudging recognition that io‘K one-super-

power world, the United States can be simultaneously

the United Nations’ biggest deadbeat and biggest gun.

The Clinton Administration’s long, quiet effort to

ease out Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali has

turned into a public embarrassment, if not yet a fiasco.

The Americans misread the degree of pzi<fe and arro-

gance in the experienced Egyptian diplomat, who has

thrown down a defiant, if presumably futile. Challenge to

Washington's decision to deny him a secondterp.

As an article in Le Monde said, it is notAmerica’s

opposition *to Mr.. Boutros-Ghali that surprised the

world, but “the manner by which it was proclaimed that

irritates, and Mr. Boutros-Ghali knows it” •
‘

Mr. Boutros-Ghali is playing on the obvious: that

the United States wants to dominate the Unite] Nations,

use it for Washington’s own purpase,-deflne that purpose

as a universal good and be loved for it at the same time.

Of course, this iswhat a cynical and formess world

expects from a comparatively benign superpower with

many global interests, andthe International immunity
is normally far more (^stressed when the Un|£dStates

fails to exercise leadership than when it does

A Globe-Shaped Fig Leaf

The United States wants foe United Nations as a fig

leaf for its own policy goals— both to make iteasier to

get allies on board and to make it easier ©-get the

American people on board, allowing militaryaction to

seem multilateral and humanitarian. Itnot onklspreaas

divft
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Bob Dole seized on this notion that the Clinton Adminis-

tration had lost its will to lead, and that foe United States

was handing over its own proper powers to foe United

Nations and Mr. Boutros-Ghali, allowing American

troops to die for vague purposes.

But this critique stems from foe first two years of

Mr. Clinton’s term, which even Administration loyalists

now describe as chaotic and naive.As the United Nations

showed its weakness and Mr. Boutros-Ghali showed his

strong-willed refusal to use force, the Clinton Administra-

tion rather quickly shifted ground.

In foe fall of 1993, when foe half-heartedness of

American efforts under United Nations aegis led to deep
embarrassment in both Somalia and Haiti, even foe

Clinton White House understood that the assumptions

underlying its foreign policy were shaky.

Then in Bosnia, the United Nations, which was
supposed to keep the peace, signally failed. Mr. Boutros-

Ghali, calling Bosnia a “white man’s war,” opposed
lifting the arms embargo against the Muslims, defended
the European reluctance to act and prevented the effec-

tiveuse of NATO air power. Finally, after further massa-

cres of Muslims last summer, foe United States and

NATO finally took over, blaming foe United Nations and

not their own misjudgments and hesitations.

There was a growing understanding that foe United

Nations “lacks foe political will and centrality of purpose

0/ a nation state,” as foe State Department spokesman,

Nicholas Burns, put it “The United Nations can keep foe

peace, but in terms of applying force, it’s not a good

instrument.”

But that is also another way of saying that foe United

Nations is at fault when it is not willing to use force as foe

United States wants it used. For this, Mr. Boutros-Ghali is

also blamed. The Americans say he acts as if foe United

Nations is foe quasi-govemment of foe world and he is its

president, that he spends too much time trying to make
policy rather than administering a bloated international

bureaucracy of sinecures and cocktail parties.

At the same time, American officials happily point to

Iraq, where U.N. resolutions neatly justify American
policies against Saddam Hussein, and to Haiti, where foe

eventual American intervention had a U.N. Imprimatur
and American peacekeeping troops have gradually given

way to U.N. blue helmets.

So the United States is hardly willing to give up on

the United Nations. Washington merely has a clearer and
more nuanced idea of how to use it, and reform it, for

America’s ends. The Clinton Administration finds Mr.

Boutros-Ghali, who is far less pliable than foe vulnerable

Kurt Waldheim ever was, an annoying obstacle to its

goals, as well as an all-too-easy target for Republican

criticism in an election year.

American diplomats have now swung into global

high gear to press the case against keeping on Mr.

Boutros-Ghali when his five-year term expires this year.

In the end. even foe French may let Mr. Boutros-

Ghali go, given that foe United Nations must have foe

confidence and funding of the United States to survive.

As one doesn’t have to admire Hollywood’s products

in order to enjoy them, foe world doesn’t have to love foe

United States in order to need it- Mr. Boutros-Ghali, as

experienced a diplomat as he is, will not be surprised to

find that foe number of hearty hugs of support he

receives will be nearly matched try the number of knives

in his back.
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What Happens When the Brain Can’t Remember
By GEORGE JOHNSON

S
IX years into what has been declared the Dec-
ade of the Brain, the great efflorescence of

understanding sometimes seems overwhelm-
ing. Breakthroughs follow breakthroughs follow

breakthroughs, like the announcement last week that

scientists peering inside a brain with a device called a
PET scanner could tell true memories from false ones.

' For most of the century, scientists have been trying

to understand how something as wispy as a memory is

recorded in brain tissue. Judging from the drumbeat of

developments in the last few years, one might think that

the search was nearing a successful close. But the

mystery of memory — this wonderful ability to carry

around the past inside our heads — is likely to endure

long after the Decade of the Brain is forgotten, though
we are certainly better off than when the whole venture

began.
Scientists are pretty sure now that memories are

made by forging new connections between the brain

cells called neurons. A brain responds to new experi-

ences by creating more of these links, called synapses,

or by strengthening the ones that are already there. By
constantly wiring and rewiring the cerebral computer,
the brain strings together a map of the world.

The rose we just put in the vase on the living room
table is mirrored in the brain by a newly forged cluster

of neurons. But what does a memory like this actually

look like?

Does it consist of a hundred neurons, a thousand, a
million? What gives it its rosiness? The structure, it

seems, must be connected to another cluster that some-
how represents the color red and another cluster encod-
ing a rosy smell.

What is the syntax and the grammar with which
such ephemera can be written in an alphabet of brain
celis? Even if we couid grasp how the single rose in its

wondrous complexity is represented by stitched-togeth-

er neurons, the problem would be far from solved. The

memory trace standing for the rose must be somehow
connected to another neural structure representing the
vase — and another one representing the table and still

another representing the floor on which the table stands.
How is the notion that the rose is in the vase and the
vase is on the table neurologically encoded? How, for
that matter, are neurons used to record a telephone
number or the dates of the Peloponnesian wars? Before
we have answers to these questions, we might have to

declare a whole Century of the Brain.

Rose Is a Rose Is a Flower
Meanwhile, we can savor ingenious developments

like the one by Dr. Daniel Schacter and his colleagues at
Harvard University who studied the neurobiology of false

memories. The scientists read a list of words to their

subjects. Then they read them another, somewhat differ-

ent list and asked the listeners which words were the
same

While the subjects were reaching to remember, the

scientists monitored their brains. Predictably, an area in

the hippocampal region, known to be involved in recalling

stored information, was being actively utilized. But the
scientists also found that a second area in a different part
of the brain was joining in the effort This region, called

the left temporal parietal area, is where sounds are
deciphered into words. The brain apparently remem-
bered a word not only as an abstraction — a symbol
identifying something in the world — but by its unique
sound.

To see what happens when a memory is falsely

recalled — when we think we remember something that

never actually happened — subjects were given words
that were similar but not identical to those they bad
already listened to. After hearing “candy,” "cake," and
'‘chocolate,” they were asked if “sweet" had been on the

list. Some incorrectly answered yes.

But in this case of false recall, only the first brain

structure was activated. The region of the brain responsi-

ble for sound decoding remained idle. There was no
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1. GISELLE -2 CD’S
Slovak Radio SO,
conducted by Andrew
MogreQa
JP Price NIS 56.90

7. THE BARBER OF SEVILLE - 3 CD's
Roberto Servile, Sonia Ganassil Ramon Vargas,
Hungarian Rado Chorus, Failoni Chamber Orchestra,,

with Will Humburg conducting ;-v?
JP Price MS 84.90

OPERA CLASSICS

12. L_ van BEETHOVEN - Complete Piano Sonatas
Performed by Jeno Jando
a) Vol 1 - 5 CD’s
Sonatas Nos. 1-Sonatas Nos. 1-3, 53, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18,23,25. 29
JP Price NIS 139.90
b) Vol 2 - 5 CD's

.
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JP Price NIS 139.90
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2. CARMEN - 3
CD'S
Graciela AJperyn,
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Alan Titus, Slovak
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Chorus, Czecho- •

Slovak RSO,
conducted by
Alexander
Rahbari
JP Price .

NIS 84-90

a DIE FLEDERMAUS - 2 CD’S
Gabriele Fontana, Josef Hopferwieser,

Brigitte Karwautz, Czecho-Slovak RSO,
Bratislava City Chorus, conducted by
Johannes WifdnerJohannes Wndner
JP Price NIS 5&90

9. RIGOLETTO - 2 CD's
Eduard Tumagtan, Alida Ferrarini, Yordy
Ramiro, Slovak Philharmonic Chorus, Czecho-
slovak RSO, Alexander Rahbari
JP Price NIS 56.90

13. WJL MOZART - COMPLETE
PIANO CONCERTOS
Performed by Jeno Jando, Denes
Voijon, Concentus Hungarians,
Ananas Ligeti, Malias Antal and
Ikfico Hegyi
VoM -SCO'S
Piano Concertos' Nos. 9, 11-14, 17,
18,20-22,27
JP Price NIS 139.90

Vol 2 - 6 CD's
Piano Concertos Nos. 1-8, 10, 15-

16, 19, 23-26, Rondos K.382, 388
JP Price NIS 162.90

3. THE MAGIC FLUTE - 2 CD’s
Herbert Uppert, Elisabeth Norberg-Schutz, Georg Tichy,

Hungarian
Festival Chorus, Failoni Orchestra, conducted by Michael

Halasz
JP Price NIS 56.90

10. LATRAV1ATA - 2 CD's
Monika Krause, Yordy Ramiro, Georg Tichy,

Slovak Philharmonic;
Chorus, Czecho-Slovak RSO, conducted by
Alexander Rahbari
JP Price NIS 56^0
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with orders of five or more CD’s

4. TOSCA - 2 CD’S
Nelly Miricioiu, Silvano CarraU, Slovak Ph3harmonto Chorus,
Czecho-Slovak RSO, conducted by Alexander Rahbari

JP Price NIS 56.90

5, LA BOHEME - 2 CD’s
Luba Orgonasova,
Johnathan Welch,
Carmen Gonzales,
Czecho-Slovak
RSO with Will Humburg
JP Price NIS 56.90
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2 CD’s
Miriam Gaud, Yordy Ramiro,
Georg Tichy, Slovak
PhHharmonic Chorus,
Czecho-Slovak RSO, under
Alexander Rahbari
JPPRJc© NIS 56.90

11. J-S. BACH - WELL-TEMPERED
CLAVIER (2 CD's)
Performed by Jeno Jando (Hungary), an
outstanding pianist, laureate of several
international piano competitions.
JP Price NIS 56.90
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Memory is a construction,

not an imprint. In trying to

dredge up the past, we grasp

at scraps of evidence

fluttering inside our heads.

Eric Hetman. MJX/Artatona state University

A three-dimensional image of the brain reveals one
of two regions that are stimulated when a true

memory is recalled.

lingering imprint there of the sound “sweet"
The-researchers are not claiming that such a method

could ever help determine whether a child accusing a
parent of sexual molestation or a day-care worker of

devil worship is telling the truth. In the brain, memories
are quickly transformed and the line between the re-

membered and the imaging*! quickly dissolves
As soon as a memory is formed, the brain goes to

work, stripping it of the. inessential. When we hear a
speech, it is the ideas — distilled from the way they

happened to be delivered — that we most strongly

remember. Only in rare cases — the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. intoning “I have a dream" — (toes the

ring of the words themselves endure.

And that is only the beginning of the processing.

Memories are smoothed of their rough edges and com-

bined with other related memories.. Recalling that one

heard- “sweet” instead of “candy" and “cake" might be

less a case of false memory than of categorization. We
group similar experiences together as we build up a.

sensible picture of how the world works.

Memory researchers may not know what a rose

looks like Inside the brain, but they have learned an

important truth: memory is a construction, not an im-

print. In trying to dredge up the past, we grasp at the

Imperfect scraps of evidence fluttering inside our heads

and piece together a theory about what might have

happened 4- or, sometimes, what we wish had occurred.

In bis new novel, “Slowness," (HarperCollins) Milan

Kundera gives a walk-on role to a Czech scientist who
during the Soviet occupation was bullied into letting a

group of dissidents use a room for clandestine meetings.

He acquiesced out of timidity. Nevertheless, when he was
found out, be was stripped of his academic post

Over the years, as he toiled as a construction worker,

the tone of the memory slowly transformed itself from
shame into pride. By the time of the fall of the Soviet

Union and the liberation of the Czech republic, he couid

honestly remember himself as a hero.

The Book on
Campaign ’96

ContinuedFrom Page 1

factors in the campaign. Publishers have become ever
more canny in marketing to radio and TV talk shows, all

lh need of ’personalities,to All air time. And journalists

have covered the whole frenetic mix of promotion and
politics as news, which maybe it is, sometimes.

“It’s the idea of politics and personality, and I think

realms that used to be, perhaps, once separate are now
commingling,'” said Lynn C GoIdfifekg,a publicist pro-
moting thehew Clinton biography “Partners in Power"
by Roger Morris.-“Just as the author has become the
author and entertainer, there's the politician as author.
We’re all part of this entertainment machine.”

And so the political season opened with the tease
tour of General PowelL Until he eventually declared
himself a noncandidate, ^ou couldn’t tell if he was or
was not running, though he certainly was selling his
memoir, “My American Journey," for which he re-

ceived a reported $6.5 million advance from Random
House. (He is starting a new promotional tour for the
book’s release in paperback this week.) Newt Gingrich,
the House Speaker, agreed to a $4.5 million advance
from HarperColiins for “To Renew America,” until he
thought better of it and eventually took only a $l
advance &nd a percentage of royalties. He did, however,
get to use his book tour to test the mood of the country
and decide against a Presidential race.

Then there was “It Takes a Village,” Mrs. Clinton's
attempt at self-rehabilitation after her failed campaign
for health dare reform. Unfortunately for Mrs. Clinton,
her tour coincided with new developments in White-
water and’ was eventually overshadowed by “Blood
Sport," a ltipk at Whitewater by the investigative report-
er James B- Stewart And no matter that Anonymous,
the authors “PrimaryColors,” avoided the talk circuit
Anonymiro itself was the hype, generating prodigious
amounts of publicity over the book's authorship.

Blurred Lines
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In pa t the year’s plethora of campaign books is a
result of le speed and competitiveness of the informa-
tion age. Robert B. Barnett, a Washington lawyer who
represent dozens of authors, says heavy media coverage
of Presid ntial campaigns has made traditional, inside
chronicle! after the fact less viable. He said readers were
“less like y in this year of saturation coverage to read
about a ampaign after a campaign. The focus has
shifted to >re-campaign books."

Lines have also been blurred by the fact that poblish-
ers aggnisively market their books as news events to
the same newspapers, magazines and public affairs TV
program that cover campaigns. Publicists and agents
say that t promote a political author they first cry to sell
excerptn

;
rights to Time or Newsweek so that the

magaztm i in effect “break the news” olihe book, setting
off a feet ng frenzy. Next they try to get their writer on a
prime-tii e TV program like "60 Minutes.” There are
also the : rfter-edged TV talk shows and talk radio.

The rend raises uncomfortable questions. Are re-
porters s to time their books to a Presidential rampsigr.
still disk erested observers if they market their book as
a news^ent, in the process affecting the race they, are
coveriptf Is a publisher bankrolling a book tour by a
politicly helping to underwrite his campaign? Mr. Aid-
rich m|bt well have been ignored had he simply walked
into a iewsroom peddling his imdocumented, salacious
storiesabout the Clintons. Why, when he put the charges
into a look ("Unlimited Access”), did he get on ABCs
“This Veek With David Brinkley"?

Ab journalists, in competition with each otherbecomng cogs m the promotion machine? To obtain
intervtws with General Powell or advance copies of hkbo* fat fail, news organizations. incluSn^S Nct

.

sigD
!lafireemgri5 with Random Rnnsp
itofr stories about him and his to^kco^^ ThK heiped the publisher orcfaestiStete

pubficty. Mrs. Clinton for the most DartTrSnS™L T
avoidpolitical reporters during her took tou^ffh^
£*2*"’ Simon & Schu^^faTOred^dnder^’ gmtierintenewers less steeped in details or wiutewMe^

erhaps none of this would be haonenino wcaroaign had more heft “stnr-e
^

entiely tactical

arondfor something to talk abouLaSi^iri
>

?
,ple

subtantive,” s^wSliam
tivtWeekly Standard. “I do think

conserva-

eitfer politics or lit^amre" ^^“ not good for
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J
:pF BROUWS and the other
members of his “gang of six’*
investment club in Santa Bar-
bara, Calif., were surfing the
Internet one Sunday after-

noon last year when they happened
upon a bit of information about the
Iomega Corporation, a maker of
computer disk drives. A fellow in-
vestor on the East Coast had report-
ed that his parents had driven past
the company’s headquarters in Utah
and noticed that the parking lot yas

What that meant, they could only
guess. But sensing positive news,
several club members called their
brokers the next morning and told
them to buy Iomega shares. In the
time since, the club members have
decided chat Iomega was gearing up
production on a new disk drive. The
mercurial shares are now at $27,
compared with about $2 when they
made the purchases.
“You can’t get information 1

like
that from reading a financial docu-
ment on the company," said Mr.
Brouws, whose portfolio has bal-
looned to $250,000 from $97,000 since
the start of 1995. “What’s great
about the Net is that it lets you find
out what’s happening with the com-
pany right now, sometimes before-
the company is ready to announce
the news.”

Investment chibs —folks who pool
their knowledge and, .often, their

money, to pick and buy stocks — are
going on line. In the process, they are
transforming themselves from the
traditional kaffeeklatsch of friends
sitting around the kitchen table trad-
ing tips from their brothers-in-law

and dentists into far-flung networks

of cyberspace browsers who pounce

on breaking news, sometimes even

before it reaches Wall Street profes-

sionals.

The old-style clubs, which still

dominate, are exemplified by the
Beardstown Ladies, the Illinois

grandmothers who averaged a 23

percent annual return during their

first 10 years in the market and did

even better writing two best sellers

about their investment strategy. The
typical member of these . clubs,

tracked by (he National Association

of Investors Corporation, is 50 years
oldand has a predisposition to invest

cautiously, in blue-chip stocks.

Thenew breed, which is proliferat-

ing by the thousands, is exemplified
by Mr. Brouws’s group- The typical

member of on-line clubs is a 36-year-

old male, according to Find/SVP
Emerging Technologies Research
Group, a New York consulting firm,

and has a tendency to favor high-
technology start-ups. He also has an
urge to make a lot of money fast.

“I want to have the financial
means to buy freedom away from
the 8-to-5 daily grind,” said Mr.
Brouws, 40, a graphics designer Who
meets with his confreres daily in the
Richard Armstrong Color Printer
shop in Santa Barbara, home to the
group's computer. “And I believe
these tech stocks are the way to do it

over the next couple of years.”
- Mr. Brouws has plenty of compa-
ny. Fueled by one of the biggest bull

markets in Wall Street history and
by the popularity of the Beardstown
Ladies, the number of investment
dubs has increased by 4,000, or 21
percent, to more than 23,000 in just

the first four months of this year,
according to the investors’ associa-
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PERFORMANCE IN U.S. DOLLARS IN LOCAL CURR. |

WnrJrHIA-% Week YTD YTD Dividend YTD
Country Index %Chg. Rank %Chg. ; Rank Yield Index %Chg-

Australia 200.86 -0.3 16 5.7 14 4.36 168.82 - 0.6

Austria 182.65 -0.7 17 . 4.7 17 1.94. 145.04 11.7

Belgium 211.18 IjQ 7 1.0 24 4.07 163.75 7.9

Brazil. . 183.83 3.2 2 33.3. 1 1.92 339.92 37.7

Britain * 200.86 1.0 6 2.3 22 4.16 224.75 2.1

Canada 16Q.01 02 14 7.8- 12 228 158.57 8.2 .

Denmark 30433 0.4 11 5.4 . 15 1.88 243.62 11.9

Finland 192.91 0.6 10 3.1 18 2.65 188.88 10.8

France 19551 -1-2 20 9.0 -9 3.04 15827 15.1

Germany 172.19 -0.1 15 5.2 16 1.82 136.78 123

Hong Kong 434.64 0.7 9 121 .. . 5 3.30 431.96 122

Ireland 283.09 -1.3 22 10.8 7 3.43 250.02 11.3

Italy 82.48 0.7 8 11.9 •. 6 2.33 94.38 8.1 .

Japan 153.02 -2.3 26 - 1.2 25 0.71 107.25 6.2

Malaysia 561.07 0.3 12 15.7 . 2 1.67 538.21 13.5

Mexico 1,190.90 -3.4 27 15.0 3 1.34 9.934.81 13.9

Netherlands 295.22 -0.8 19 8.3 11 3.12 230.96 15.7

New Zealand 81.61 1.9 4 25 20 4.30 63.15 - 24
Norway 253.74 1.2 5 9.7 8 202 224.43 13.2

Singapore 411.81 -1.2 21 1.1 -23 1.42 268.34 1.1

South Africa 36330 0.3 13 - 5.7 26 210 344.35 122

Spain 17984 -1.8 24 8.2 •10 3.33 175.06 15,3

Sweden 351.09 -1.8 23 12.5 4 246 346.81 13.3

Switzerland 242.38 -0.7 18 2.7'. .19 ’ 1.56 189.62 12.6

Thailand 172.32 a6 1- 2.4 • 21 1.94 169.99 23
United Slates 267.50 -1.9 25 6.5 ? 13 2.21 267.50 6.5

| COMPOSITE INDICES 1

Europe 211.44 -0.0 5.3. 3.06 185.15 9.0

Pacific Basin 166.27 -1.8 0.6. 1.17 118.33 6.2

EuropWPacifcc .184.98 -1.0 2.8 2.07 143.66 75
World 211.29 -1-3 4.5 2.13 18250 7.3

Sevres. Goldman. Sachs 6 Co. Exchange rates as ot Friday's London dose

O 1996 The Financial Times Ltd. Goldman, Sachs & Co and Standard & Poofs.
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Exchange rate

Japanese yen to the U.S. dollar

German marks to. the U.S. dollar

Canadian dollars to the U.S. dollar

U.S. dollars to the British pound

source etxxnberg Financial Markets; exchange rales aet^FddayS New \tdtclox

Last Week Year

Friday Friday % Chg. Ago

110.85 109.72 + 1.02 66.69

1.52& 1.5241 +0.37 1.3922

1.3679 1.3639 +0.29 .1.3590

1.5525 . 1.5505 +0.12 1.5963

tion. And membership in the clubs

affiliated with the NALC. has more
than doubled in the last three years,

to 446,000. In a sign of the times, even

the Beardstown Ladies, who for

years have relied primarily on Value

Line for most of their stock re-

search, plan to leap into cyberspace.
“We just got a computer hooked

up in the lobby of the bank where I

work,” said Betty Sinnock, a found-

ing member, who refused to discuss

the club's recent performance “It

might really come in handy to get

some information on some of the

companies that we’re researching.”

The implications for ordinary in-

vestors with access to the Internet

are enormous. Club members are
using their personal computers to

pick up investment leads ranging
from breaking news on business
wires like Reuters and Bloomberg to

rumors posted by anonymous
sources. They are exchanging infor-

mation on line and tapping into Web
sites that dish out investment ad-

vice, like the Motley Fool, an enor-

mously popular site on America
Online and the Net (http://fool.web.

aol.eom//fool—mnJitra). For a
small fee, they are retrieving finan-

cial documents on any of thousands
of companies worldwide from Inter-

net providers. And, increasingly,

they are able to make investments
through on-line discount brokers.

Although investing on line may be
quick and simple, it has its hazards.

For every legitimate stock tip on the

Internet’s bulletin boards, for exam-
ple, there is a lot of junk. Plenty of

surfers post false messages on the

boards in hopes of hyping one of

their stocks.

Cyberspace is also getting a little

crowded. Investors who use
E'Trade (http://www.etrade.com),

a new brokerage firm based in Palo

Alto, Calif, have already begun to

complain that the service is so

jammed that it may take an entire

day to make a trade, a glitch that

can cost investors plenty. As dubs
go on line, some predict that broker-

age services will become more con-

gested.

With the growing potential for

abuse, the Securities and Exchange
Commission has begun to patrol the

Internet after years of ignoring it In

the last two years, the agency took

action in five cases. Among the de-

fendants was Daniel Odulo, a 19-

year-old from San Jose, Calif., who
went on line last year selling “low

risk” bends that be promised would
deliver a “whopping 20 percent re-

turn.** As it turned out, Mr. Odulo
was raising cash for an eel farm in

Rhode Island. When the S.E.C. inves-

tigated, it discovered he had no expe-
rience in eel farming and no equip-

ment The commission ordered him
to stop the offering.

“We’re definitely going to take a

look at what's being said about these

securities on the board,” said Gary
Sundick, associate director of the

S.E.CS division of enforcement
“But the Net is a big place. We’ve set

up a Web site so investors can file

complaints with us. That way we'II

find out about investors who get

scammed out of money.” The site is

at http://www.sec.gov/.

Information overload can be al-

most as much of a problem as fraud.

Jamie Kiggen, managing director of

Bear Stearns, said the Internet was
not for everyone. “If investors are
going to use the Net, they need to

have enough financial know-how to

determine what information is valu-

able and what isn’t,” Mr. Kiggen
said. “There’s a lot of wonderful

financial information on the Intrnet

if an investor knows what he’s look-

ing for. But taking everything you
read on the Net at face value can be
dangerous.”

.
For all its pitfalls, though, the In-

ternet opens huge new opportunities

for investment clubs, not the least of

which is linking people scattered

across die country or even the globe.

Mechelle McGowan, a 29-year-old

marketing representative with

Speedware U.S.A., Inc. , a software
maker in Mountain View, Calif., is a
member of a club with members in

California and Texas. The group di-

vides research chores, with some
members reading investment publi-

cations and others perusing the Nas-
daq home page, the S.E.C. home
page and the news groups.
“By splitting up the research, we

can really be thorough,” said Ms.
McGowan, who gets up every day at

5:45 AJML to read The San Jose Mer-

cury News for technology stocks and

then hops on line to scan Reuters and

other news wires.

The efficiency of first-hand obser-

vation, though, is difficult to dupli-

cate. “Since we’re all in different

locations, we can take a look at

what’s happening with companies in

our own areas. There’s no way 1

could know everything that’s going

on in Texas if I couldn't E-mail my
friend there and find out”

Information from the Internet

alone can be valuable. Ms. McGowan
was on line in May when she saw
that Gilead Sciences lno, a pharma-
ceuticals company in Foster City,

Calif., had just announced the possi-

bility that its vaginal cream could be
used to prevent H.I.V. infection.

Without hesitation, Ms. McGowan
bought 100 shares and sold them
later that afternoon for a gain of

$36250.

“That may not sound like a lot of

money but it would take me three or
four days of working to make that

amount," she said. “I would have
never known about this announce-
ment if it weren’t for the Net. And I

certainly would not have been able to

take advantage of it so fast
”

While most investment clubs are

close-knit groups of friends and fam-
ily members, some have grown into

sprawling enterprises. The FCS In-

vestment Gub in Calgary, Alberta,

for example, counts more than 300

members in Canada, die United

States, Britain and Germany. Mem-
bers who miss the monthly meeting

in a Calgary office building can

catch up on the night’s happenings

through electronic mail or on the

club’s Web site, s

FCS was organized by Tyler Boll-

horn, a 25-year-old. Calgary stock

trader and developer of a computer-
ized trading model that he sells

through Aurex Technologies, his in-

vestment company. Mr. Bollhom
likes to surf the Internet for news
about mining companies. When he
spots an item he considers bullish, he

buys the company’s stock.

Last November, he read on an on-

line news group called misc.invest-

.Canada (http://www.tile.net/tile/

news/misc86.html) that Canada's
Petro Plus Inc. was drilling for gold

at a new site in Saskatchewan. Real-

izing that penny stocks move on

news items, he scooped up 100,000

Petro Plus shares at about 20 cents

each and posted a notice on his in-

vestment club’s bulletin board urg-

ing other members to buy the stock.

His hunch paid off, he said. Within

three weeks, Petro Plus’s share

price had quadrupled to about 80

cents, giving him a profit Df $60,648."

In May, Mr. BoUhom. also bought

shares in SL Jude Resources Ltd., a

mining company in Vancouver, Brit-

ish Columbia, that is drilling for gold

in Guyana. The stock, then trading at

S3.05 a share, was sold in early June

at $5.70.

“These stocks are capable of rap-

id growth or rapid decline,” Mr. Boll-

born said. “These stocks won’t be

followed by analysts so after I get

the tip on the Net, I’U do my own
research. When you’re dealing in

these type stocks, you have to al-

ways be ready to trade.”

Still, no one is immune from mak-
ing a market blunder. In his eager-

ness to make a quick fortune, Mr.

Bollhom has invested in the occa-

sional dud Earlier this year, he

bought 20,000 shares of Consolidated

Magna Ventures Ltd., a nickel min-

.

ing company in Labrador, New-
foundland. Despite drilling a new
site in Newfoundland, the company’s
stock sank from $1.79 a share in May
to about 88 cents when he sold it in

June. Mr. BoUhom lost about $18,000

in one month.
“Ifyou trade penny stocks, you’re

going to lose money some of the

time,” he said “But losing that mon-
ey then really made me mad I

should have sold it when 1 saw it

falling and cut my losses a lot sooner

than I did”

Investors who join an on-line club

should prepare themselves for a
thrilL While traditional investment
clubs favor tried-and-true stocks like

McDonald’s and Pepsico, Internet

surfers prefer start-ups in fields like

software and biotechnology with the

potential for huge profits — even

though they will probably have to

take a roller-coaster ride to get

there, lomea, for example, has raced

to $27.25 at Friday's close from $2.52

in May 1995, but it has experienced

some huge dips along the way. One
day in June, for instance, shares of

N D D 0 »V N S

Jett Brouvrs

Investment clubs like this “gang of six” in Santa Barbara, Calif.,

are going on line. It

Iomega tumbled 27 percent when
Mitsubishi Electric said it would

build a computer disk drive that

would be faster than Iomega’s. And
Ascend Communications, a comput-

er network manufacturer in Alame-

da, Calif., jumped from $32.25 in Jan-

uary to $70 in May, only to fall on

news of possible product delays and

on a malaise in technology stocks. It

closed on Friday at $55,125.

“A lot of the investors who use the

Net are young or so new to investing

that they have never seen a market
correction.” said Mr. Kiggen of Bear

Steams. “People who have begun to

invest in one of the greatest bull

markets in this century are less cau-

tious about the stocks they buy than

they should be.”

Despite the Internet club mem-
bers' bravado, the Wall Street gurus

they worship prescribe a mixture of

risk-taking and caution. The Beard-

stown Ladies may be fans of Peter

Lynch, but the on-line prophets of

profits are the brothers Tom and
David Gardner, who run the Motley

Fool Web site on America Online.

The Gardners have developed their

own Foolish pilosophy, which has

become gospel to 350,000 followers

who log on to the Web site regularly.

Fooldom, as it is sometimes
called, prods invesrors into shucking

their mutual funds on the grounds

that they seldom beat the market,

dropping their brokers to save on
commissions and taking an extreme-

ly skeptical view of the prognostica-

tions of financial journalists and
Wall Street analysts. They urge their

disciples to use the Internet to ferret

ot start-ups and other small-cap

stocks — and get in early. But the

main tenets of their faith are bor-

rowed from the conservative ap-

proach of Warren E. Buffett: Buy
shares in companies you know well,

and hold on to them.
Moreover, the Gardners never

trade options and they limit the

amount invested in any given stock

to one-third of the portfolio’s total

assets. They have made only eight

stock trades in the last year.

The Fools have one Peter Lynch
characteristic : They’re quick to spot

comets. Their best find by far has

been Iomega; after the Gardners
snapped up shares in May 1995, vir-

tually every Fool in the country

bought the stock. The Gardners also

bought 680 shares of America Online

at $7.27 a share in 1994 : it closed on
Friday at $41,125.

“What we try to get across to the

Fools is that there are an endless

number of great stocks out there,”

Tom Gardner said. “The Foolish phi-

losophy is not to try to mimic our

portfolio but go out and try to pick

their own winners. We missed some
good stocks — Rainforest Cafe, for

example — that some of the Fools

pm in their portfolios. That stock

wound up doing very welL” Rainfor-

est closed on Friday at $30.50. twice

its value in March.
Missing a few stocks hasn't hurt

the performance of the Gardners'

portfolio. Paced by large gains in

Iomega and America Online, the

brothers have notched a 54.65 per-

cent return so far this year, com-
pared with a 6.7 percent gain for the

S. & P. 500. The Gardners would have
racked up an even higher return had

they not bought 130 shares of KLA
Instruments, a process cntrol sys-
tems maker in San Jose, Calif., last

August The stock, then at $44.71 a
share, has since dropped 53.6 per-
cent. to $20.75.

“KLA Instruments is a fine com-
pany," David Gardner said. “There
are a lot of belter stocks we could
have picked But I like having a loser
in our portfolio. If anyone ever points
to us and says we hype stocks, I can
point to KLA.”

Perhaps the greatest perk of Fool-
dom is the Web site's bulletin

boards. The Fools exchange infor-

mation about myriad stocks that

typically are too small to be tracked
by Wall StreeL Instead of relying on
research analysts, who are not inter-

ested in most of these small .stocks

anyway, the Fools can do their own
research and share it with the clan.

The bulletin boards are crucial

coots to high-risk investors seeking

quick profits. Many penny stocks

offered in the United States and Can-

ada aren't covered by analysts. It is

rare, though, that a tip on a board is

accurate, or even objective.

Internet surfers live in fear of

buying what they call a Challenger, a
-stock that, like the doomed space
shuttle, blasts *>ff in-glory and then!

crashes to Earth in flames. To pro-;

tect themselves, many will place ah
on-line order for a company’s quar-

terly financial reports from the Web
site of either the S.E.C. or the compa-
ny itself before acting on a tip to buy
its stock.

When they do trade, they some-
times trade on line, where more bro-

kers are setting up shop and where
commissions are often cheaper. Al-

ready, the firms range from
E’Trade to traditional Main Street

names like Charles Schwab (http://

www.schwab.com). Services are be-,

ginning to expand at most of the on-

line houses. Users of E'Trade can
already get free market reports,

stock quotes and even free checking.

For all its potential rewards, on-

line investing also holds perils. Bill

Fischofer, a vice president of CFO
American, a Web site builder in Fort

Lauderdale, Fla., bought 5,000

shares of Blue Chip Technologies

last year after he saw an item on the

Internet claiming the company was
about to enter a so-called momen-
tum cycle, which would mean chat

the stock would rise. Wrong. Over
the last year, the stock has dropped

from $1 to 3 cents a share, costing

Mr. Fischofer $4,800.

“Anytime you have a new medium-

like the Internet, you’re going to

have success and failure stories,”

Mr. Fischofer said. “That turned out

to be virtually the only stock to go

down for me. With the message
boards, you just have to take anony-

mous information with a grain of

salt.”

While that lesson may appear ob-

vious to some investors. Internet

clubs tend to ignore the most basic

Wall Street rules. Since many on-line

investors don’t use a broker, they get

no expert advice when setting up
their portfolios. One of their most
common mistakes is to stack their

portfolios with only one stock, a reci-

pe for disaster.

July 1-5: Employment Data Spark Inflation Fear and
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DOMESTIC EQUITIES

Send Markets Reeling in Light Trading
YIELDS
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U.S. Bears Responsibility for Arrests in Bosnia

Bob Dole’s Centrist Foreign PoHc;
Bob Dole is finding it hard to pick a foreign

policy fight with President Clinton. It is not for lack

of effort. In two blistering speeches in recent weeks,
Mr. Dole called Mr. Clinton and his advisers
“would-be statesmen still suffering from a post-

Vietnam syndrome" and faulted the White House
for “weak leadership, vacillation and inconsis-

tency.” But the broad outlines of Mr. Dole’s foreign

policy agenda have more in common with Mr.
Clinton's policies than the shrill rhetoric or tactical

differences would suggest.

That assessment may disappoint Mr. Dole, who
is hunting hard for issues with the power to move
his becalmed campaign. He has run into similar
difficulties defining a distinctive and appealing do-

mestic economic program. But after Pat Buchan-
an’s isolationist and protectionist fire in the early
Republican primaries, it is heartening to see the two
parties finding some common, ground on foreign
policy principles, while debating specific initiatives.

Mr. Dole, like Mr. Clinton, believes in strong
American leadership in the world. He favors the

maintenance of robust military forces but not the

reckless use of them. He understands the need to

integrate America's foreign economic and political

interests when possible, but appreciates the impor-
tance of exercising American influence when neces-
sary in support of democracy and human rights.

Mr. Dole’s combat service in World War II and
his long involvement with foreign and defense mat-
ters in the Senate command respect. To his credit,

Mr. Dole has largely resisted appeals for a return to

Reagan-era defense budgets and dangerously ag-
gressive American policies advanced by William
Kristol and other conservative Republicans.

But the desperation of the Dole campaign is

evident in the roundhouse punches the candidate
has been throwing on issues like China, Russia and
the expansion of NATO into Central Europe. Two

weeks ago he accused Mr. Clinton of “misguideoh
romanticism” in his handling of Russia, and tried to
make the case that the White House has been
passive in the face of renewed Russian imperialism.

Mr. Dole makes a fair point in criticizing Mr.
Clinton for muting his criticism of the war in

Chechnya and glossing over Russia’s failure to

comply fully with a number of arms-control agree-
ments. But the Dole prescription for Russia, includ-

ing a warm endorsement of Boris Yeltsin, sounds
much like current American policy in making co-

operation contingent on continued economic and
political reform.

Mr. Dole would admit Poland, Hungary and the
Czech Republic to NATO immediately. Mr. Clinton

favors a more deliberate approach, but he is headed
in the same mistaken direction of making a cold
war military alliance the centerpiece for European
unity. Both leaders sensibly support the selective

use of sanctions against China when it violates trade
rules or breaks arms-control agreements.

There is a clear difference on American missile

defenses. Mr. Dole seeks development and construc-

tion of a dubious defense against long-range mis-
siles that could cost as much as $60 billion over
seven years. Mr. Clinton more reasonably would
concentrate for now on the immediate threat of

short-range missiles, while designing but not build-

ing a system to counter intercontinental missiles.

Mr. Dole would clearly like to exploit whatever
differences he can with Mr. Clinton on national

security issues, if only to project an impression of

strength as a potential commander in chief. But
while convergence on foreign and defense matters
may not seem expedient to the candidates, it is good
for the country and the world: America’s interna-

tional leadership has been most consistent when
Americans and their leaders are in accord about the
governing principles of tbeir foreign policy.

The Best Way to Save Dolphins
The environmental community is engaged in a

rare and bitter brawl over competing Congressional
bills aimed at protecting a beloved environmental
symbol— the bottle-nosed dolphin. Each side thinks

it has the better scheme to protect dolphins.that are
incidentally trapped and killed by the giant nets

used by tuna fleets. This is a complex, emotional
issue and all the disputants are animated by the

best of intentions. But the approach contained in a
measure sponsored by Representative Wayne Gil-

chrest, a Maryland Republican, and supported by.

the Clinton Administration, offers the dolphin a
better chance than the alternatives.

Mr. Gilchrest's bill rubs a lot of people the

wrong way because it seems to endorse the very
fishing methods that got the dolphin in trouble in the

first place. For reasons that are not fully under-
stood by scientists, adult tuna in the rich fishing

grounds of the eastern Pacific tend to congregate
underneath dolphins. Tuna vessels follow a school of

dolphins, cast their mile-long nets and haul in the

tuna below. Until a few years ago, thousands of

dolphins routinely drowned in the nets or were
crushed when the boats winched them in.

in 1990, Congress placed an embargoon all tuna
caught by this method, known as “encirclement,”

costing big tuna-fishing countries like Mexico. Ec-
uador and Costa Rica hundreds of millions of dol-

lars. In 1992, these countries convened in La Jolla,

Calif., with United States officials and pledged to

adopt safer fishing methods. They did not abandon
the encirclement method, but they vastly improved
it They installed dolphin “safety panels” in their

nets, which acted as escape hatches. They deployed
divers to assist dolphins who could not find their

way out. They learned how to dip their nets deeper
into the water to allow dolphins to escape while

retaining the tuna. These new techniques led to a

• :
•

• cyiM!' u.y •

stunning drop in dolphin mortality the-eastern

Pacific — from 133,000 killed in 1986 to 3,274 last

year, a figure calculated by independent monitors
on boats that used the improved encirclement tech-

niques. Even so, the tuna caught by encirclement
have remained embargoed.

Mr. Gilchrest's bill, which has the endorsement
of Vice President Al Gore, would reward these

efforts by lifting the embargo. The bill would also

reward any batch of tuna caught without a single

dolphin death — a fact to be verified by on-board

monitors — with the coveted and commercially
important “dolphin-safe” labeL

The Gilchrest measure has the support of

Greenpeace, the Environmental Defense Fund and
several other advocacy groups. It is opposed by the
Sierra Club and the Defenders of Wildlife, and by
the Earth Island Institute in San Francisco, which
has done more than any othergroup to call attention

to dolphin mortality. Earth Island’s champion in the

Senate is Barbara Boxer, the California Democrat,
whose bill would continue to ban all tuna caught by
the encirclement method.

Unfortunately, the other methods of trapping

tuna carry serious disadvantages. Under one ap-
proach, fishermen cast their nets around logs and
other debris floating near the shoreline, which often

attract tuna. That is safe for dolphins, but it kills a
huge “by-catch” of sharks, turtles and other valu-

able marine life, not to mention tons of juvenile tuna
whose demise imperils future tuna stocks.

Senator John Chafee, a Republican environ-
mentalist who is sponsoring a Senate bill compara-
ble to Mr. Gilchrest's, believes that not just the
dolphin but an entire marine ecosystem is at stake.
He has concluded, rightly, that the best response
is the once-reviled but much-improved encircle-
ment method.

Why Worker Owners Sell Out
It might seem odd that Avis, the world’s sec-

ond-largest car rental company, would agree to sell

itself to HFS, a hotel franchiser. After all, Avis is

owned by its 13,500 workers. But it turns out that
worker owners in many companies decide they
would, in effect like to fire themselves as boss.
Worker-owned firms — even those that are profit-

able like Avis — have a tough time surviving from
one generation to the next in a capitalist economy.

Avis formed an ESOP — an employee stock,
ownership plan — nine years after a debilitating
series of sales from one corporate owner to another.
The workers borrowed money and bought control of
the company. They did not take direct possession of
shares, which were put in trust on their behalf.

Although Avis stood up to competition from
Hertz and other car rental companies, its ESOP
came under financial stress. Under Federal law.
many Avis workers will become eligible next year,
the ESOP’s 10th, to begin withdrawing some of the
walue of their shares. Many other workers are
nearing retirement, when the ESOP is required to
pay them the value of their shares. The ESOP could
have tried to muddle through by scraping up cash to
buy out those who leave or retire. It could have
issued shares to the public to raise the money, but
that would have diluted the workers' ownership.
Instead, Avis decided to sell itself to a high bidder,
distributing the proceeds to the worker owners.

Apparently the lure of financial gain — HFS

will offer as much as $35 for shares previously
estimated to be worth only a third as much —
outweighs for Avis workers the psychic value of

. owning the firm. Some advocates of ESOP’s, like

Michael Keeling of the ESOP Association in Wash-
ington, are not dismayed. ESOP’s are sold to work-
ers as a way to provide for their financial security.

If ESOP’s did not grab financial opportunities, even
at the cost of their demise, then workers would have
no reason to set them up in the first place.

-Some companies in certain industries will do
better when owned by workers than as ordinary
corporations, making it unlikely that outsiders
would pay top dollar to buy the workers out and lose

the advantage of worker ownership. The current

worker ownership at United Airlines might survive,

for example, if outsiders conclude, as Robert Cran-
dall of American Airlines has argued, that corpo-

rate owners of airlines are easy prey to the airline

pilots, who can strike and bury an airline in weeks
because of the industry’s huge fixed costs.

The typical ESOP, however, will run into the

financial strain confronting Avis. Many of the coun-

try’s ESOP's are less than a decade old. How long

they will last is anyone’s guess, but some will go the

route of Avis. That will enhance the financial well-

being of the workers but dismay those who romanti-

cally thought ESOP’s would transform the power
relationships of capitalism.

To the Editor:
We, as scholars of genocide, writ-

ers and teachers, must take issue
with "Mr. Karadzic’s Last Evasion”
(editorial, July 2).

Officials of the War Crimes Tribu-
nal in the Hague and the Organiza-
tion for Security and Cooperation in

Europe have called for the arrest of

indicted war criminals now, before
elections. Contrary to your advice.

President Clinton should order the

Pentagon immediately to authorize
American forces in Bosnia, serving
under the NATO Implementation
Force, to arrest these men, including
Radovan Karadzic, the Bosnian Serb
leader, and Gen. Ratfco Mladic. Tbe
United Nations Genocide Conven-
tion, tbe United States-sponsored
Dayton peace accords. Security
Council Resolution 1031 and tbe Ge-
neva Conventions obligate the United
States to cooperate in bringing them
to justice

If these men are not arrested now
to face charges for genocide and war
''crimes, it will tell the world that
criihes^against humanity pay, and
pay weQ>Ztt.ieUs the perpetrators
that we fear them more than we care
about justice and the victims of these
crimes.

This inaction by the United States

at a critical moment not only under-
mines international law, it also un-
dermines respect for American will

and credibility.

Further, by allowing tbe men who

by the international community.
Now, 50 years later, we can change

that. Israel W. Charny
Simon wlesenthal

Helen Fein, Morton Winston
Cambridge. Mass., July 2, 1996

The writers are, respectively, direc-

tors of the Institute on the Holocaust

and Genocide, the Jewish Documen-
tation Centerand the Institute for the

Study of Genocide: and chairman.

Amnesty International USA.

.

3 Consider Bosnian Serbs

_ Kevin Pyl»

planned these crimes full power to;

choose the candidates in their area,
the United States is undermining tbe'

possibility of free elections and of

restoring Bosnia as a unified demo-
craticcountry. To allow perpetrators
of genocide to decide who runs is like

having post-1945 German elections

with Heinrich Himmler picking die

slate.

Genocide is repeated because it

usually works to transform tbe soci-

ety in the desired way and the perpe-
trators reap the rewards of-power. It

works because great powers neither

try to stop it nor discredit, expose and
penalize its planners. Despite die evi-

dence, perpetrators of genocide since

1946 have not been tried or- punished

To the Editor:

Stop worrying about Radovan Ka-
radzic, the Bosnian Serb leader (edi-

torial, July 2)i and start worrying

about 34 percent of Bosnia’s citizens,

the Serbs. Makesure their 49 percent

,

of Bosnian territory is viable and

that they get every right granted in

the Dayton accords — then Mr. Ka-
radzic will have no power.

What is important is the forthcom-

ing election. - This week, 27,000

Mostar Serbs were denied an-oppor-.

tunity to vote in local elections. Bus-

es were provided for Muslims and

Croats to return ta Mostar to cast

their ballots, but no such transporta-

tion was provided for the Mostar

Serbs, 13,000 of whom are in Bel-

grade. William dorich
Los Angeles, July 2, 1996

’ The writer is president ofthe Serbian

American Voters Alliance.

Yeltsin Victory Is No Gain for Democracy
To the Editor:

“A Victory for Russian Democra-
cy” (editorial, July 4) overlooks the

use of the Russian news media, espe-

cially television, in the Yeltsin

campaign. A more accurate headline
would bave been “A Victory for Rus-
sian Free Enterprise.” “Democra-
cy” and “free enterprise” are not

synonymous.
Russia did have democracy as we

know it, for a brief period, in the last

two years of President Mikhail S.

Gorbachev's Government and the

first two years of President Boris N.
Yeltsin’s Government Democratic
rule was squelched in 1993 when Mr.
Yeltsin dismissed his Vice President
Aleksandr V. Rutskoi, dissolved Par-
liament and ordered the bombard-
ment of the Parliament building.

Before the dissolution of Parlia-

ment the Russian Government con-

sisted of a balance among the execu-
tive, legislative and judicial

branches. Under the new Constitu-

tion, the executive is all-powerful.

History 101 Not.

To the Editor:

Although the use of snappy course

titles to attract college students is

considerably more widespread today

(Education page, July 3), it is not a
new concept In the 1950’s, Prof. Sid-

ney Painter's course on medieval
society at Johns Hopkins University

was titled colloquially, “The Whores
and Wars of the Middle Ages, or a

Boudoir History of Europe.”

The course was well attended, and
it benefited his department, influenc-

ing many students to.take additional

courses and to major in history. He
showed that a potentially dry subject

could be interesting and “fun” while

remaining rigorous. Many of us try

to emulate his style in ourown teach-

ing. David Scribner Jr.

New York, July 4, 1996

The writer is an adjunct associate

professor of real estate at New York
University.

and Parliament has little power.

In the campaign, opposition candi-

dates were generally not allowed to

express their views, or were allowed

only token exposure. Watching the

news program “Vremya” before the

runoff meant watching nonstop pro-

motions for Mr. Yeltsin’s re-election..

No one could possibly state that the

campaign was fair.

We in the West may be pleased
with the election results, but Mr.
Yeltsin is no democrat, and his secu-

rity chief, Aleksandr Lebed, is even
less so. Alex Gabriles

Houston, July 4, 1996

•

A Communist Revival
To the Editor:

The results of the Russian election

provide little reason for celebration.

To be' sure, Russia’s long-suffering

people gave Boris N. Yeltsin a major-
ity of their vote. But almost 40 percent
cast ballots for Gennadi A. Zyuganov,
tbe Communist ranrilriatP

Moreover, the support for Mr. Yel-
tsin :1s “soft," made up. as It is.of

;

people ,who1do not agree on timeh of
anything other than that they do hot-;

want a return to the Soviet past;

whereas the Communists’ constitu-

ency is “hard,” united by common
ideology and program goals.

When seen in that light, the 40
percent vote should be interpreted as
a harbinger not of the dissolution of

the Communists but of tbeir continu-

ing revival.

The most likely outcome of the

election is that the Communists will

make a powerful opposition and be in

excellent position to win .the

next election, especially if living con-

ditions do not improve visibly In

President Yeltsin’s second term.
Since barely disguised Communists
have already returned to power in

Poland and Lithuania. Russia could
be next N. G. O. Pereira

Southhampton, LJ„ July 3, 1996 .

The writer is a professor of Russian .

history at Dalhousie University in

Halifax, Canada.

Jackie Robinson Helped Break Golfs Color Bar

To the Editor:

In your June 28 news article on
William Powell, an African-Ameri-
can who built his own golf course
when barred from his hometown
fairways in Ohio, you state: “When
Mr. Powell started remaking the

River Park Fighter

To the Editor:

Your June 30 profile of Marcy Ben-
stock paints her as too much of a
loner in her opposition to. a Hudson
River park. You also largely omit her
position that a development authority

is neither wanted nor needed in order

to have a park. Nor should such an
authority be put in charge of nearly

500 acres of critical Hudson River

estuarine habitat Like Ms. Benstock,

most people want a modest afford-

able park, built in this century.

The New York Public Interest Re-
search Group, West Village Commit-
tee. Friends of the Earth-New York,
Federation to Preserve Greenwich
Village Waterfront Audubon and Si-

erra Club local chapters and others

support Ms. Benstock's position.

Why not follow the money and re-

port what’s really going on in the
Westway mess? John Mylod

Poughkeepsie, N.Y., July 2, 1996

The writer is an environmental advo-
cate.

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-

er’s name, address and telephone

number. Those selected may be short-

ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic

mail to letters@nytimes.com, or by
regular mail to Letters to the Editor,

The New York Times, 223 West 43d
Street. New York.- N.Y. 10036-3959.

farm, Jackie Robinson had not yet
broken baseball’s color barrier. Not
until 1962 did the Professional.Golf-
ers Association drop Its ’Caucasians
Only* clause.”

It happens that Jackie Robinson
was also instrumental in breaking
the color bar in the P.GA.
When Charlie Sifford, a leading

African-American golfer, told Robin-
son in 1960 that the association had
refused to issue him a card, Robin-
son blasted the golfers’ association
in several installments of his column
in The New York Post
Soon afterward, the P.GA. issued

Sifford his card, and Z was present
(as originator and co-writer of the
Robinson column) when Sifford
called to thank Robinson for his as-

sistance. Though, as you state, it may
have taken the association
two- more years to eliminate this

barrier ftom its regulations, Sifford

began playing in P.GA events in

1960. William B. Branch
New Rochelle, N.Y., June 30; 1996

The NewYorkTimes
Company

229 West 43d SL.N.Y. 10036-3959
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On Jerusalem’s Future,

Israel Fosters Delusion

To the Editor:

William Satire (column, July 2)
-

demands that tbe Clinton Adminis-
tration demonstrate suppozt for Is-

rael's claim to undisputed sovereign-

ty over the entire diy of Jerusalem. .

Mr. Safire contends that such steps

as moving the American Embassy
from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem are nee- .

essary to disabuse tbe Palestinians

of the “cruel delusion” that they will

secure an independent state in the

West Bank and Gaza with East Jem- -

salem as its capital.

It is the Israeli leaders— including

the defeated Shimon Peres and the
new Prime Minister, Benjamin ’Ne-
tanyahu — who are engaged in self-

delusion concerning Jerusalem.-The
hard reality they Choose not to con-

front is that despite massive Jewish
settlement of East Jerusalem over .

die past 27 years, the Arab sections

of tiie etty -remain the political, cul-

tural and religious heart of the Pal-

estinian stale in formation.

.

Hie 170,000 Arab residents-of East *.

Jerusalem are-aSiftolestgnl&H as thdr-.
InhatHtjUdS. of. Nobldsi or,RpftWiAfl ;

l. andrartH insist any attempts to cub:-'

them off permanently from the rest

'

of the Palestinian nation: . :

Jerusalem is the eternal capital of :

Israel But despite Mr. Satire’s disin-.

genous call for a “new realism” in the
wake of the Likud victory, the only .

solution to the Jerusalem quandary
that has a chance of sticking istone

. that meets the minimal aspirations of
• Jews and Palestinians. »

Under (me such model, West Jeru-

. salem and tire areas of East Jerusa-
lem settled by Jews since 1967, includ-

ing tbe Jewish quarter of the Old City,

would remain within Israel, while the
sections of East Jerusalem inhabited
by Arabs would become the capital of
a demilitarized Palestinian state. Je-
rusalem would remain a united mu-
nicipality, and Israelis and Palestin-
ians alike would be guaranteed ac-
cess to all parts of the city, including
the holy places.

While prospects for finding a mu- •

tuaUy acceptable solution to the’ Je-

;

rusalem question appear more re-
"

mote than ever, American Jews
should not worsen the situation by
pressing our Government to support
Israeli claims of exclusive ‘con- 1

•

troL Walter Ruby
Forest Hills, Queens, July 1, 1996

The writer is a former correspond-
ent far The Jerusalem Post

o

Arabist Heard From
To the Editor:

In his July l column, William Saf-
ire stoops to taking another cheap

'

shot at "generations of State Depart-
ment Arabists.” His implication that
Arabists decisively lnflnpnr»^ Unit-
ed States policy toward the Arab-.
Israeli problem is groundless.
But let’s look at the glass half fall

As any politician knows, bad publici-
ty is better than no publicity. Mr.-
Safire is contributing to our immor-
tality. So, cheers! Vrvent les arabi- .

sants l William*A.-Stoltzfus Jr.
Princeton, N.J., July 1, 1996

The writer is&farmer United States
Ambassador to Kuwait

Chicago Boondoggle

To the Editor:
Consider Ma^or Richard M. Da-

ley’s $1 billion pfen to turn Chicago’s
Cabrini Green public housing intonew mixed-income development
(front page. June 29), and then imag-
ine that Oucago invested $1 billion

'

from land safes and taxes fa Treas-^^5j*rcent- Enough
Seaerated to pro-

monthly rental subsidy

^L^n mes (the Project will con-
tain 1,000 units for middle- and tow-income residents).

Just as food stamps make moresense than growing food for the pooron government farms, rentCchS“a*? more sense thai boandoffiiehousing projects.
'

:

TtoN^WEiss
Boston, June 29, 1996

i
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In

Moscow
_ _ Moscow
Before ail the Sovietologists who

argued that Russia was congenitally
incapable of democracy explain to
you -why the Russian elections don’t
really matter, before they warn you
about the looming fiscal crisis in
Russia, the shrinking arteries of-
Boris Yeltsin or the -authoritarian
twitches of Gen. Aleksandr Lebed,
take just one moment to savor this
moment For the firs? time in history
an independent Russian people— not
the oligarchs, not the bankers, not
the mafia— has chosen a president
in a free and fair election. Despite all
the hardships and uncertainties that
have characterized life here since
the collapse of the Soviet' Union, an
overwhelming majority of Russians-,
actually voted for the candidate who-:
promised to continue the wrenching .

transition to an open society with a
free market That is a big deal It is a
remarkable triumph of hope over
hardship. While this single election
doesn’t guarantee' that Russia will

make it all the way to American-
style free^market democracy, it does
guarantee that the effort will move
forward now with a solid popular
mandate. The debate -about where
Russia is heading is over.
But whether it will arrive anytime

soon is another question. And here
one is entitled to some pessimism.
Americans who came of age. during
the cold war grew up with a Russia
that was a very fixed, frozen entity.

We knew exactly what it was and;

more orjess, what could be expected
from it Our children's generation, r

suspect is going to grow up dealing

with a Russia that is in a long, long

transition, lurching forward in the
direction of free markets and democ-
racy,butwithmuch uncertaintyover
how long it will take. Because while a
majority of Russians have now re-

jected the past they still have not
freed themselves from its lingering

grasp in many areas.
.

Indeed, precisely because Russia is

in transition you can still find here

everything and its opposite. 1 was
wanting nearthe K.GJS. headquarters

in Dzerzhinsky Square the other day
and saw a young.Wbman wearing .a

JCG.fi. T-shiiX,~wito:cdlo^ .sequins >
outlining the teters “K-G-B^ Some
enterprising Russian clothes design-

er, no longer afraid to put those three

tetters together, has turned them into

a chic fashion statement But the real

K.G.B. also still exists and bad things

still go on in its basement. On election

day, I visited the polling station at the

sprawling Zil sasto factory. Two well-

dressed youngwomen came in to cast

their ballots, and white one dropped

But what
about

tomorrow?

er ballot in the box the other took her

Icture with an Instamatic. When L

sked 24-year-old Tanya Moseiyevich

hy she was having her picture taken

s she voted. She answered: "Be-

anse 1 can’t be sure this won't be the

tst time 2 will be able to express my
[Mice." Communist presidential can-

idace Gennadi Zyuganov’s home vii-

age, Mymrino, has no flush toilets,

ut- this year the new Moscow stock

aarket was up 15(1percent, malting it

ne of the hotter emerging markets in

be world.
You might feel more confident

ibout Mr. Yeltsin's ability, toover-
ome all the obstacles in this transi-

ion if you knew that he had a real

dan. But he is like his voters. His

mpulse is to plow forward toward a

ree-market democracy, but he does-

i'l know exactly how. Mr. Yeltsin

[idn’t run on a platform- He.ran on a

oad sign and it had one word on it:

‘Forward.” For millions of Russians

rbo had survived Communism and

lidn't want to go backward, that was

fipt.gh But there was no Yeltsin

‘Contract With the Motherland,” and

here was no Yeltsin “Mandate for

Change,” with a program on every

,age. If Mr. Yeltsin were to die tomor-

ow, there would be no blueprint and

10 party structure to carry out his

nandate to move forward-

Which is why it is urgent that he

tow translate the inchoate desire of

he Russian people to go forward into

t
concrete reform program that ad-

tresses someof thepain Russians are

^ing in this transition and actually

lelps them over the; hump, whether

bev be small fanners, miners or

ntreprenenrs. If Mr. Yeltsin doesn’t

ill'the ideologicalvacuum with a real

>lan and a stable coterie of reform-

ire, schemers wOL (A brutal struggle

Or succession to:Mr. Yeltsin is al-

eady shaping “P betw^.‘he
unbttious General Lebed

Lon't-get-angry-get-even Pnme Min-

ster, Viktor Gteroomyrdin.)

So here’s the! bottom line on Rus-

h's election: The direction Jt vox®

he country is aear, the road onap^

SLentsfor getting there * tot, toe

late of arrival is ^
uncertain, tau toe

rhances of getting there are better

Liberties

Seymour Charast

The City That Made ItselfUp
By Melissa Fay Greene

Atlanta
we hammer and paint and

plant flowers and
sign leasing agree-

ments and set up 16

zillion portable toi-

lets here at Ground
Zero of the 1996 Olympic Games,
Atlantans are gripped by more than

a little anxiety.

Just before school ended, my son's

second-grade teacher assigned an
extra-credit math problem that

read: “If 1,275,006 people come
through Hartsfieid International Air-

port on the first day, and 1,590,127

come on the second day, how many
do you think will actually get their

luggage?”
And we’d like to apologize, in ad-

vance, for the heat If it were up to

Atlantans, we’d mandate the two
weeks of the 79-degree weather
promised by the Atlanta Committee,
forithe Olympic;Games. (They didn’t lt

say.wfcai time of day tfaeyOwerU taJk-^,

ing about) * •

But of all our concerns here, per-

haps the most elemental — and toe

most historical — are our worries

about whether toe world will love us.

Atlanta is not unlike Donald

Trump in that way, if you believe

what has been written — that he is

haunted by the fear that someone,
somewhere, has not heard of him.

Among American cities, ours has
been the cute, boastful youngest sis-

ter, lapping up reassurances that she
is adorable and taking one more self-

adulatory spin in front of toe mirror.

Atlanta comes by this naturally.

Our boosterism did not start with toe

slogan "Atlanta: The World’s Next
Great City” and our attempt to per-

suade the International Olympic
Committee to give us toe 1996

Games.' Presumably, it will not end
there, either. "Atlanta,’’ we will pro-

claim, '‘the Milky Way’s Next Great
City!”

Like any city, Atlanta had modest
beginnings. It was, in 1833, toe site of

Melissa Fay Greene, is the author of

“The. Temple Bombing,” about At-

lanta in the era of segregation.

the intersection of three railroad

lines chartered to convey Georgia
cotton to the North. The tracks

flashed out of the- hardwood forest,

crisscrossed over newly cleared

acres of red clay and zoomed north

into the wilderness Where the Chero-

kee Nation reigned. A farmhouse
stood near toe red-clay clearing; two
miles away oh a dirt road was a
tavern. Such was Atlanta, whose
original name was Terminus.

It can be fairly reliably reported

that Terminus, an ungenteel step-

From the start, an
Olympian talent

for slogans.

child of Georgia’s elegant colonial

cities, -had no-self-dramatizing slo-

gan.

Terminus lacked some other

things as well “The port was the

standard metropolitan area,” ex-

plains George Goodwin, a retired At-

lanta journalist and public relations

man. Of the 25 biggest American
cities, he points out, 19 are port

areas. Five of toe other six had other

raisons tffitre: Washington became
the nation's capital. Dallas-Ft. Worth
sprung from livestock and petro-

leum. Kansas City and Minneapolis-

SL Paul grew on grain. Denver had
mining. "That leaves Atlanta," he
said, “which has no darn reason to be
there; In fact, most of Atlanta's suc-

cess is related to promotion."
• The city loved the snappy slogans,

toe catchy ads in national magazines
— whatever promoted toe conviction

that Atlanta was a hot property.

So it was that in 1843, when fewer
than a dozen families lived near Ter-

minus, the town changed its colorless

name to Marthasville after toe

daughter of a former governor. Two
years later, that name was scrapped
in favor of Atlanta, possibly a femi-

nine form of Atlantic.

By 1850, about 2,750 people lived in

Atlanta, 500 of them slaves. The city

had a gas works, a medical school, a

flour mill and toe biggest railroad

center in toe South. Ambitious city

leaders successfully got the state

capital relocated from Milledgeville,

and they argued that Atlanta should

be the central seat of government
should the South secede.

Richmond, Va., of course, became
toe Confederacy’s capital But Atlan-

tahad becomeby then a key railway,

supply and medical center. That’s

why in 1864 it was toe target of Gen.

William Tecumseh Sherman, whose
occupying Union forces burned the

city to the ground.

They say the embers were still

warm when the new city leaders

dusted themselves off and began to

rebuild. The earliest fortunes were
made out of the construction busi-

ness: hardware, lumber, cement
Unlike most locales In the South,

Atlanta welcomed carpetbaggers.

The city began organizing a series

of world’s fairs, complete with so-

phisticated public relations. The
largest of the fairs, toe Cotton States

& International Exposition of 1895,

was ceremonially opened by Presi-

dent Grover Cleveland from his sum-
mer home in faraway Buzzards Bay.
Mass. The entertainers included Buf-

falo Bill and his Wild West Show,
John Philip Sousa and Booker T.

Washington, who delivered his now-
famous “Atlanta Compromise”
speech in which he urged freed

slaves to work hard and to avoid

antagonizing white people. In a show
of reconciliation, veterans of the Con-

federate and Union armies camped
out together. It was one of the

world's first photo opportunities.

“The New South” was a term oo

many people’s lips by the century’s

end, and Atlanta was determined to

•make itself toe center of it. In the

1920’s, it launched a "Forward Atlan-

ta" campaign to convince national

companies that the city was a good
place for branch offices. Ads were
placed in Forbes, Fortune and toe

Saturday Evening Post; good-will

ambassadors were sent to corporate

headquarters. In 1926 alone, Chevro-

let, Nabisco, Southern Railway and
Lay’s Potato Chips signed on to

make Atlanta their Southern base of

operations.

In toe 1940’s, mindful of air travel.

Atlanta began to capitalize on its

latitude and longitude. (It still does.

“Atlanta is located strategically on

the world's air routes,” a public rela-

tions company wrote in the buildup

to this year's Games.)
William B. Hartsfieid, the Mayor

from 1937 to 1961, spent decades
steering municipal funds into build-

ing a modem airport that became
one of the world’s busiest The radi-

ant black runways on fields of green

beckoned to pilots: Come here, rath-

er than Macon; here, instead of Bir-

mingham. And toe airplanes came;
41 every day in 1940, making the

airport America's busiest

In toe 1950’s, Mayor Hartsfieid

took to calling Atlanta “the city too

busy to hate.” While that wasn’t ex-

actly toe case for all its citizens, the

slogan set a high standard. The May-
or was offering an ideal — of decen-

cy, democracy and civility — quite

unlike the style being set by other

Southern politicians in that era of

segregationist backlash.

Recently, Atlantans were invited

to compete in the composition of an
Olympic slogan. A fair number of

entries good-naturedly spoofed the

city’s public relations legacy: “At-

lanta: Not Bad for Georgia!” "At-

lanta: We're Better than Birming-

ham!’’ And roost brilliantly, for its

grasp of the utter nonsense of hype:

“Atlanta: Atnalta Spelled Back-

wards!”

Now, as July 19, toe

Olympics’ opening

day, -approaches, we
are in toe midst of

toe hype-fest to end
all hype-fests. (“At-

lanta — Come Celebrate Our
Dream" won toe slogan contest.) It

falls to our city to live up to the

image it has been burnishing for, Jo,

these many years.

The airport is bursting with new
terminals. The streets gleam with

fresh blacktop. The air-conditioners

are humming, the water sprinklers

are spritzing, toe day lilies are

blooming, the guest beds are tightly

made up. And beneath the booster-

ism, beneath the layers of anxiety, is

this: Atlanta will no doubt carry it

off.

The Long Arm of Harassment Law
By Walter Olson

.a.

_ : Wilton. Conn.

E
rnth, a Federal court

struck down a ban on
Internet indecency,

saying toe new medk
um “deserves the high-

est protection from
governmental intrusion.” But if you
were expecting any Golden Age of

free expression on line, think again.

Kick toe censors out the front door,

and they climb back in the window
via . . . harassment law.

Under harassment law as ft has

developed over toe past 35 years,

workers can now sue for steep dam-

ages if they encounter -a “hostile envi-

ronment,” a vague term that includes

many sorts of speech deemed upset-

ting or humiliating. Among frequent

topics of complaint are jokes and oth-

er chat, pinups and co-workers' alleg-

edly sexist or racially insensitive re-

marks. But toe Internet is full of

potentially upsetting jokes, pictures,

opinion and that Companies are al-

ready forbidding their employees to

browse bawdy sites, fearing suits

from offended co-workers.

A maker of parental-screening

software says 15 to 20 percent of its

sales are to businesses. Software set

off by toe sensing of four-letter

words winds up blocking many sites

in noway aimed at prurient interest

Walter Olson, a fellow at the Manhat-
tan Institute, is- author of “The Liti-

_

Even if surfing takes place after

hours or on a lunch break, and even if

a majority of workers of either sex

willingly condone it, it counts as possi-

ble harassment. Nor does it make any

difference that colleagues weren’t

meant to observe the objectionable

material. As The New York Times
recently reported, women can be of-

fended by material glimpsed by mis-

take while strolling by. or simply

“imagined from toe guffaws of others

gathered around a screen.”

If the Net community finds this

alarming, it appears rather late in

the day for objections. For years

now, the "hostile environment”

branch of harassment law has been

suppressing everyone else's speech

with scarcely a peep of protest. Fed-

eral guidelines ban “circulation” of

bad materials anywhere “on the em-

ployer’s premises," which includes

inside closed desks and lockers.

In me important case in 1993, a

Federal court ordered a Florida

shipyard to bar workers from bring-

ing in. not only pinups but “reading

material” deemed "sexually sugges-

tive" — like novels. Some harass-

ment-law experts saw nothing un-

usual when a Southern California of-

ficial was hauled up on charges that

she had been "tolerating sexual ban-

ter” at staff meetings.

Harassment law actually goes well

beyond the Communications Decency
Act because it suppresses controver-

sial opinions even when couched in

chaste language. No one blinked in

1992 when a Federal court ordered a
rVnio'mtnon^ omntrwry^.tn iwniiim he

staff to "refrain from any ... re-

marks” that are “contrary to their

fellow employees' religious beliefs,”

though remarks contrary to others'

religious beliefs used to count as a

The Internet faces

graver perils than

the decency act.

core concern of the First Amendment
A complaint to the Seattle human

rights commission charged that tun-

ing an office radio to right-wing talk

shows had made for a hostile envi-

ronment, and a city spokeswoman

agreed this was a reasonable inter-

pretation of toe law.

'

The Communications Decency Act
was rightly criticized as vague and

overbroad, fatal defects in a law reg-

ulating speech. But harassment law

is far worse in both departments. It

can ban “almost anything toe em-
ployee finds offensive," declared an

approving expert in another New
York Times article.

“Our basic rule of thumb is what
we call a ‘gut-check,’ ” said William

Petrocelli, co-author of “Sexaal Har-

assment on the Job.” “If. you feel

you’ve been sexually harassed then

you have been."
In law schools, the lame argument

for all this is that since employers
_hav» an wwJniihfiaH .rtoht rn ban incite

to www.bikinibabes.com, rec.-

music.white-power or alt-atheism —
and many would ban such visits any-

way to curb goofing off — all we’re

doing is forcing them to exercise that

right But newsstands also have an

undisputed right not to carry, say,

unpatriotic magazines, which does-

n’t mean we can pass a Jaw forcing

all of them to exercise that right

The bizarre thing is that many rib-

aldries and ethnic gibes now consid-

ered grist for harassment complaints,

and thus for Net censorship, are tam-

er than what can be heard on network

TV. which means employers will be

forced to block the sort of material

that can nonetheless be beamed to

everyone’s 8-year-olds at home.

Do we really want a regime where

only children — because they don't

work — enjoy full access to free ex-

pression? Or is it time for us to rethink

what we’ve let happen to harassment

law?

Note to Readers

The Op-Ed page welcomes
unsolicited manuscripts. Be-

cause of the volume of submis-

sions, however, we regret that

we cannot acknowledge an arti-

cle or return it unless it is ac-

companiediy a self-addressed,

stamped envelope. Ifmanu-
scripts are accepted for publi-

cation, authors will be notified

within two weeks.

MAUREEN DOWD

A Comedy
Of

Terrors
Washington

One day in the blessedly not-too-
distant future, the single greatest
event in modern history will occur.
The baby boom generation will go
boom. Finally, we will die off. and
there win be a great cosmic sigh of
relief.-

JThe pig-in-the-pytoon generation
that has noisily demanded to be toe
center of attention since conception
wiU work its way through toe valley
of the shadow of the python.
But not, unfortunately, before we

put the nation through a scream of
pain as we Metamorphose and Meta-
mucil into whiny geriatrics. As if we
would go gently, without another one
of our social and cultural revolutions.
We have always been toe richest,

most self-satisfied, freest generation
in the history of the world and all we
could do was complain — even be-
fore a single arch had fallen.

Once, our self-obsession had a cer-

tain vitality and could be mistaken for

useful energy. But from revolution to

consumption, from hippie to Nike, sit-

ins to skim lattes, cocaine to Rogaine,

boomers have grown tiresome.
Contrary to what our famous late-

night cultural expression claimed,

we never believed, not for a minute,
that we were not ready for prime
time. The group that acted as though
it had discovered everything it expe-
rienced — youth, love, sex, parent-

hood — has now discovered heart-

burn. And no hearts burned until our
hearts burned. The inner child is

transmogrifying into the inner

AA.R.P. member. Modern Maturity
is taking the place of Rolling Stone.

(We can no longer be quite so blithe

about stones .)

Sex, drugs, rock-and-roll? Drop-

ping acid has become dropping ant-

acid.

“The drugs are Zantac and Taga-
met, we're talking no sex, and the

rock-and-roll is oldies,” says Bob
Greene, toe Chicago Tribune colum-

nist who’s writing a book on the foi-

bles, feelings and fears of turning 50.

“Now you perk up at toe dinner table

Met-a-mucil-
' ~

in-a-gadda-

da-vida.

if someone finds out the name of a

good podiatrist or dermatologist.”

Ronald McDonald is playing golf,

and magazines and TV are saturated

with ads for vitamin supplements,

pills and ointments designed to allow

this relentlessly marketed cohort to

think it can beat back the aging

process. (One ad hawks a stainless

steel tongue scraper to eliminate em-
barrassing mouth odors.)

Not even rock-and-roll was sacred.

The greatest moments in toe history

of toe an form turned out to be
jingles in search of products. Ringo
Starr hawks for Pizza Hul Janis

Joplin's satire about Mercedes-Benz
is now a car commercial The Stones

sing for software. As Bob Garfield of

Advertising Age magazine told The
LA Times: ”1 can actually envision

Jimi Hendrix being invoked to sell

Arthritis Pain Formula."
As toe 76 million boomers start

hitting 50 this year at the rate of one

every 7% seconds, there’s a cascade
of products promising that you can

keep your hair and sexual potency

and banish your wrinkles and gut,

that you can enjoy chicken Marsala
without gas and beat your teen-age

son in basketball Marketers gently

refer to “raid-youth,” but the middle-

aged obsessions are obvious: plastic

surgery, menopause, prostate, abdo-
minals, fiber, gingivitis.

An ad for the SunAmerica invest-

ment company ominously warns:
“You think you have all toe time in

toe world and thenline day you wake
up and you’re older. You’re getting

closer to retirement every day.” An
ad for Ortho features a woman com-
plaining, “Why is it that wrinkles are -

supposedly distinguished on men and
on women they’re not?" and inviting

toe terminally gullible to dial 1-800-

5NO-MAKEUP.
It’s depressing. But luckily there

are products for that. too.

“You start looking at toe television

set and realize that you're paying

attention to the commercial about

denture adhesive,” Mr. Greene says.

"They're releasing new pain reliev-

ers with the same regularity that

they used to release British invasion

records.

“What I’m sensing is that we’re

learning to accept some stuff about

aging with a shared, sardonic

smile,” be says, rather sanguinely,

given how determined boomers have

been to control their environment

and turn back toe clock. “Once we
had the James Bond theory that fun

was a big, juicy steak and cigars and

vodka and a beautiful woman and

lying in the sun. But now, the fact is.

toe fruit plate looks good. Instead of

being depressed about it, we should

say chin up, or chins up.”

Do you believe it? Boomers are
oninp tn die. Death .he nor nrnud. J71._

.
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FILM

War on Film: Carnage and Glory, Legends and Lies
By MICHAEL NORMAN

F
OR THE RECORD, I know
the drill. I’ve saluted my
superiors and spit shined

my shoes and marched till

my arches were aching,

ve aimed a rifle and reeled at the

awful result. In short. I'm a typical

American paradox, a veteran who
still boils at the Beltway blockheads

who bloodied his generation and a

former marine who will always step

forward for his beloved corps.

One fine Tuesday many movie
seasons ago I carried this baggage
into the Sherry Netherland Hotel in

Manhattan to interview a film mak-
er, then relatively unknown, named
Oliver Stone. Someone thought it

might make interesting reading if a
combat-hardened reporter was dis-

patched to encounter a combat-hard-
ened director, especially when that

director was peddling his war record

as the bona fides for his new movie,
“Platoon.”

“So — what did you think?” he
said as I settled into a chair opposite

him. The marketing campaign, as I

remember, was to position “Pla-

toon" as the real thing, the first

Vietnam movie to present the war as

it really was. "You were there too,"

he kept saying. “What, do you
think?”

I was a little naive in those days:
I'd been covering politicians and
murderers and had no experience
with the more dangerous characters

from Hollywood. I rook the director’s

question literally; I thought he was
talking about psychological sense,

exisLential verity, the real war, the

one that rages in a warrior's head
and heart and souL 1 thought — God

__

forgive me my innocence — I
* thought he was talking about the

truth.

I went on to write some polite and,

I now know,some very wrongheaded
things about “Platoon." In truth I

hated the movie almost as much as I

hated the war. But the legacy of that

day is not the feckless story I deliv-

ered. It is in the last words of the

director as I thanked him for his

time and turned to leave. He asked if

I’d seen his movie "Salvador," and
as It happened I had.

"Wasn't the makeup on the

corpses great?” he said, beaming
“I’m proud of those corpses."

I thought about that bizarre re-

mark for a long time. I was sure that

Mr. Stone was talking about verisi-

militude, how he'd tried to make the

dead seem so lifelike, so real. Then
two years later I found myself in

Chicago in the middle of winter with

Gene Hackman.
The actor had just finished shoot-

ing a scene for Andrew Davis's film

“The Package," and we were sitting

on the set, a small neighborhood
restaurant, drinking cups of tepid

coffee to ward off the bitter cold. Mr.
Hackman is a former marine, and
the conversation soon turned to the

corps and war movies — he'd made
a few — and finally "Platoon." I

mentioned Mr. Stone’s bizarre re-

mark about the makeup on corpses,

then told Mr. Hackman how I had
never been able to figure out exactly
what the director was trying to say.

“My friend," said the actor, smil-

ing a big, knowing smile, “maybe he
was trying to tell you that 'Platoon*

was only a movie, get it?"

I'm not sure— on both counts— so
we'll just let the question of truth

and art hang for a moment. Let’s

flash forward to a few weeks ago.

Edward Zwick, the director, was sit-

ting in a tiny, cramped office not far

from a scoring stage in Studio City,

Calif., talking on the telephone about
his new movie "Courage Under
Fire,” a combat film set in the Per-

sian Gulf war, that very brief dem-
onstration of the latest in lethal tech-

nology.

“Courage Under Fire.” which
stars Denzel Washington, Meg Ryan
and Lou Diamond Phillips and opens
on Friday, is about the investigation

into the last hours of a helicopter

pilot, a woman nominated for a Con-
gressional Medal of Honor. It is one
of a spate of films this year either in

release or in the pipeline that turn on
war or invoke a military motif or
milieu.

No other genre offers a film mak-
er as much background or as many
cultural reference points. Set the
scene on a battlefield and the direc-

tor instantly has a clearly defined

conflict, a catalyst for violence and
all the elements to create the one

quality that will always draw people

to the big screen — spectacle. Put
the characters in uniform and the

scriptwriter instantly inherits story

lines and narrative conventions that

are at least 4,000 years old.

If the war film, or military movie,

is not the oldest genre in Hollywood,

surely it is the most enduring. A
century ago the earliest film makers
were restaging scenes from the

Spanish-American War to show in

the old nickelodeons. D. W. Griffith's

“Birth of a Nation," the 1915 12-

reeler that heralded the era of mod-
ern movie making, turned on the

Civil War and its aftermath. Two
years later, America entered World
War I, and with that fight and every

subsequent slaughter, Hollywood
has had plenty of raw material to

produce battle epics, war dramas,
military comedies and musicals,

propaganda films, action movies

with military motifs, love stories in

uniform. Pentagon intrigues and,

lately, high technology hardware pa-

rades and shoot-’em-ups.

The martial genre has produced

some of the most remarkable mov-
ies ever made, films that approach

art. "All Quiet on the Western
Front," Lewis Milestone's 1930 ver-

sion of Erich Maria Remarque's
novel, set the standard for war-mov-
ie realism, mise en scene and mes-
sage.

Preston Sturges's 1944 “Hail the

Conquering Hero” exposes heroism
and home-front hero worship in one

satirical swipe and presages Robert

Altman's 1970 bloody builesque,

“M”A”S”H." In 1946, William Wyler

built indirectly on the sociologist

Dixon Wecter's work and gave us the

Oscar-winning home-coming drama
“The Best Years of Our Lives,” a

clean, frank look at how the warrior

stirs society and how war lingers in

the psyche. Stanley Kubrick's

“Paths of Glory" in 1957 was relent-

lessly haunting, with a last scene so

honest — the work on the killing

fields never ends — that it can serve

as a coda for the whole genre.

Art aside, military movies can
also be fine entertainment: Victor

Fleming’s “Gone With the Wtnd,"
John Ford’s “Horse Soldiers," David
Lean’s "Lawrence of Arabia," Ken
Annikan's “Longest Day,” Franklin

Schaffner*s “Patton,” John Fran-

kenheimer’s "Manchurian Candi-

date," Michael Chnino's -"Deer
Hunter" and two by Francis Ford
Coppola, his Conradian bolus“Apo-

calypse Now” and his attempt to

embrace the same subject, this time
without pretension and pyrotechnics,

in "Gardens of Stone," one of ray

favorites.

But most of this year's war or
military movies borrow from the

genre rather than trade in it. Ed
Harris tries to walk and talk and
even die like a Marine Corps gen-

eral, but "The Rock" is really Indi-

ana Jones meets James Bond on
Alcatraz Island. And in "Broken Ar-
row," when John Travolta and
Christian Slater as Air Force offi-

cers have a boxing match in the

cockpit of a stealth fighter carrying

nuclear weapons, the audience
knows that it has walked in on Rocky
Rocks the Bomb.
Mr. Zwick's first sortie into the

subject was his 1989 Civil War epic

"Glory," the story of the 54th Massa-
chusetts, a black infantry outfit As a

war movie, "Glory" suggested both
the desolate beauty of battle and the

ecstasy of comradeship. It also illus-

trated the idea of genre.

“In genre you make the old. the

familiar, current," said the film his-

torian Jeanine Basinger, the direc-

tor of the Cinema Archives at Wes^
leyan University in Connecticut
"What a genre must do is repeat

elements the audience knows and
understands and also update itself so

it deals with current issues and val-

ues. With 'Glory,' Mr. Zwick used the

Civil War to talk to us about race.

It's not that it doesn't reflect histori-

cal truth. It's an example of using
history in an atmosphere the audi-
ence understands to make a story
about a modern contemporary is-

sue."

But with "Courage Under Fire"
the director is trying to do more,
much more, maybe too much. The
story, bv the screenwriter Patrick

Sheane Duncan, is told indirectly

through the character of a veteran

officer (Mr. Washington) who is as-

signed to investigate the case of the

dead pilot to make sure her deeds
warranted the Medal of Honor. The
officer brings to the task his own
ghost from the battlefield: he acci-

dentally killed one of his own men.
Taking the twin storylines, the direc-

tor shifts between issues — the ac-

countability of command and the de-

bate about women in combat. And
his main theme, alas, is truth.

"The gulf war was a war whose
truth was carefully presented and
indeed controlled," Mr. Zwick said.

"The images we have of the war are
only those images that were very
slickly and artfully presented to us
in sound bites and photo ops. I did
have the agenda of trying to present

an additional set of images. There is

a wonderful quote from Hiram John-
son that in war the firsL victim is

always the truth.”

What Hiram Johnson actually told

his colleagues in the United States

Senate during a 1917 speech was,
"The first casualty when war comes
is the truth." suggesting, of course,

that the desire to go to war turns

politicians into liars. But Mr. Zwick
uses Johnson’s remark as an epi-

graph for his film and in so doing

expands its meaning to include ev-

erything from literal truth — What
really happened out there in the cru-

cible of battle? — to a post-modern
inquiry about the nature of truth

itself. The problem is that film may
be the worst medium to talk about

truth because every film is a lie,

even a documentary.
The lie begins as soon as the first

cut is made and time and reality are
altered. The lie continues when dra-
ma is added, a neat beginning, mid-
dle and end. (Resolution? Catharsis?
In players, perhaps, not in people.)

Everything on the screen is bigger,

brighter, louder, more beautiful,

more desolate, more dangerous and
sensual than anything in life. In oth-

er words film romanticizes what-
ever it portrays, including the worst

of war.

But film makers want it both
ways. They need the freedom of fic-

tion to create their dramas, yet want
to advertise their products as repre-

sentations of reality so they can
touch — “manipulate" — their audi-

ence. And in no genre is verisimili-

tude more advertised, or more es-

sential. than in war or military mov-
ies. Every director wants to bring

his audience onto the battlefield for

113 minutesrthen send them safely

home. The best way to do this is to

make the moviewarseem as real, as
truthful, as possible. Oliver Stone

brags about the makeup on his

corpses; Edward Zwick brags about

the makeup on his tanks. (“We found

11 Centurions in Australia that a

brilliant set and production designer

.
clad into Abrams." )

None of this is to suggest that any
film should be held to some standard
of authenticity. "We don't want to

say our movies are accurate or inac-

curate or that the world of movies is

a false vision of society," said Rob-
ert Sklar, a professor of cinema
studies at New York University.

“The question is. How do they re-

late?"
Truth? No war film has ever, or

will ever, capture the fierce savage-
ry, the ineffable suffering and the

galling waste of combaL Samuel
Fuller, a combat veteran of World
War II and the director of “The Steel

Helmet," “The Big Red One" and
other war films, once told an inter-

viewer that the only way to recap-
ture the reality of war on film was to

put a machine gun behind the screen
and gun down the audience.

So what is the truth? "For the
average person war is the war mov-
ie,” says Ms. Basinger, who has
studied and written about the films
of World War II. "When a combat
veteran asks me, ‘How do you know
what you’re talking about?* I say,

‘I'm a veteran of war movies, and I

put my service up against anybody.'
The audience comes into a war film
with the knowledge of other war
movies, so war films become a faith-

ful re-creation of other war movies."
in this vein no one can say to what

degree our fictions reflect our feel-

ings. The debate about the flow of

attitudes and ideas between art and
society is an endless one. For exam-
ple, many films this year that em-
ploy a military motif treat the mili-

Gregory Peck holds his ground during the Korean Warin “Pork Chop Hi//” (1959)

United Artists

Merle W. WaUace/20tb Camay Fax

Meg Ryan and Seth Gilliam in "Courage Under Fire,"Edward Zwick's movie about the Gulf war.

tary with ambivalence. On the one
hand there is the ambitious, often

immoral officer engaged in a con-
spiracy to either blow something up
or cover something up (“The Rock,”
“Broken Arrow”) a convention that
may reflect society's abiding suspi-

cion of the coterie of command and
the military’s real-life penchant for

secrecy and prevarication.

On the other hand, in the post-

modern era the military may repre-

sent the only institution whose story
line has not changed. It still stands
for duty, honor, sacrifice. And in a
culture in which the concept of ac-
countability has been deconstructed
into abject self-interest, the notion of
old-fashioned standards and values
has enormous appeaL “Even when
you make the military into a villain,

you still have the idea of a mission,

an obligation, to be fulfilled and a set

of rules,’’ Ms. Basinger said.

I think that’s one reason ! like war

movies, particularly those made
during and immediately after World
War IL The characters are often

allegorical: Gary Cooper in the 1941

biographical epic "Sergeant York”
as the embodiment of the conflict

between faith and duty; William

Bendix and Brian Donlevy in 1942's

“Wake Island,*' as stalwart as the

Spartans at Thermopylae; John
Wayne, particularly in his signature

war film, “Sands of Iwo Jima,” from
1949, dauntless comrade and surro-

gate father rolled into one: finally

Kirk Douglas in “Paths of Glory” as

the sine qua non of conscience.

The best war movies have more
tension than gore. Submarine, mov-
ies like Dick Powell’s powerful 1957

film “The Enemy Below” or the taut

“Das Boot’’ (1981), by Wolfgang Pe-

terson, are tales of suspense that

turn on the cunning of the hunter or
the endurance of the hunted. The
best .war movies have dialogue that

ALL-STATE

is epigrammatic, thus memorable,
rather than expository. In “Pork
Chap Hill,” someone asks Gregory
Peck, “This hill worth it?" He an-

swers, “Worth it? This hill hasn’t

much military value. I doubt if any
American would give you a dollar

for it, any Chinese two bits, but the

value changed somehow, some time,

maybe when the first man was
killed."

The truth about wa r movies is that

they are not really about war; thpy
are about our fantasies of war, our
notions of what happens when we
arm our children and send them off

to fight. They are. the images we
can't summon on our own or are too

afraid to imagine. They are the

stories we need to hear, the explana-
tionswe requireto deal with myster-
ies of living. Without war movies we
would be left oqly.jrith the truth and
the.truth ofwar issimply too terrible

toteU. -

By Robert H. Wolfe / edited by Will Shortz

across
1 Visiting reporter's
interviewees

7 Water vessel

11

Mediterranean port

15 Shelley's * to
Liberty"

18 It works like a
charm

29 Boy of Bogota

20 Simoleons

21 See 71-Across

22 Rag
23 Novel featuring

Napoleon
26 Trucking Indus,

overseer

27 Temperately

29 First word of

Montana’s motto

30 Professional grp.

31 Romanian money
32 Wni-wisjp

connection

33 Lathered

35 Kind of bomber
39 Mythical monster

41 Language akin to

Qjibwa

42 Bon
45 Montreal skaters, in

the sports pages

46 Red-coated cheese

49 How some hogs are
raised

52 Theological subj.

53 Baseball stat

54 Rob’s wife on “The
DickVan Dyke
Show”

55 Uttlest

56 Name of four
Scottish kings

58 Jam into

60 Bushy dump .

63 Booking term

64 Tropical maladies

66 Dinghy’s thingies

67 0,e.g. .{
68 Singer Simone

69 Knitter’s need

70 Dress splendidly

71 With 21-Across,
symbol of madness

72 “Love Makes the
World Go Round"
singer Jackson

73 Silver skates boy

74 Slipped

75 XX
76 Hindu mister

77 So-called “Great
Precious
Conqueror"

79 PIace toput your
feet up

81 Lewis ofLamb Chop
fame

S3 Month in Paris

84 Shooterammo
"

85 Part of a
long-distance
company’s 800
number

86 Aloud

87 Ted Williams wore it

88 Brooklet

89 Maiden
designation?

90

qyed

91 Ecol. police

93 Fouled offensively?

96 Attribute of Athena

99 Buyer’s caution

102 “Oh, But "(1946
song)

103 Confederate Robert

107 Telecommunica-
tions giant

108 Old corporate
nickname

113 Honorary letter

114 Like Western land,
to the pioneers

,

115 Sent

116 Poet’stimeof day
117 Kind of chop
118 Print shop order
119 Hardy figure

120 Lobby sign

121 Gaelic

122 Supporters of the
18thAmendment

123 Season

DOWN
1 Lips

2 Eclipses and the
like?

'

3 Dairy dish

4 Author
Robbe-Grillet
etai.

5 "I.—- Song Go

6 Anna of“Nana".

7 Housecoats?

8 Be victorious

9 Markey of ’Tarzan”

10 Ardent lover

11 Showdown site

12 Canyon
thrifl-seeker

13 Jai

14 Operas by Boito
and Mascagni

15 #1 songof 1964

16 Dictated

17 Convert secretly

24 FeatofKlee?

25 Phone trio .

28

Baseball's Mr. Tiger

34 Puts one past

36-*The Cosby Show”
son and others

37 One addressed as
“my lord"

38 It can wait

40 Cockpit figure

42 ActorAssante
etaL

43 Mare grainy

44 1995 Best Picture
nominee

47 Yearly payment
48 Flight board abbr.

50 Full of dope
51 Vogue
54 Noted explorer

57 Actor James
59 Bloody, so to speak
61 Make go

621 Cold war
period

65' Actress Rowlands'
67 Two-handed snack
69 Cut

.
70 Sides in Avalon Hill

games
74 Bring home
75 Tired

77 Terr, until 1889
'

78 Year in Sr. Peter's
life

80 Blab

82 Cultivated

86 Sexy walk
88 Ransoms
90 Lifts

92 Naples staples
94 Lose

95 Thrash out

97 Meditation words
98 Author Bmchy

100 Reserve.

101 Archeological bit

104 Admit

.105 Overseas student

106 Tribal leader

109 Pun's finish

110 “Deutschland
alles"

111 “... 'dock
scholar”

i'12 Midwife’s action
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Publisher Nick Day (right) and editor in chief Aden de la Puente of ‘The IVaTdler’

A traveler’s fanzine
takes off

I
f you’re interested in an irrev-

erent, free newspaper tamed at

young travelers, check out
The Traveller, which has been
appearing sporadically since
September 1994. •

It began when editor-in-chief

Aden de la Fuecte and publisher
Nick Day, Brits who have been
here some two years, felt they
could produce something interest-

ing and amusing for their fellow
hostel-dwellers, the kind of paper
they themselves would want to

read.
'

“I was walking past Damascus
Gate' one day," recalls de la

Fuente, “and 1 sort of fell in love

with the whole traveler aspect of
Jerusalem. Travelers definitely

have a family relationship with

each other as there are so many
long-tenners."

He says that there is- a circuit

stretching from Fiance, Italy and
Spain to Greece and Israel where
ir’s possible to escape Britain and
other parts of Europe for a few
years and where work is available

throughout the year. Employment
in Israel, be says, includes con-

struction work, dishwashing, bar

work, waitressiag, kibbutz volun-

teering~and working asanau-pair.

“AndWhife Jerusalem's- not as--

good for work as 1H Aviv, the

hostels and the felafel are cheap-

er,"he adds.
"

Neither dfc la Fuente nor Day
had any journalistic experience.

Surrey-bom de la Fuente, 28,

owned a sawmill in England. “I

couldn't handle the stress and
pressure any longedarrived here

following the general migration of

travelers from Greece to Israel."

Unlike his editor-in-chief. Day,

29, is Jewish - “though I don’t

know anything about it." He
worked as a transport manager for

a TV company in London, before

traveling, in Africa. In need of
money ii> Egypt, he crossed over

the border to Eilat, where he
worked for a few months before

coming to Jerusalem, initially for

a week’s visit.

They met while staying in east-

ern Jerusalem's Palm Hostel and
working in a bar together. They
were still living in fee hostel

when they started up the paper.

They borrowed a phone mid. with

help from some Israelis and an

English graphic artist called

Mike- Horton, who’s been living

GIDEON KEREN

here for some time, they man-
aged to put out 15,000 copies of
the first issue.

After fee second issue there

was a six-month gap before fee

third appeared. “It was a case of
sitting tack and deciding how to

make the. transformation from a
paper to a good paper," says Day.
Since May last year, they’ve

been operating from an old Arab
house in Jerusalem’s Russian
Compound, and started appear-

ing on a monthly basis, distribut-

ing 25,000 copies in Tfel Aviv,

Jerusalem, Eilat and Tiberias, in

tourist information offices,

hotels, kibbutzim and hostels.

RELYING SOLELY on advertis-

ers for their income, they claim to

have created their own market
wife the bulk of adverts coming
from hostels, pubs, museums,
travel companies, film distribu-

tors and restaurant chains. What
started out as a very light-hearted

and jokey publication is becom-
ing a touch more serious as fee

paper expands.

“We are beginning to diversi-

ty,*^ says 'Day, noting feat 1.000

copies were picked up very

quickly at fee Hebrew University.

This diversification reflects their

new status as. residents.

But they’ve -steered clear of

politics. “If you go to a country

and decide to write about fee pol-

itics without any real depth or

knowledge, it’s very easy to

offend," says Day. “Besides,”

adds de la Fuente, “there are

other papers for that land of
thing. You pick up The Traveller

and you know you're not going
to get any of feat heavy-handed
rubbish."

The one time The Traveller did

run a political piece, it ruffled

feathers with fee local authorities.

In “Will Jerusalem become an
international city?" by American
writer David Ben-Ariel, readers

were warned about a German-
Vatican plot to take over
Jerusalem, urged to take back the

Tfemple Mount and dislodge “as

symbols of foreign occupation"

Al-Aqsa Mosque and fee Dome
of fee Rock.
“David Ben-Ariel was a nice

non-Jewish guy with strong

views and a great love for this

country,” says Nick Day, “but he
probably was talking a bit too

much when he should have kept

his mouth shut”
Following publication of that

article, Ben-Ariel was arrested

and locked up for a week before
being expelled from the country.

Ever since. The Traveller has
been a bit sheepish about
accepting political material and
one gets the distinct impression
feat wife these guys, it’s not so
much a case of supporting Labor
or the Likud but Goldstar or

Maccabee.
In fee most recent issue, there

were articles on the Israel

Festival, eastern Jerusalem,
Hassidim, gay life in

Jerusalem's Independence Park,
and work on a kibbutz. In addi-

tion there were movie and
restaurant listings for Jerusalem
and Tel Aviv, tips about visas

and working here and general

tourist information.

A firm favorite since the very

first issne is Uncle Tfcd’s agony
column. One reader wrote in

wondering about his sexuality on
account of his being attracted to

male sheep. Uncle Tfed’s reply:

Ybu’n* obviously baaaa-scxtxaL
: Already fee paper seems to be
known internationally. De la

Fuente recalls handing out a copy
of the paper in Jerusalem’s Zion
Square to someone who said he
bad already got feat edition in

Chicago. And Day says he has
heard of someone in Sweden who
has stuck evejy cover- usually of

a young girl in a tight shirt - on
his bedroom wall.

The party promotions the part-

ners ran, at Jerusalem discos like

the Underground or Arizona,

which they say often degenerate

into drunken orgies, proved a tonic

for their social lives, “until we both

got girlfriends," Day says rather

wistfully. “But we shall cany on
doing them, as they are very enter-

taining," adds de la Fuente.

Ftiture plans are to improve the

paper, come out fortnightly, add
north and south Israel supple-

ments and establish a site on the

Internet..

If they were in England now,
they reckon they could be making
a lot more money; “but we pro-

vide a service to our readers,

enjoy it and are living," says Day.

The dangers of dry cleaning

MORE than 1 0,000 large
dry-cleaning facilities

in the US have only
until fee end of this year to

switch over to an environmen-
tally safe dry-cleaning system.

Small dry cleaners are being

allowed another 18 months’

grace period.

Growing concern over the fact

feat traditional dry cleaning of

clothing is releasing large

amounts of a chemical called

perchlorethylene (perc) into air

and groundwater has led the US
Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) to undertake a

study of alternatives to chemi-

cal solvents.

This matter became particu-

larly urgent because of new

laws controlling the emission of

this substance in several states,

with California, New York and

Florida leading the way. .Since

perc was found.to be a cause of

some breast and liver cancers,

some 23 states have banned dry-

cleaning establishments* in the

vicinity of human residences

and/ojr shops, and have, restrict-

ed them to industrial zones.

But this does not solve fee

problem of genera! pollution

nor does it protect persons

working in such establishments.

In the EPA study, released m
1994, it was found that wet

cleaning of delicate fabrics,

when done in fee proper way,

was a satisfactory alternative

where shrinking, stretching and

color change were concerned.

EARTHLY CONCERNS
D’VORA BEN SHAUL

and that it even bad certain

advantages. Among them were
feat clients said they preferred

the wet-cleaned garments
because they felt softer and
smelled better.

And fee system is cheaper to

install and to operate than tradi-

tional dry-cleaning facilities. A
wet-cleaning facility operating

on steam and microwaves costs

41 percent less to set up than a
conventional dry-cleaning plant

and slightly less to operate. But
it is going to take a long time

before the 34,000 dry cleaners

in the US switch over to wet
cleaning and in the meantime

the EPA has concentrated on
recommendations for legislators

that can serve as guidelines for

new regulations.

According to the recommen-

dations, all new dry-cleaning

facilities should use a dry-to-

dry machine for dry cleaning.

Most currently use two
machines for the process, one to

Clean and a second to dry. It .is

in fee transfer of solvent-soaked

materials from machine to

machine that most exposure to

workers and others in fee vicin-

ity takes place.

Until these chemicals are

totally eliminated the. best rec-

ommendations offered, are to

buy less clothing feat requires

dry cleaning and to wash any
items that are washable.

The EPA points out feat 35
percent of dry cleaning in fee
US is done on clothing feat is

clearly labeled as hand wash-
able by the manufacturer but
that some people don't want to
be bothered wife fee chore
while others mistakenly think

feat dry cleaning will protect

their more expensive garments.

. This type of misapprehension is

not exclusive to the US - in fee

late ’60s and early ’70s, before

.
young Israelis realized feat

stone-bleached and faded jeans
were the “in" thing, they would
send theirjeans to the dry clean-

ers so they wouldn’t fade.

Actually many garments feat

are specifically labeled “dry

clean" can be washed if proper
care is taken as to water temper-

ature, type of soap and appro-

priate (frying techniques.

This is particularly true of
woolen items and, indeed, they

are usually softer and more
pleasant to wear when properly

washed.
Unfortunately the US is fee

only country to devote much
attention to fee problem of perc
emissions. In most of the world,
dry-cleaning establishments are
conveniently located in areas
where adjoining shops and
apartments above them are
exposed daily to heavy doses of
this solvent. Here in Israel there
are no {articular restrictions chi

perc emissions and little if any
attention has been paid to fee
hazards of these emissions.

Two blind mice,

see how they fight

THE scientist grabs Mutant
9 by fee tail, lifts the mouse
out of its shoebox-size

cage, and lowers it gently into

another, identical container, -fee

reeking, sawdust-floored home of
Mutant 4.

Blind and jittery, the mice are

freaks of nature, products of a

genetic engineering experiment
that did not go exactly as planned.

But, oddly, their encounter in this

fifth-floor laboratory at fee

University of Southern California

School of Pharmacy may reveal

something vital about human
nature.

They square off, sniffing furi-

ously, then inch closer. Within
seconds, 9 corners 4. And then
they dive at each another — a
rolling, squeaking, clawing gray
blur. Sawdust and fur fly.

Jean Chen Shih, a USC bio-

chemist and promoter of this

unlikely murine bout, jumps back,

startled by the attack even though
she was expecting it “Normal
mice fight also, but not so rapidly

as these," Shih says.

By any measure, these “Tg8”
mice are among fee most aggres-
sive in captivity.

This odd little spectacle is part

ofthe quest for answers to fee vio-

lence clawing at American’s soul

ATg8 is born with its brain awash
in an excess of serotonin, a neuro-

transmitter chemical fear helps

regulate mood and mental health.

Shih and her coworkers believe

feat this excess greatly contributes

to the mouse's fierce temper.

7b be sure, a brawl between
blind mice in an ivory tower is a

far cry from fee mayhem and bru-

tality perfected by such brainy

animals as ourselves. But fee

work does appear to touch on
human experience: The Tg8’s
cardinal biochemical defect was
originally discovered in numer-
ous related Dutchmen who com-
mitted arson, attempted rape and
assault.

The Tg8 mice are fee first labo-

ratory animals to share both the

biochemical defect and . fee

behavior observed in violent

criminals. By studying fee mice’s

trigger-happy biology,

researchers hope to understand

aggression better and perhaps

J*» *

develop new drugs feat control it.

But for every potential new use

of such information, critics envi-

sion a new abuse. Steven Rose, a
biologist at the Open University

in England, is an outspoken critic

of the idea that one’s genetic

makeup determines behavior - a
scientific (remise he calls “neuro-

genetic determinism."

Sociologist Dorothy Nelkin of

New York University says feat con-

servatives might seize on biological

explanations of violence to “dis-

mantle fee welfare state." because

controlling aggression with drugs

could well be much cheaper than

rehabilitation programs.

She also fears that ifcertain bio-

chemical signatures became asso-

ciated* wife violence or criminal

behavior, people with such a

makeup could be wrongly impli-

cated and stigmatized as potential

threats Co society - fee physiolog-

ical equivalent of a bad credit rat-

ing. The Tg8 research and similar

studies, she says, "open up a
whole set of problems that are

worthy of careful consideration."

.

SCIENTISTS AT the Pasteur

Institute near Paris accidentally

created the Tg8 mouse strain two
years ago. Olivier Cases and col-

leagues were trying to develop a

novel gene therapy by injecting a
one-celled embryo of a special lab

strain of blind mice with a shred

of foreign DNA. But instead of
resulting in a “new" mouse pup
wife a bolstered immune system,

the experiment led to a strain of

male mice wife a really bad tem-

per.

The first indicator of that ill

nature was painfully obvious: The
mice nipped the researchers’ lin-

gers. When caged together, male
Tg8s - tite Tg is for “transgenic”

- tore each other apart. And fee

researchers also found that when
male and female mice mated, the

males were especially quick,

grabby and forceful, eliciting

more female squeaks, on average.

fean other males did.

Those traits may be reminiscent

of any number of men. but the

French researchers were put in

mind of certain Dutch males in

one extended family described in

the medical literature. Over four

generations, a remarkable number

of those males were accused or
convicted of rape, assault and
arson, leading local psychologists
as well as law-enforcement
authorities to watch them very
closely.

After much study, Dutch scien-
tists reported a finding in 1993
that, they believed, helped
explain the aggressive males'
behavior They were missing an
enzyme called monoamine oxi-
dase A, or MAO-A, which breaks
down a variety of neurotransmit-
ters, including serotonin.
Lacking the MAO-A enzyme, the
affected males, who also had bor-
derline mental retardation, had
extra-high levels of several neu-
rotransmitters. including sero-
tonin.

The genetic defect found in fee

violent Dutchmen is probably
very - rare, researchers say, and
certainly doesn’t account for what
makes most aggressive people act

that way. Still, the finding offers a

unique window into how disrup-

tions in brain chemistry can be
correlated with a pattern of antiso-
cial behavior.

The French researchers wanted
to know if their mutant mice also

lacked fee MAO enzyme. That's

where Shih, a world expert on that

family of enzymes, came in. Not
long after she agreed to test the

Tg8 mice for fee enzyme, a ship'

mem of fee creatures arrived from
France.

It took Shih and her coworkers
several months of painstaking lab

work to establish feat the male
mice were indeed lacking fee

gene for the MAO-A enzyme -
just like fee affected Dutchmen.
“When this gene is missing, the

animals are veiy aggressive and
hyperactive," Shih says.

Her Tg8 study, says Randy
Nelson, a behavioral psychologist

at Johns Hopkins University, was
“one of the first to show a biolog-

ical mechanism for aggressive

behavior in an animal.” Follow-
up studies published this spring

in the journal Neuron suggest that

the neurotransmitter defect actu-

ally affects the structure of fee

Tg8’s brain, most likely by skew-
ing growth and development in

fetal and newborn mice.

(Los Angeles Times)

Your missing piece of Car Protection

for your ultimate Peace of Mind
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Latest reports on car thefts -

"Most alarms can be neutralised

by electronic devices in seconds"

U.S. professional Police

authorities (in the U.S.A.) have
reached these conclusions:
Electronic devices are not
enough!!

Recommendation:
Electronic device plus actual

wheel locking device.

The answer is

The steering locking device that

enjoys great success in the U.S.A.

Now available in Israel

at only 149 NlS.

The steering lock
without installation and easy to
use. Made of reinforced iron.

Easy to see from outside to
dissuade potential thieves.

Do not rely on anything else.

Only will ensure
against the risk of car thefts.

Lock up with for

that complete car protection.

For orders please call

Atlas Ltd.,
Q My died

51 Tchlenov St., Tel Aviv 66048

P.O.B. 35138 Tel Aviv 61351

Tel. 03-6888407
Name

Fax. 03-6882192

Toll Free 177 022 3585 wdr”

Allow 14 days delivery ^

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ^
Product can be returned within

30 days it undamaged and in the original packaging ^

Q My cheek fs enclosed O Debit my era® cart Qa/ik. Visa Dinars OisracanJ
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Business&Finance
Propper: Frenkel dictates gov’t policy

Believes state can’t implement NIS 4.9b. in cutsDAVID HARRIS

PRESIDENT of the Manufacturers

Association Dan Propper yesterday

accused Bank of Israel Governor
Jacob Frenkel of dictating govern-

ment policy.

While admitting that the central

bank is finally realizing that infla-

tion is not the be all and end all of

monetary policy, Propper said his

complaints against Frenkel over

the last three years are still valid.

“The Bank of Israel has put out a

program for reducing inflation to 2
percent to 3% within a few years.

How come the Bank of Israel is

putting out a program which
should have been put out by a new

government?” he asked.

Propper also warned he does not

believe the government will be able

to implement yesterday’s

announced cuts of NIS 4.9 billion.

In an interview that took place dur-

ing yesterday’s marathon cabinet

meeting, Propper said be wel-

comed Finance Minister Dan
Meridor's outline budget propos-

als. but added, Tm afraid erosion

started with the decreased cut in the

defense budget. Not one of the

ministers will be happy to sustain a

big cut if the Ministry of Defense

has reduced cuts.

“I’m afraid we’ll be stuck at NIS

2J5b. to 3b„ which is not enough. I

think we should have at least a 4b.

to 4.3b. cut, but preferably a NIS
3b. cut,” Propper said.

The association’s claim over the

last three years that reducing the

balance of payments deficit should

be the government's number one

priority has been “shrugged off”

according to Propper. “I see the

monetary policy as a major obsta-

cle which has created the lion’s

share of the balance of payments
deficit.”

This policy, he said, has made
exports unprofitable by strengthen-

ing the shekel and by making

imports cheap which has led to

decreased profits for industrial

companies.
When asked whether the gover-

nor should resign, Propper said he
will be happy if Frenkel changes
his policy. *Tl’s not a personal mat-

ter. My attitude to the bank will

change when their policy will

change. My attitude is oily eco-

nomical.”

The association believes a wide-

spread privatization program is one
of the major tods for putting the

economy back on the right track,

especially reducing inflation signif-

icantly. Without it, there is “an ele-

PA official travels to

Iran for telecom meeting
GAZA (Reuter) - Palestinian Telecommunications Minister Imad
Falouji, a former Hamas leader, traveled to Iran on Saturday for a com-
munications conference.

The official Iranian news agency IRNA this week quoted an official

as saying the four-day meeting of telecommunications ministers of the

52-member states of die Organization of the Islamic Conference would
study ways of setting up an advanced communications network among
Islamic states.

Bezeq is the main carrier of telecommunications in the self-ruled

areas in the territories and the Gaza Strip. Both regions can be dialed

from abroad only by using Israel’s country code.

“As part of the program, I will meet the telecommunication ministers

of all participating countries, including Iran.” Falouji told reporters

before leaving Gaza.
Palestinian sources said he would also meet top Iranian officials.

“We're carrying a plan to present to the conference for supporting the

Palestinian Authority in the telecommunc rations field," Falouji said.

The authority, he said, would soon demand a separate calling code
from the International Telecommunications Union.

Falouji was expelled from Hamas by its leaders outside the territories

last December after he decided to run in the Palestinian Authority elec-

tions. He had published Hamas’s weekly newspaper, Al-Watan, in Gaza.

Jordan, France
reach

debt-equity

swap
AMMAN (Reuter) - Jordan
agreed with France to conYert 325
million Cranes ($65mj of
Jordanian commercial debt into

equity investments, the French
embassy said yesterday.

The agreement was reached

during a visit by Jordanian

Central Bank Deputy Governor
Michel Mart© to Paris last week.

Under the accord, 325m. francs

will be removed from Jordan's

estimated 5700m. debt to France.

France will then value the 325m.
francs of debt by writing its value

down at 160m. francs for purpos-

es of equity investments.

Interested financial institutions

will be able to bid soon to buy the

debt at the reduced value for re-

sale to investors. No list of pro-

jects has been serand they will be
agreed on a case-by-case basis by
the two governments.

Jordan last year signed an

accord to convert $40m.of British

debt but the agreement has not

been implemented.

Cellcom offers

new software
CELX.COM has introduced new
software that greatly improves
communications between the

firm's cellular phones and pro-

vides a special ring when a sub-

scriber has a call waiting on the

line, vice president for engineer-

ing Shalom Manova announced
yesterday. Judy Siegel

Dimona Textile on brink of closure

"A fax for you"
ASyou wrf to too* about your

accounts, onyourfax, mgm 15minutes,
j

H Miut*es

THE Histadrut plans to ask the

court to appoint a receiver for

Dimona Textile, following man-
age ment's announcement that

they will be forced to lay off 280

.

workers and close the textile fac-

tory unless the government
transfers additional money.
Dimona Textile's General

Manager Avi Yitzhak said the

company will likely be forced to

close down this week since the

owners cannot pay workers’
salaries, which are due tomor-
row. In addition, the firm does
not have enough working capital

to purchase raw materials to pro-

ceed with production.

Management informed work-
ers of the situation at the end of

last week, explaining that the

decision is primarily due to the

accountant-general's decision

not to let the Investment Center
transfer 51 million to the corapa-

GAUT UPKIS BECK

ny, despite a promise made to it

several months ago.

The manufacturer of towels

and bathrobes has accumulated
losses of 517 million. Like
many other textile firms,

Dimona has suffered from the

sector’s gradual exposure to

imports during the last few
years, which has reduced the

amount of credit banks are will-

ing .to extend to the sector and
put additional pressure on own-
ers to invest their own money. So
far Dimona ’s owners, business-

men Oded Gold and Shlomo
Halanish, have invested 54.1m.
in the company.
“We have a wonderful recov-

ery program for the company,
which involves significant effi-

ciency measures including the

laying off of senior managers.

But, we are experiencing prob-

lems in obtaining working capi-

tal to go ahead with the recovexy
plan and to finance the purchase

of raw materials, equipment, and
salaries. The government
promised to help us, but instead

of transferring the money in one
lump sum, we received only part

of it, in installments. As a result,

the factory operated at only half

its production capacity . in

February and March, and we did

not make any profits,” Yitzhak
said.

Moshe Dovrat, general manag-
er of the Investment Center, said

“If they are closing down now
because they are short of such a
small amount of money, this

implies that even if they had this

sum, they would most probably

close down in two or three

months’ time when they are no
longer entitled to government
assistance.”

Gold and Halanish purchased

the unprofitable firm in July

1994 from Industrial

Development Bank. Following
the purchase, the Investment
Center approved a 510m. invest-

ment program for the firm.

Approximately six months ago,

an additional grant of 55m. was
approved to help the new owners
go ahead with a recovery pro-
gram that involved the purchase
of new equipment in an attempt
to double productivity.

According to the Investment
Center, most of the money was
transferred to the company.
The firm manufactures primar-

ily for the export market to lead-

ing chains like Marks and
Spencers in England and
La’fayette in France.

Discount: COL to rise 11% in next 12 months

))| ISRAEL DISCOUNT DANK
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Foreign Residents
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THE cost of living will rise by 1

1

percent - 115% over die next

twelve months - slightly less than

the 13% inflation rate forecast for

1996 - Bank Discount’s econo-
mists predicted, in a survey pub-
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lished yesterday.

According to the economists,

there will be a slowdown in the

rise of the Consumer Price Index
at the start of 1997, which will

lead to a single-digit annual infla-

tion rate. They stressed this is sub-
ject to the government’s contin-

ued implementation of a
restrained monetary policy

accompanied by a responsible fis-

cal policy.

The economists say there will

be a significant deviation from the

planned budget deficit in 1996.

IIIVVVIIIIVIVV

since the measures currently

being discussed by the govern-

ment to reduce the deficit will

have only a marginal impact this

year. The targeted deficit for 1997

is 2.8% of the Gross Domestic
Product, about NIS 2.5 billion

lower in fixed prices than this

year's expected deficit

Assuming the government
meets this target, the government
can expect a similar drop in the

quantity of money raised on the

capital market via the bond mar-
ket According to the economists,*ttfrtilllfl

Real Estate & •

Investments in Israel :

1996 :

Just before Rosh Hashana

The Jerusalem Post
will publish special supplements,

devoted to

real estate and investments in Israel.

The supplements will be published
in the International Edition

of August 12, 19 & September 2
and in the daily paper on September 13

For more information and to advertise in

these supplements, please contact

Udi Bash 03-6390333 Fax: 03-6390277

it is necessary to set a targeted

drop in public spending alongside

the targeted annual deficit

In the report, the economists
forecast a slowdown in the GDP
growth rate to 4% -4.5% of tire

.GDP, compared with 6.5% in the

last 12 months. The economists
expect a similar growth rate in

3997, mainly because of the low
unemployment rate, the. real

revaluation trend, and the drop in

bousing and construction invest-

ments. According to the survey, it

is unlikely that die economy will

suffer from a recession next year.

The economists expect the cur-
rent account deficit to reach 54.8b.
this year, about 5700 million high-
er than die deficit in 1995.
According to Discount, the last

two years’ rise in yields on long-
term bonds primarily stemmed
from the drop in national savings
and also the significant rise m
capital raised by the government
on the local bond market The
high yields are also due to tire

negative yields in the institutional
savings field.

The economists said a reduction
in the government deficit caused
by a lowering of expenses win
help reduce long-term bond yields
over the next year. In addition, it

is necessary to make changes to
pension fund investments, so the
fends will be able to play a more
active part in the capital market
Today, the economists claim,

there is no institutional body that

.has the power to operate against
the capital market trend to main,

tain the market’s stability.
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mere of incompetence and ineffi-

ciency” about the economy,
Propper said.

WhSe not going as far as selling

off the police force, he suggested

privatizing the country’s health

care services. According to

Propper, only the industrial and
tourism sectors are truly open to

competition. He added that privati-

zation should be driven by date,not
price, and the government should

stop postponing the sale of firms.

Aside from the association,

Propper believes only the industry

sector “can get the economy out

from the mud it is stuck in, into the

open,” in a criticism of both the old

and new governments.

BUSINESS BRIEFS

Oscar Grass adds local services: Oscar Gross’s local office,

headed by Tami Gottlieb, has sorted to offer a foil range of

services for customers here, as well as for American customers

interested in the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange. The firm’s new local

office is jointly owned by Oscar Gross New York, die Challenge

Fund and the Giliski family from Colombia. The firm's deputy

chairman of the board is Yossi Ciechanoer. Galit Lipids Beck

Kardan to issne 10% of Polish firm to Citibank: KardLan Real -

Estate, a member of the Kardan Investments group, has signed an

agreement to issue 10 percent of Globe Trade Center, a Polish

company, to Citibank for $2.5 million- Globe is engaged in the

.
development and renting of office buildings in Poland The
company’s rental earnings from its three office buildings is valued

at $4m. per year. Gala Lipids Beck.

Migvan Printing of Kibbutz Mishmar David has recently

developed a special label for cosmetics and beverage packaging.

The company said its clear, self-adhesive labels combine multi-: •

color printing with hot-stamping of metallic foils, providing an

eye-catching exterior for the labeled product. Gala Lipids Beck

Mutual fund
redemptions reach
NIS 448m. in June

GALIT UPKIS BECK

Telrad Director-General Bezalel Levin (right) hands Dr. Yehodiua Glitman, chief scientist at the
Ministry of Industry and TVade, a royalties check forMS 9.7 minion for 1995 sales ofresearch and
development products supported :by. the chief scientist's office. Since 1993, the company has.

recorded $400m. in exports stemming from funding provided by the office.

THE public expanded mutual
fund redemptions last month by
NIS 448 million, reflecting

investors' continued disenchant-

ment with the market, according

to investment firm Meitav’s pro
liminaiy analysis of the market
Meitav said the redemptions do

not take into account NIS 82m.
that were transferred to funds spe-

cializing in shekel investments,

which are more like a substitute

for shekel deposits rather than

mutual funds.

According to Meitav,
1

mutual
fund redemptions in June reached

NIS 366m., including money
transferred from shekel funds,

compared with NIS 321m. in the

previous, month. The funds’ total

assets decreased by 3.1% to NIS
14.28 billion, compared with NIS
14.74b. at the end of May.
In the repented period, Meitav’s

mutual fund index fell 0.7%.
The firm' said the assets drop

reflected the capital market sluing
which was influenced by racer?
tainty in the peace process doe to

the recent change in government
The market, especially the bond
market, was also influenced by

May’s 1.7% Consumer Price

Index which was followed by a

1.5% rise in tile Bank of Israel’s

lending rate.

Meitav 's report indicated that

all funds suffered from with-

drawals, but the share funds were

the hardest hit with redemptions

of NIS 139m. Flexible funds suf-

fered redemptions' of NIS 67m.
mixed and other fends reported

redemptions of NIS 38m_, state

bond funds withdrawals totaled

NIS 88nt, and bond funds shrank

by NIS 52m. Foreign currency

fends reported redemptions of

NIS tiOnu, while funds specializ-

ing in overseas shares shrank NTS
4m.
In the reported period, Hanot

Discount's share of the market
increased to 13.2%, from 13%,
while United Mizrahi Bank’s
share rose to 4J>%, from 4%. The
rise came at the expense of the.

shares ofBank Hapoalhn and pji^

vale brokers, which fell $»28.5%V
from 28.7%, and to 16.1%,-from
16.2%, respectively. The other
fond managers’ share ofthe sector

remained unchanged. .

.

Banks: Consulting law
hinders investment

GAUT UPKIS BECK

INVESTMENT advisers are not
encouraging their clients to
invest in the stock market due to

fears of restrictions based on the
new consulting law, Ze’ev
Gutman, deputy general manag-
er of Union Bank’s capital mar-
ket division, said yesterday.

At a press conference introduc-

'

mg the country’s first computer-
ized bank consulting system for

die public, Gutman said most of
the banking sector finds the new
restrictions problematic, and as a

result, has refrained from offer-

ing public consulting and man-
agement advice for mutual
fends.

According to the new law to be
introduced next month, banks
can continue advising customers
on financial instruments provid-

ed they inform the customers of
every available option on the

market, including .competitor
banks’ investment instruments.

The advisers are not allowed to

give preference to a specific

mutual fund or saving instru-

ment managed by the bank or
;
an

affiliate.

A Bank Hapoalim source said

most of the banks have chosen
not to engage in consulting since
it is very risky. For example, if a

bank consultant breaks the law, a
criminal suit .can be filed against
him as well as against the bank.
Union Bank’s new model is

based on several factors that cus-
tomers can choose from to build
the best investment portfolio.

The model compares the funds
according to several parameters
including investment policy,
investment portfolio structure,
yields, purchase premiums, fund
manager, and general informa-
tion.

Union said the consulting ser-
vices will be free. So far, fee
bank has invested NIS 100,000
in the system, which wilL be
installed at all branches.
The only company that offers a

similar service- is Betucha
Securities and Investments,

.
a

subsidiary of Clal Israel.
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Gold closes
at $385.10
before
holiday
weekend

COMMODITIES ROUNDUP

COMEX metals, as well as- the
Cocoa, Coffee and Sugar
Exchange, were closed on
Thursday and Friday for
Independence Day with regular
trading resuming today. October
gold closed on Wednesday at
$385.10 per ounce and September
silver closed at $5.13 per ounce.
October platinum ended at 395.00
while September palladium
closed at $1 34.40.
September high-grade copper

settled at $0.8780 per pound.
Com futures on the Chicago

Board of Trade (CBOT) fell the
daily 12-cent-per-bushel trading
limit on Friday as concerns about
a Midwest drought eased cm fore-
casts for cooler temperatures and
more rain, traders said. The July
contract was the only month to
register a slight rally on news that

a commercial company is ship-
ping com to die Great Lakes for
export
Wheat futures also ended lower,

but most of the weakness was tied

to the com market
July com futures gained 11/2

cents to close at $531 per bushel
and July wheat lost 61/4 cents,

closing at $4.70 per bushel.

Soy complex futures closed
sharply lower Friday as cam and
wheat futures moved sharply
lower in light volume, low atten-

dance trade. Sources said losses

may have been exaggerated by the
lack of activity as most traders

looked to make Independence
Day into a four-day weekend.

Soybeans closed 14 to 181/2

cents per bushel lower; with July

down 16 at $7,631/4.

NYGE cotton futures ended a
thinly traded session on
Wednesday slightly weaker on
light speculative and local selling,

dealers said. December cotton

fetures <tiosed off-,0^'cent at

72.84 cents per pound.
1 "

1 CSCE world sugar finished

firmerm dulldealings, with prices

confined to atigjht range through-

out the session. The March futures

contract settled 0JD2 firmer at

11.07 after reaching a lifetime

high .of 11.09. October closed at

1139.
CSCE coffee and cocoa prices

ended with modest losses

Wednesday in. dealings centered

on bode squaring ahead of the

long holiday weekend.
The September coffee futures

contract closed at 1 1630 cents per
pound, while September cocoa
ended at $1;417 per ton. -

Courtesy of- Michael Zwebner,
CommStock Trading Ltd.

4 nations sign

SilkRoute
customs pact
ISLAMABAD (Reuter) - China,

Pakistan, Kazakhstan, and
Kyrgyzstan signed what they
called a historic customs agree-
ment on Saturday to help trade

through tire fabled Silk Route.
Officials of the four countries

signed .the protocol after three

days of talks in Islamabad^ agree-

ing on a set of rules and regula-

tions and ‘‘making a major break-

through for transit trade” among
them, Pakistan’s official APP
news agency said. .

“It is now expected that the first

caravan of vehicles with transit

goods can move across the

(Pakistan) bonier by October tins

year,” it said.
.

'

.

APP. quoting Pakistani officials,

said the pact would allow similar

documents to be accepted by the

customs officials at the entry and

exit bonier posts offour countries.

The route through the

Karakoram Highway ^>e^e
f
n

Pakistan and China is one of the

two Islamabad seeks to open for

trade with Central Aria. The other

route, passing .

through

Afghanistan, is dogged by pro-

longed civil war there.

Saturday's accord fellows the

opening by neighboring ton and

Turkmenistan of a rail link in May

to unite Europe and Asia ana

revive ite old Silk Road route

between the two continents-

But Pakistani officials say the

routes to Central Asia through

Pakistan were the shortest wr ite.

Far East and SoutheastAsiaandm
some cases to Europe as

The Karakoram Highway, often

called the “friendship highway to

China, has been used for limited

trade between the twocountries.

But the central Asian republics

of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan

joined in a four-nation agreement

ia March last year

other free overland routes for

trade through Central Asia-

Not much room for British Market falls

tax cuts, Clarke warns 3rd straight day
LONDON (Reuterj - British
finance minister Kenneth Clarke
said yesterday the prospects for

.

pre-election tax cuts were not
very good because his officials

had underestimated this year's,
budget deficit.

Many members of the ruling

Conservative party are counting
on Clarke, the chancellor of the

exchequer, to deliver handsome
tax cuts in his budget in
November to revive their flagging

political fortunes in tune for the
election, due by May.
But asked on BBC television's

Breakfast with Frost what the
chances of tax cuts were, Clarke
replied: ‘They’re not a complete
non-runner (but) they're not very
good."

Darke said he would not cut

taxes if this endangered Britain’s

long-term economic recovery or
his goal of eliminating the gov-

ernment's budget deficit in the

medium term.

T have this virion of by the end
of this century this country having
the best economy in western
Europe, and affording tax cuts

means, are the tax cuts going to
get us there? Is the money avail-

able?

T am not going to do it if it will

drive up our borrowing or delay
the real economy out mere doing
good." he said.

Clarke acknowledged he will

revise upward his estimate of this

year’s government borrowing
requirement from £223 billion

when he releases an updated eco-
nomic forecast tomorrow.
“My boffins got their estimates

wrong,” Clarice admitted, adding

the reason for the shortfall in

taxes was unclear.

“It may be that there is some
increase in evasion but there is no
evidence of it. It may be people’s

spending patterns are different

this time compared to the last

recovery. We don’t know,7' he
said.

Darke said that taxes were only
one part of a much broader eco-
nomic equation. Voters cared also
that their earnings were rising,

employment prospects were
improving, and the housing mar-
ket was recovering.

“Tax comes down the scale

compared to ail those things that

matter to real families,” Darke
said.

Gordon Brown, economics
spokesman of the opposition
Labor party, which leads the
Conservatives in opinion polls by
about 20 percentage points, seized

on Clarice's admission that the

Treasury had miscalculated the

borrowing gap.

“Any serious debate about pub-
lic expenditure and therefore

about taxation and tax cuts in the

budget has got to proceed from
information that he is still deny-
ing os about the extent of that

mistake and therefore what is the

quantifiable amount of this back
hole in the public finances." he
told Sky Television.

TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET
FELICE MARANZ

Budget cuts

must be fair,

German
president says

'.BONN (Reuter) - German President Roman Herzog
entered the political row over planned spending cuts by
insisting that the poor should not have to bear the brunt
of Boon’s austerity drive.

“Savings cannot be accomplished by making the

weaker members of society contribute more than their

share,” Herzog told the Bild daily in an interview to be
published today.

“All belts have to be tightened at the same time. It

may then be that a huge cry will go up," added Herzog,
a Christian Democrat like Chancellor Helmut Kohl but
who as president is supposed to remain above party

politics.

Kohlts center-right coalition has insisted its austeri-

ty package is tile only way to put the country back on a
sound economic footing in die long term and help
Germany qualify for Europe’s single currency.

- The opposition Social Democrats (SPD) and labor
unions have slammed the plans as nothing more than a

transfer of money from poor to rich and vowed to do
their utmost to fight them.
The lower house of parliament has already approved

a big chunk of the measures, including cutting work-
era' sick pay, reducing protection from sackings and
scaling back Germany's generous system ofhealth out-

lays.

.. Herzog acknowledged the need for reforming pen-
sions and health care, suggesting for example that

Gerbfans take a fresh look at die wisdom of subsidized
vgftS'to health spas.

Bat he stressed Germany’s post-war spirit of con-
sensus poUtics had to be maintained.

Iraqi dinar slumps,
prices surge

BAGHDAD (Reuter) Iraq’s dinar curren-

cy fell again yeterday against the US dol-

lar, leading to a sudden rise in prices of
essential commodities and sharp criticism

from the official press.

The dollar was traded at at 1,180
dinars, up from 1,100 early in the week.
Traders and currency dealers in Baghdad
blamed delays in the application of Iraq’s

oil-for-food deal with the United Nations.

Prices had fallen and the dinar had
strengthened on news of the May 20 pact

allowing Iraq $2 billion worth of oil sales

in six months for relief purposes. The bat-

tered currency enjoyed a brief respite and
at times soared to about 500 to the dollar

from 3,000 early in the year.

. The dinar's decline yesterday was the

lowest since Iraq and UN started talks on
how to implement their ofl-for-food for-

mula last February.

A kilogram of sugar climbed to 700
dinars, from 400 a week ago. A tray of 30
eggs jumped to 2,150 dinars from about

1300.
The subsequent surge in prices has led

to open complaints from the public and a
scathing attack on traders and speculators

from the ruling Baath party newspaper ol-

Thawra. •

“What is happening today is a vicious

and intentional aci and a flagrant aggres-

sion on the citizens," declared Thawra in a

commentary it devoted to latest price

hikes.

- The dinar’s slump revived kerb dealing

in’ Baghdad. Chi Saturday night business

was brisk At al-Kifah, where most of
Iraq’s illegal money changing takes

place.

Official money changers in Baghdad,
who adhere to rates determined by a gov-
ernment-sponsored committee, com-
plained of sluggish trailing yesterday.

They offered 999 dinars for the dollar,

about 180 below the rate prevalent on the

black market.

Thawra said some Iraqi traders and
money changers set their rates on US atti-

tude toward Iraq sanctions. “These people
have no shame. They raise prices in accor-

dance with statements by (Madeleine)
Albright (US ambassador at the UN) on
Iraq," Thawra said.

‘They use all their capability to destroy

the dinar, our national currency," the paper
added.

It described latest surges in prices as
“criminal” and urged action on the part

of the government and the people to

bring prices down to levels prior to latest

hikes.

The United Nations Security Council on
Friday retained die wide-ranging sanctions

imposed on Iraq in August 1990 after

Baghdad sent its army into Kuwait
Iraq’s partial oil sales deal with UN is

exempt from these sanctions.

Meanwhile, the UN needs one more
week to complete procedures allowing
Iraq to resume partial oil sales, Iraq’s Ofl

Minister Amir Muhammed Rashced said

on Saturday.

Rasheed said the UN sanctions commit-
tee was bound to submit its final plan on
proceduresto implement the May 20 oil-

for-food accord in seven days and the UN
secretary-general was expected to approve
Iraq’s food distribution plan within the

same period.
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Two-Sided Index

STOCK indexes fell a third trading

day following declines in local

companies traded on Wall Street,

led by Teva.

Teva was the most active share

on die exchange yesterday, declin-

ing 4.25 percent. Teva’s American
Depositary Receipts fell to 35” on
Friday, from 37**on Wednesday.
The Maof Index fell 1.98% to

204.24 and the Two-Sided Index

fell 117% to 1 92.34. Of989 shares

trading across the exchange, more
than seven times as many shares

fell as rose.

Some N1S 62.2 million

($19.5m.) worth of shares changed
hands, N1S 6m. above last

Thursday’s level and some N1S
15m. below last month's average

trading level.

Losses were also prompted by
skepticism that the government
will be able to implement the NIS
49 billion reduction of the 1997

budget that was announced by the

Finance Ministry yesterday.

“The losses today were because

of New York, and also because of

the budget," said Thmi Gotikib,

chief executive officer of Oscar
Grass in Israel. “It's difficult to

execute these cuts and the market is

broadcasting uncertainty," she said.

Shares listed on the Maof that

20424
-1.98%

Maof Index

declined due to Josses in New York
included Koor and Dal
Electronics. Koor’s shares fell

2.75% yesterday while the con-
cern's ADRs fell

w
to 17w on

Friday. Dal Electronics fell 1.75%.
The firm owns 26% ofECZ, which
fell to 22w on Friday, from 23*° on
Wednesday.
Also on the Maof, Dal

Electronic ’s parent company. Dal,
fell 1.25%. IDB Holdings fell

2-5% and Bezeq fell 1.25%.
Banking shares declined wife

Bank Hapoalim down 1 .75%, Bank
Leumi down 2%, Israel Discount
Bank down 2.25%, and First

International Bank down 025%.
Chemical shares were also

down: Dead Sea Works fen 1 JS%,
Makhteshim fell 2.25%, and Israel

Chemicals fell 2%. Dead Sea
Bromine closed unchanged.

.

Only one Maof share rose -
Osem was up 025%.
On the Two-Sided, Mofet Israel

Technology Fund fell 6.75%. The
firm owns a stake in VocalTec, an
Internet software maker traded on
Wall Street, which fell to S’* on
Friday, from 9** on Wednesday.
Also on the Two-Sided, Nice

Systems feO 6.5% after its ADRs
fell to 20** on Friday, from 20’'* on
Wednesday.

Croatia bans meat
from Israel, 3

other countries
ZAGREB (Reuter) - Croatia on
Friday banned the import and
transit of livestock and meat prod-

ucts from Israel and three other

countries - Macedonia, Turkey,

and Albania - to prevent a spread

of foot-and-mouth cattle disease

epidemic.

Croatia’s move echoed action

by Yugoslavia following an out-

break of the disease among
Albanian cattle, some of which
were subsequently smuggled into

Macedonia, according to the state

Vfcterinaiy Institute in Belgrade.

The Croatian Agriculture
Ministry said the precautionary

measures included heightened
control of traffic on all border
crossings.

Israel and Turkey were put on
Croatia’s list of banned origin

countries because it was believed
some tainted Albanian or
Macedonian meat may have

gone there.

Macedonia has since banned
meat imports and trade with

Albania. Border traffic control

was also stepped up.

Macedonian authorities have
mobilized veterinary services,

police and army to combat a foot-

and-mouth cattle disease epidem-
ic in several villages in fee vicini-

ty of Skopje and Titov VfeZes.

On Monday alone 280 heads of
cattle and sheep were exterminat-

ed in the affected areas, local

authorities said.
' The cattle have been infected

by a Virus A-32, the Veterinary

Institute said. More detailed infor-

mation was expected to arrive

from a London laboratory.

Several villages around Skopje
and Orizari near Titov Veles, 100
km, south of the Macedonian cap-

ital, have been placed under quar-

antine.

African nations mull
development bank reforms

THtrtOtV TOi/CANSMKTO.

SOURCE:

LIBREVILLE -(Reuter)

Presidents ofAfrican members of
the African Development Bank
met in Gabon yesterday to try to

thrash out a common front on
whether or not to give non-
African shareholders a greater say

in the running of the bank.

Finance ministers of the region-

al members, as the Africans are

called, met in Libreville on
Saturday and recommended
action to speed up loan repay-

ments by debtors and increase the

banks’ capital to strengthen its

access to world capital markets.

The finance ministers avoided

making any recommendation on
the thorny question of the balance

of power between African and
non-African shareholders but offi-

cials said the agenda at yester-

day’s meeting included reform of
the bank's governance structures .

In his opening speech yesterday

bank President Omar Kabbaj
highlighted a “reticence on the

part of donor countries” and said

the aim of the meeting was to

"redynamize the bank” so as to

revive “the interest of the donor
countries”.

A report, entitled “Reforming
the Governance of the African
Development Bank”, has present-

ed options for restructuring share-

holdings in the Bank, one of
which would increase the non-
regional members’ holding to 50
percent from 35% now.

Former Asian Development
Bank vice-president Gunther

Schulz, former IMF Africa direc-

tor Mamadou Toure, and Harris

Mule, a former senior Kenyan
treasury official, drew up the

report.

Governors of the bank at their

annual meeting in May agreed the

recommendations needed further

discussion.

The United States, the biggest

non-regional shareholder with

6.764%, and other non-regionals

want a greater say in return for

increasing capital contributions.

But the issue has raised African

nationalist hackles in what many

regional members see as an essen-

tially African institution.

Nigeria, the bank’s biggest

member with 10% of voting

shares, bas made it clear it would
oppose any increase in the non-
regionals’ influence. The 24 donor
members agreed in May a $2.6

billion three-year replenishment

for fee African Development Fund
soft loans arm, sole source of

funds for feree-qoarters of bank
members.-.

The replenishment was smaller

than originally envisaged, and
compared to $3.42b. for 1991-3,

but the Fund had received no new
cash since January 1994.

Sixteen of the 24 donor mem-
bers agreed in Osaka, Japan, in

June to provide an extra $420 mil-
lion to fee soft loan’s arm in the

form of a special fund.

The May replenishment -
$1 .6b. in new money and $lb. in

recycled cash from loan cancella-

tions, repayments of past loans,

and arrears - is to be paid in three

tranches.

The second is conditional on
the bank drawing up an action

plan to carry out reforms, the third

on their implementation.

Kabbaj has introduced a new
operational structure, feed 240 of
the previous 1.200 staff, and

toughened financial management.

The first governance report

option would cm the board of

directors from 18 to 12 members,

six regional and six non-regional,

and require the non-regionals to

increase their capital from one

third to one half.

The second proposes a board of

eight regionals and six non-

regionals. wife a 57/43 capital

split. The third would reduce the

board but maintain fee present

capital structure.

“Ifthere is no agreement on any

institutional change which meets

some of fee concerns of the non-

regional countries, funds for nei-

ther a capital increase of the Bank
nor for the replenishment of the

fend may be forthcoming " the

report warns.



SPORTS

WIMBLEDON (AP) - Richard
Krajicek used his huge serve to

overpower MaliVai Washington
in straight sets yesterday and win
Wimbledon for his first Grand
Siam title.

In a match interrupted three

times by rain. Krajicek served 14
aces and lost serve only once in a
6-3. 6-4. 6-3 victory.

In . the first Wimbledon final

between two unseeded players,

Krajicek dominated from the Stan

and become the first unseeded
champion since Boris Becker in

19S5.

Krajicek also became the first

Dutch player to win a Grand
Slam. Among those watching at

Centre Court was former Dutch
great Tom Okker, who lost in the

final of the 1968 US Open to

Arthur Ashe.
Washington was the first black

finalist since Ashe won
Wimbledon in 1 975.
The 1.96m Krajicek used his

height and power to maximum
advantage on his bludgeoning
serves. Washington, at 1.80m,
was left lunging lime and again as

Krajicek fired down serves at

speeds of up to 207.6 kph.

The match lasted l hour, 33
minutes of playing time, but also

included rain delays totaling 2
hours. 40 minutes.

After a third interruption of 68
minutes, with Washington ahead
1 -0 in the third set. Krajicek came
out and ran off 14 straight points

to move ahead 4-1.

Washington got his first break

point of the match in the next

game when Krajicek went down
6-40. He saved one break point

but Washington converted on the

next, forcing Krajicek into hitting

a low backhand volley long.

Washington then held serve at

15 to close to within 4-3, but
Krajicek quickly regained com-
mand. holding at 15 for 5-3 and
breaking Washington for the
fourth time to end the match.
Washington, down 15-40, saved

one match point with a strong

serve. But on the next, Krajicek

hit a big forehand down die line

and Washington could only hit a

backhand into the net
Krajicek fell to his knees with

his arms in the air. then rolled

onto his Back.

It was a breakthrough victory
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DEADUNES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before pubBcation; far Friday and Sunday:
6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before pubfica&on; lor Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday In Tel Aviv
and 12 noon

DWELLINGS
General

TIME SHARING
FOR SERIOUS ONLY! For sate, 'Club
Hotel' vacation unit, 3rd week August
Bargain. Tel 02-354247.

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals * Bed and breakfast * P.O.Box
4233. Jerusalem 91044. TO 02-611745,
Fax: 02-618541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS-

JEWISH QUARTER- BRIGHT, 2 bed-
room apartment, fuHy furnished, kosher
kitchen. From July 2&August 2a TO 02-

280778 (NS).

2 1/2, QUET, NEAR center, 7/31 - 6/30.
famished. 3 people max. TeL 02-781073.

RENTALS
BAKA, SPACIOUS, CHARMING, 2.5
rooms, shortterm, available month of Au-
gust, and from September 24. $400/ week.
TO. 02-618219.

NEAR KING DAVID, BEAUTIFUL, fur-

nished, 3, 1 year, $850 TeL 03-6409601.
050-537263.
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Richard Krajicek of the Netherlands (left) and MaliVai Washington of the United States wave to the crowd after their match in the

Wimbledon men’s finals. (Renter)

for Krajicek, who had reached

two previous Grand Slam semifi-

nals (Australian Open in 1992 and

French Open in 1993) but never

quite made it into the elite ranks.

His victoiy ensures that he will

move into the top 10.

At Wimbledon, where he had
lost in the first round the past two
years, Krajicek was best known
for his infamouscomment in 1992
that most women players were
“lazy, fat pigs."

In his five-set semifinal victory

over Todd Martin, Washington
relied on serve returns and passing

shots to keep the bigger man at

bay. But he rarely found die target

yesterday, converting only three

return and three passing winners.

Although Krajicek's game is

dominated by his serve, he proved

again that he is not a one-dimen-

sional player. He kept Washington
under pressure with sharp returns

and ripped 10 passing shot win-

ners.

Washington made the tactical

mistake of repeatedly coming in

behind approach shots to

Krajicek's forehantj, the

Dutchman's stronger side.

It was the first career meeting
between the two players and the

first Grand Slam final for both.

Washington came from behind

to win back-to-back five-setters in

the quarter-finals and semifinals.

but this time never had a chance

to get back into the match.
Rain dismpted play for the fifth

straight day, meaning that some of
the tournament’s events will be
stretched into a third week for the

14th time in histoiy.

Krajicek, unseeded even though
he is ranked No. 13, beat two for-

mer champions - Pete Sampras
and Michael Stich - en route to

the final.

The 20th-ranked Washington,
who had never gone past the sec-

ond round in six previous appear-

ances at Wimbledon, benefited

from the rash of upsets and
injuries in the bottom half of the

draw that eliminated such players

.. LONG TERM/UNFURNISHED: LEV
' Reftavia, 4. luxurious. Abu Tor'(Amlne~
dav): 5, beautiful duplex, terrace. TAC.
TeL 02-631764.

CLAS SIFI EDS
DWELLINGS
Eton Region

RAMOT ESHKOL, 4 ROOMS, 3rt floor,

central heating, solar water heater, from
August 15, tor 1-2 years. $750. TO 02-

66372a

REHAVIA, 5, NEW, 2nd floor, alr-condT
tiontog, storage-room, $425,000, Anglo-
Saxon (MaMan). TeL 02-251161.

RENTALS

KARNEt SHOMRON, ELIZA, house,

WANTED
team August, fumtehecVunfurntehed, for 2
yaara. Td. 09-329550.

REHAVIA, 3J> FURNISHED, wonder-
ful view, August for 1 year. TeL (02)
630177, $850.

WISH TO RENT apartment, TaJpkrt/Ar-

nona. Flexible through July to September.
TeL 02-732528.

STUDIO APARTMENTS FUR-
NISHED, great location tor 2-4 guests.

Tel/Fax: 02-288881.

WHERE TO STAY

RAMAT GAN, LUXURIOUS newly -

bu* house, 600 sqjn. lit for ambassador,

prime location. Tel. 03-6428604, 050-
294023.

"KOKHAV1

HAYARDENT
An exclusive new project

-2 small buMnga, overlooking
park ft cottages p

MMdtari storage ft parting

Financial security

DWELLINGS

SALES
ARNONA, UNDER CONSTRUCTION,
buOt an Arab house, 4 art 6 rooms, high

standards, magnificent view. Exclusive to

AMBASSADOR. TO. 02-618101.

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - Double or large family rooms, priv.

bathroom, TVjTel, quality finished. TeL
02-252-757, Ft 02-251-297.

Sharon Area

li£gp

DWELLINGS
GENERAL

Tel Aviv

BAKA (IN MISHAS) 6. Triplex. 200 sq.

rru, + garden, bargain. $550,000. 'Better

BayttV TeL 02-639345-

HOLIDAY RENTALS

^Chana Kristal Realty

V Presents

RAMAT AVIV GMMEL, 4, 1st floor, im-
metfiate, storeroom, parking, extras. TeL
0&6476388.

DWELLINGS
THE BEST BUYS IN CAESAREA Haifa and North

BARGAINl GIVAT HAHIVTAR, villa.

270 sq. iru view, ganJen, southern, imme-
diate, $575,000. Exclusive to Shiran
through ANGLO SAXON, TeL 02-251161.

BEAUTIFUL AFTS/SUTTES Got Hair/
near sea, tourists/ businessmen, short/

long-term. TeL 03-6869092, 050-358-972.

EFRAT ' A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE,'
houses, cottages, apartments- new and
second hand (also tor rentals). Tivuch
Miriam,' TeL 02-9931833.

TOURISTS/BUSINESSMEN! BEAU-
TIFUL, FURNISHES apartment + park-

ing, long/short term. TeL 03-525331

a

TOURISTS, BUSINESSMEN!
APARTMENT studios, air-conditioned,
furnished, daily rentaL Tel 052-440985,
03-5271438

EIN HEMED, NEW private neighbor-
hood in Jerusalem HBs, superb cotteges/2

family homes, beaitifal countryside. Tel.

050-407-189.

RENTALS

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central.

3 ROOMS, 120 sqm. elevator, parking,

storeroom, luxurious building, sea view.

KAV HAYAM Tel 03-5239988

HOLIDAY RENTALS
AHUZA- 1 ROOM luxurious apartment,
spacious + porches. Improved, furnished,

equipped + garden, also short term, $450.

RENTALS

4, 5, & 6 ROOM APARTMENTS, 90
Abas St, Haifa. Suftabte tor diplomats or
complete embassy. TeL 050-339986,
050272121.

REALTY
23 Hurmgdal St.. Cluster 3. Cnssiiroa

- 06-363895 cr 052-510410
Sharon Area

20 sqm basemert, garden, underground
parking, hnmedtete. NSRABU1LD" Tel 02- BAVU, 3 ROOMS, FULLY furnished,

tor diplomats, equipped, luxurious. TeL
03-7398134, 6 - 10 pm.

PLOTS
HOUDAY RENTALS

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,

new buEkflng. parking, balconies- Imme-
diate. 'BRABUILD- Tot 02-666571.

CASAREA, COTTAGE, 2, furnished +
extras August 1-30. TeL 06-363418 (N,
Tel. 09-639546 (w).

ONE TIME OPPORTUNITY! The best
location in Benyamtnai 500 sqm. private

tot $7500 + 12v 'MC vm§ -r-j

03-5239986.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-

age, parking, $495,000.' (SRABUILD', TeL

N. TEL AVIV, 4 rooms, 125 sq.m., fur-

nished, excellent location, parking, air
contfittortng. TeL 03-6044094.

RENTALS
BUSINESS OFFERS

General

JEWISH QUARTER- 4 ROOMS, CSfi-

trafly located and quiet, well-kept pleas-

ant and well-lit. $290,000. Tel. 02-
273552, (N-S.)

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL. beautiful 5
rooms + balcony. $1400, long term. YAEL
REALTOR (MALDAN). TeL 03-6426253.

HERZUYA, BEAUTIFUL MODERN
penthouse, 5, quiet street, elevator, "Yaei

Realtor' (Maldan). TO. 03-6426S3
INVESTMENT

SALES

HERZUYA HAZE'RA- 4 room roof
apartment, sea view, partly furnished.
$950. TO 09-842264.

FOR SERIOUS ONLY! For sale, “Club
HotaT vacation unit, 3rd week August
Bargain. TO. 02-354247.

BUSINESS OFFERS

JAFFA, BREATHTAKING SEA view,
'apartment and variety of dwellings- TeL
03-6839652, 03-5184368.

HERZUYA PiTUAH FOR rent, 5 bed-
room cottage, three bathrooms, tong
lease. MOHAN REAL ESTATE (MALDAN).
TO 09-572759.

Sharon Area

BUS. PREMISES

KJRYAT SHMUEL, 4, SPACIOUS and
quiet + dinette + terraces + view of Khee-
set + elevator. BEN ZVL TeL 02-630066.

PENTHOUSE, EXCELLENT LOCA-
HON, new buMng, marvelous view, fuffy

furnished TeL 053-4071ea

HERBERT SAMUEL, ACROSS from
sea, duplex, near Opera Towers bed-
rooms, large salon. SI.050.000. TO 06-
389039. F%X 060-380017.

NETANYA. ROOF APARTMENT, NH-
zb Btvd., Ocean-front, partly furnished.

TO(052) 649-671.

FOR RB4T, SHOP, 56 sqm to 'Forum *

Center, Herzliya, + good-wfU. TO 09-
546005, 050507844.

SALES
NETANYA, COTTAGE, IMPROVED,
religious neighborhood, no agents.
S42O.0O0. TO 09-840123.

SERVICES
General

Subscribe

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS VILLA +
swtinnflng pooL + sea vtawt rtr candflkm-
ing + heating + central vacuum unit Tel
050-231725, 06363261.

EDUCATION

While some of the other daily newspapers charge you a premium for

home delivery, The Post does it for FREE! As a matter of fact, when you

subscribe or renew for a year, you also get a 13.7% discount off newsstand

rates. Why pay for service when you can get it tor free?

Subscribe or renew today. Call 177*022-2277 for details.

RA'ANANA, HAR SINAI, 4, kosher
kitchen, balcony, elevator, storeroom. TO
09-7712219 (NS).

THE HEBREW CENTER. Private less-
ons to al languages. Also preparation tor
Psychometrics. Jerusalem, TOAvt* Haifa.
Tel. 050-291460, 03-9627210. (Math,
English teachers needed).

IS NOW THE TIME TO BUY ???
In uncertain times it Is very difficult to accurately predict

how the property market will react, I would
therefore recommend -

Exercising caution In the choice of the property

Buying In a developing area
Following the advice of an e

THE JERLFSAIJEM

Following the advice of an experienced and honest broker
Please call me If I can be of assistance * e

-iJw£*L-SL'

Krajicek steams to Wimbledon title

Monday, July 8, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

Berzin leads Tour
VAL D'ISERE, France (AP) -
Russia's Yevgeny Berzin won
yesterday's tome trial in the

FrenchAlps and built a 43-second

lead heading into the second week
of the Tour de France.
Five-time defending champion

Miguel Indnrain lost more time to

the overall leaders in die 303-
kilometer eighth stage as troubles

continued for the 32-year-old

Spaniard.
Berzin wot die 1994 Tour of

Italy over Indurain but failed to

finish last year’s Tour de France,

his first try.

Berzin timed 51 minutes, 53

seconds for die stage.

Indurain had a time of 52:54.

Indurain finished fifth in the

first oftwo time trials, a discipline

he habitually dominates.

BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
AMB1IGAN LEAGUE

East Division
W L Pet GB

New York 52 32 .619 —
Baltimore 46 36 .548 6
Toronto 38 48 .442 15
Boston 35 49 .417 17’
Detroit 26 - 61 239 271/2

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Bast DMsIon
W L PcL

Atlanta 53 33 .616

Montreal 48 38 658
New York 41 46 .477

Florida 39 47 .453

PhSadetphra 3/ 48 .435

Central DMston
Cteretand 51 35 .593 - St. Lous
Chicago 50 36 .581 1 Houston
Milwaukee 42 43 >194 8'fe Cincinnati

Minnesota 41 44 A82 91/2 Chicago
Kansas City 37 50 .425 I4ifc Pittsburgh

West Division
TOcas 50 36 .581 - LosAngek

Central Division

SL Louis 46 40 635
Houston 47 41 .534

Cincinnati 39 42 .481

Chicago 40 46 .465

Pittsburgh 38 48
->-

.442

Oakland
California

50 36 581 - Los Angeles
46 38 348 3 San Diego
-43 44 .494 Vh. Colorado
42 45 .483 8V= San Francisco

West Division
47 41 .534
47 41 .534
41 44 .482 41/s

SATURDAY’S AL RESULTS:
Battinore 4, Boston 3; Chicago 3,
Cleveland 2; Toronto 15, Detroit 0;

Oakland 6, California 5 (10)1 New
York 2, Mflwankee 0; Kansas City 8,

Minnesota 5; Seattle 9, Items 5.

YESTERDAY’S EARLY RESULTS:
Cleveland 6, Chicago 1; Detroit 9,

Toronto 0. Mflwankee 4, New York L

SATURDAY'S' NL RESULTS: New
York 11, Montreal 3; Los Angeles 3,

Colorado 2; Philadelphia 2, Florida 1;

Atlanta 4, Houston 2; SL Louis 9,

Pittsburgh 5; Chicago 6, Cincinnati 2;

San Diego 7, San Francisco 3.

YESTERDAY’S EARLY RESULTS:
Atlanta 9, Houston 1; Montreal 4,

New York 3; Pittsburgh 8, St. Louis 2.

as Andre Agassi, Boris Becker
and Yevgeny Kafelnikov.

Krajicek received £392,500,
with Washington getting £1 96,250.

There was a light moment before

the match when a woman streaker

pranced on the court as the players

posed at the net for photographs.

Twenty-three-year-old Melissa

Johnson, topless and wearing only

a tiny maid’s apron, ran in front of
the players and the Royal Box.
She was escorted off by two
policemen as players and fens

broke into laughter.

Walking to the baseline to begin

die warmup, Washington lifted up
his shirt to bare his own chest and
received a large ovation.

Yanks hire Straw-man; Marlins fire Lachemann
The New York Yankees promoted Darryl Strawberry from Triple-A

Columbus-on Saturday and he was in the lineup against the

Milwaukee Brewers yesterday. He went 0-for-4.

The troubled slugger signed with the Yankees on Thursday.

In other baseball news yesterday, Florida Marlins manager Rene
Lachemann was fired. AP

Montgomerie wins Irish Open
Andrew Oldcom double-bogeyed the final hole to hand victory to

Colin Montgomerie in the Irish Open yesterday.

Montgomerie, two behind with two to play, rolled in a 25-foot

birdie putt on die 17th and pared the last for a 68 to card a five-

under total of 279 ax the Druids Glen course in Dublin. AP

Jerusalem honors its Olympians
Jerusalem Mayor JEhud Olrnert held a ceremony yesterday to honor .

Jerusalemites joining the Olympic squad in Atlanta.

This year’s Jerusalem delegation to the national squad: Swimmers
Dan Cutler and Vadim Alexsev, swimming coach Leonid Schecht,

and pole vaulter Dani Krasnov. Post Sports Staff

Israel shuts out Botswana
Israel beat Botswana 5-0 on Saturday in the International Softball

Federation World Fastpitch Championships in Michigan. AP

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv Tel Aviv

COUNSEUNG/HEALTH SALES PERSONNEL
FOR A HEALTHY BODY & a happy
mind, have a professional massage or
sMatsu. TO 03-58023281 .

COMPUTERS

SALESWOMAN NEEDED WITH good
presentation, age 20-35, tor exclusive
outlaw In KJJau- HamidJna, Hebrew-

TaL 03-698-0379.

TO Aviv
SITUATIONS VACANT

Dan Region

FOR SALE

NEWTON PAD 120, many excesso-
ries.tota0ng$100a Asking $500. TeL 03-

642487a

HOUSEHOLD HELP
WARM FAMILY LOOKING for English-
speaking five-in hefo. TeL 03-9241742,

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELP

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
UVEJN, good concfitfora; also PhOpinoa
for ektefly. TO. 03-6899868/9.

CAREGIVER + REFERENCES FOR
an ektefly person, 7 days a week. TO 02-
418829.

OFFICE STAFF
AT BEN GURION , secretary, English
mother tongue + fluent Hebrew + typing.
TO 03-7527811.

CHILDCARE AND LIGHT housework
for loving, appreciative iamiy Sun-Thirs^
1 - 5 pjri— Cafl AyetaLTO. 02-655379
(day), 02-736708 (eve.).

ENGLISH TYPIST, PREFERABLY
knowledge of VtonL good Hebrew, Imme-
diate. TO 03-7522475.

WARM FAMILY SEEKS OJ pair, live-in,

tor chfldren and house. $700 +. TO 02-
769389.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

OFFICE STAFF HOUSEHOLD HELP
HIGH-TECH COMPANY SEEKS exec-
utive secretary, proficient in Wort 6, fu*
time, TO 02-436195.

IMMEDIATE! EXPERIENCED UVE-
** au pair + recommendations to Ramat
Hasharon. Exceflent conditions! TO. 03-
5492272.

PART TIME (AFTERNOONS) English
secretary-typist far law office. Conversa-
tional Hebrewcomputer literacy ossentirt.
Tel. 02-251522.

PURCHASE SALES
Jerusalem

SITUATIONS VACANT FOR SALE

Tel Avtv

GENERAL

DELICIOUS aL0X' (SALMON OFF
CUTS) at below wholesale prices.
’Dagl&Btefjae', TO 02-611-488, TeVtoX

SEEKING FEMININE VOICES, French
mother tongue tor recordtogs. CaB Carol,
TO 03-5627070.

Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP FOR SALE

FORGET THE RESTil We are the
bestil The biggest and oldest agency to
terse*. For the nghest quafity tive-to tote
phone Au Pair totemaBoraL 03-8190423.

FRIDGE, STOVE, WASHER, dryer,
gjfft air condkloners, draperies, fighting.

ExccdterattondBforc TO 03-642-31 TO 03-
641-72351

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendfiest tamBtes, beat coodNtons. the
agency with a heart for the Au Paira. Cal

FUTON, PELEPHONE, MOPED,
speakers + other corttertts. As new. TO.
03-3228227:

PURCHASE SALES
IMHEDIATEIII $700 + ROOM AND
board for pleasant, mature au pair, per-
manent position. TeL 03-5234086.

Sharon Area

FOR SALES
CHBJD CARE FULL TIME +Jtoht house-
work. 15 month gfrl. Immediate, Neve
TSedek. TO. 03-5170766.

f^rttoga, antiques, Per-
etectiteal appfencss. TeL 09-

RLJPtNO (F) worn
of TOAviv, exerttant
303284.

Ihre-to, center
Sons.TO 050-

VEHICLES

LIVE-OUT IN TEL AVIV,- good condl-
tions and pay. Tel. 03-6968142, 052-

General

PASSPORT

NICE FAMILY IN Savion seeks house-
keep^ and care for children. Tel. 03-

toShfrl^R10LET
' 1b«. violet,

OFFICE STAFF
OFFICE CLERK WITH nxpnririnco In E

toB time employment
VEHICLES
Jerusalem

3ECRETARY WiTK EXCELLENT
engosn and Frendi. some Hebrew, Wtod-

UNRe.b • Rit..TgD
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
IlfEATER
Helen Kaye

^'EV Revah, the baker of
\asi year’s The Baker’s
Wife, tackles his second
Marcel Pagnol play in
Marius, a Habimah Theater
production directed bv
Mictci Gurevitch.
Revah is Cesar, a

Marseilles bar owner without
whom nothing happens in
the neighborhood His son,
Manus (Yoav Hayt), can’t
decide between his sweet-
heart, Fanny <Avita)
Pasternak), and his desire to
go to sea. Meanwhile Papa
Cesar wants his boy to suc-
ceed him at the bar. It all gets
very complicated Tonight on
the mainstage at 8;30 p.m.
(Hebrew)

‘Orson Welles: The Battle Over Citizen Kane,’ will be screened
today at the Jerusalem Film Festival.

Michael Ajzenstadt

STRAIGHT from the leading opera stages ofthe
world tenor Johan Botha comes to the Tbl Aviv
Performing Arts Center tonight (8:30), fora spe-
cial gala concert with the Israel Symphony
Orchestra Rishon Lezion under the baton of its

music director Asher Fisch.
Botha sings a wide selection of the most pop-

ular tenor arias in the repertoire from operas like

La Boheme. Turandot, Tosco. Luisa Miller,

Carmen . Un balio in maschera, and / Pagliacci.
If classical Indian music is your 'cup of tea

then the Israel Museum in Jerusalem is die place
to be tonight where tabla master Sabir Khan per-
forms in tandem with sarod player Sanjay
Kumar Sharma. It's highly recommended
Additional performances are on Wednesday at

the Eretz Yisrael Museum in Tbl Aviv, and
Thursday at the Haifa Museum. 8:30. .~ ~ DANCE

Michael Ajzenstadt .

THE Batsbeva Dance Company presents the

first set of performances of artistic director

Ohad Naharin’s newest opus Yag. which is a
very intimate work for six dancers. At the

Suzanne Dellal Center in Tel Aviv tomorrow
(9:45). Thursday (7:30 & 9:45). Friday (2 &
10), Saturday (7:30 & 9:45) and next Sunday
(9:45).

The Bat-Dor Dance Company performs

Domy Reiter-Sofer’s Echoes tomorrow at its

own theater in Tel Aviv (8:30).

FILM FESTIVAL

ADINAHOFFMAN

ORSON Welles: The Battle over Citizen Kane
and Orson Welles: The One Man Band provide

two compelling if contradictory portraits of the

director, the material presented in the former
isn't as original, but it makes for the more
exciting documentary.
Him clips, interviews and some amazing

stills animate the real-life characters of young
Welles and old William Randolph Hearst -

both of whom, the movie persuasively argues,

combined to form the fictional character of
Charles Foster Kane. To claim, as a livid

Hearsi and most of the world did, that Welles

had appropriated the newspaper tycoon’s life

wholesale for his own purposes is only part of
the story.

More bagiographic in its program and
dreamier in its approach, Vassili Silovic’s

Orson Welles: The One Man Band focuses on
the knotty, frustrated side of Welles’ career -

the later, uncompleted works. The film takes

shape as an extended interview with Oja
Kodar, Welles’s companion of many years and

the heir of his cinematic remains, bits and

pieces of which are included here.

Seen together, these fragments help to refute

the easy-to-swallow but reductive popular
view reiterated in The Battle. of Welles as a

boy genius who got fat and washed up as soon

as Citizen Kane wrapped. (The One Man Band
begins at 4 at Cinematheque 3. and The
Battlefollows at 6 p.m.)
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ACROSS
1 Bril, perverted rites may
appear so (3)

5 Lack? Did look at

cUdren’s play (3-3)

9 Tkfamiliar person appears

a good man to warden (8)

20 Written opinion of senior

counsel? (6)

XI Sixes of the deposits? (8)

12 The rest of Spain. (6)

14 Legal seizure ofgoods from

band (10)

18 The person be describes is

always late (10)

22 Formal wear, Ihear, for the

nan on Radiol (6)

23 Bad crab I ate—full of

these? (8)

24 la Paris as a single group

(*4)

25 Essentials of subject that

bane-idle student won’t

gasp? (8)

26 Hosiery firm’s seconds (6)

27 Sach a result may
ratahitsh two firsts (4,4)

DOW
1 Seems a funny flavouring

for bread (6)

2 Wisdom for example, ofno
man (6)

3 Lampoon ends badly at
university (442)

4 The school for learning
basic chemistry? (10)

6 Vision ofagreementamong
rowing team (8)
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7 Change of direction, as a
result of lateral thinking?

(8)

8 Guarantee to be careful

about wild speech (8)

13 Poorly-maintained lake
charms remarkably (10)

15 Reluctance—to remove
socks? (4,4)

16 Confused ’ claim from
diverse group (5,3)

17 Manage, more or less, to

small car (8)

19 Is doltperhaps this obtuse?

(6)

20 Given summons, he will

show anguish (6)

21 Book of tickets for vehicle
is free (6)

SOLUTIONS
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Yesterday’*Qmdk Solution

ACROSS; 1 Bye*.3SfekBat.BTiara.

10 Freeman. 11 NO, IS Homicidal.

14 labred, IS Upward, 18

Porcelain.» &b» 22 Tankard, 83
Wager, 26 Schedule. 28 Spry.

DOWN: 1 Satoa, 2 Era, 4 Infamy, 5

Kneecap, 6 Immediate,7Tangled. 8

ft—h, is Labyrinth. 14 lapetos, 15

Emerald, 17 Vandal, IS Newt, SI

Bnrly, 24 Gap.

MBHB*
mil ibiihS
iiiiii! SiSiS

dmnuMi
min

mwmmm »«”!!

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
lAgree(7)

5 Stratagem (5) .

8 Upper room (5)

9 Archetypal (7)

10Typeofd»xxy(7)

11 Same as before (5)

12 US currency (6)

14 Confidence (6)

17 Pigment (5)

19 Pardoned (7)

22 Slanting (7)

23 Fold (5)

24 Confttse (5)

25 Slim (7)

DOWN
1 Assert (5)

2 Normal (7)

3 Outstrip (5) .

4Append (4^2)

5 Nonsense (7)

6 Insert (5)

7 Start soccer game
(4,3)

12 Qualification (7)

13 Old (7)

15As an alternative

(7)
•

16 Niche (6)

18 Didn't work (5)

20 Dense thicket of
trees etc (5)

21Pntoff(5)

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 1

6:30 News 6:45 ExBfese Hour 7:00
Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00 Animals 8:30 Tomcats 9:00
Gaya, Gal and GiB 9:15 KaSmaru 9:30
The Uttle Mermaid 10:00 Little

Women - animated version 10:30
Vacation Studio 13:00 Animals 13:30
Tomcats 14:00 Gaya, Gat and G*i

14:14 KaHmanj 14:30 Moomins 15:00
In the Land of Dreams 15:15
Gargantua

CHANNEL 1

15:31 Zap on the Wave 15:33 Tom
and Jerry 15:50 Zappers 16:00

Dan Flepon* 5793333

&far33Z«44
Haifa* 8512233

Jerusalem* 523133

Kflfmier B985444

Rehwor 451333

Ristan* 9&*2333

Sated 920333

TdAW 5460111

Tberfas* 7B2-M4

and the Beautiful 23:15 Mancuso

MIDDLE EAST TV

8.-00 TV Shop 14:00 The 700 Club
14:30 The Amphibian Man -the son of

a scientist has his Lings replaced with

those of a shark, and uses his under-
waterab% to catch a vfllain (95 mins.)

16:05 Urban Peasants 1630 Demis
the Menace 1655 Mask 17:20
Poppless 17:45 Mamum 18:40 The A-
Team 19:30 World News Tonight

(Arabic) 20:00 CNN Headline News
20:30 Top Cops 2055 Diagnosis20:30 Top Caps 2055 Diagnosis
Murder 21:45 Snowy River 22.-35 The
700 Club 23:05 Larry King Uve 24:00
TV Shop 2.-00 Quantum Shopping
3:00 TV Shop

CABLE
and Jerry 15:50 Zappers 16:00
Heartbreak High 16:45 Zap on the
Wave 1659 A New Evening 17:34
Zap on the Wave 1750 YakJudas
18:15 News in En^sh

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Sports Magazine 19dX) News in

Arabic

HEBREW PROGRAMS
1931 Grace Under Fire - comedy
20KX) Mated News 20.45 Popoktica

224)5 The Final Cut - last episode
23000 Crown Prosecutor 23:30 News
(XfcOO Verse of the Day

CHANNEL 2

1(h00 Fairy Tates with Shefly Duval
11:00 Hanan and Natan (rpt) 11:30
Trick or Treat (rpt) 12.-00 Tush-Tush
13:00 A Matter of Tvne 13:30 The
Fresh Prince of Bel Ak (rpt) 14:00 Tick

Tack 14:30 Ail Together Now 15.-00

Super Duper 1530 Make a Wish
16:00 The Bold and the Beautiful

17:00 News magazine with Rafi

Reshef 1750 HaH the Tribe 18.-00

Santa Barbara ISfcOO Baywateh 2(fc00

News 20£0 Mr. Bean - British come-
dy series 21:05 ft's a deal 21:40
Summer on the Beach - Tight enter-

tainment featuring music, stand-up
comedy, fashion and magic 22:40
Kaveret - Special 00:00 News 0(k05
The Mirada (1991) - evocative corrv

ino-ot-age drama about a pair of

bright bored Irish teens. Starring

Beveriy D’Angelo, Dona! McCann.
Niafl Byrne and Lorraine PHungton.

(100 mns.) 2:00 On the Edge of the

Shelf

JORDAN TV

15:00 Bonkers 15:30 Richie Rich
15:45 Ptayabout 16:00 GBette World
Sport 16:30 Bustin' Loose 17:00News
Flash 17:01 French programs 19:30
News HeadBnes 1955 Miner Fenwick
- documentary 20:00 Pad McKenna
Show 20.-30 Matlock 21:10 100 years

of Caprtaism in Korea - documentary
22d» News in English 2225 The Bold

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at

NIS28-08 per fine, inducting VAT. Insertion

every day of the month costs NIS520.65

per fine, including VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conrtjcted Tours

HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mount Scopus campus, in English, daily

Sun.-Thur„ 11 a.m. from Bronlman
Reception Centre. Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9, 23, 26,

28. For Into, call 882819.HADASSAH.
Visit the Hadassah installations, Chagall

Windows. TeL 02-416333. 02-776271.

TELAVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton

Roland-Roserberg CoOectlon 24 master-

pieces by modem artists. Fauvvsm Wild

Beasts. Josef Beuys Drawings and
Objects. Prints: new acquisitions. New
Horizons: Sculpture. Yaaoov DofChlrr:

Btocfced WelL Face to Face. The Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY ART. I

Am You Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours; Weekdays 10am-6 pm.
Tue. 10 am.-io p.m. Fri. 10 am.-2 p.m.

SaL 10 3 p.m. Meyerhoff Art Education

Center, Tel. 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA dal 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Center Pharm. 20 Yad
Harutzim. 731475; Balsam. Salah e-Oln.

272315; Shuaiat Shuafat Road, 810108;
Dar Aktawa, Herod's Gale, 282058.
Tel AvW: Bloch. 32 Bloch. 522-6425; Kupal
HoHm ClafiL 7-9 Amsterdam, 523-2383.
TW 3 am. Tuesday: Jabotinsky. 125 ton

Gvirot, 546-204o. Tin midnight:

Superpharm Ramat Avtv. 40 Einstein, 641-

3730; London MWstore Superpharm. 4
Shaul HamBlech. 696-011 5.

Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Arim Mall,

Katzneteon, K/arSava, 767-7908.
Netanya: PoraL 78 Petah Tlkva, 340967.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Slmtat Mod?in,

KZrynt Motefcfn, 870-7770/3.
Haifa: Hanassl. 33 Hanassi, 833-3312.
Henfiya: Clal Pharm. Belt Merkazlm, 6
Maskfl (air. SdertX Hagafim), Herzlrya

Pftuah, 558472. 558407. Open 9 am. to

midnight
. _

-Upper Naxaretft: Clal Pharm, Lev Hair

MaJL57046B. Open 9 am. to 10 p.m.

DUtY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Ein Kerem (internal,

surqery, orthopedies. ENT); Misgav
Ladach (obstetrics); Blkur Holim (pedi-

atrics); Shaare Zedek (ophthalmology).

Tbl Aviv: Tei Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pedalrics); Tel Avtv

Medical Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.
POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Msgen DowdAoom
In emergencies dal 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(EngUsti) m most pens d country, in addition:

Ariidod* 561333 War Sava* 002222

Ashkelon 551332 Naharya- 912333

Beemheba- Z747S7 Netanya' 604444

Bell Siemash 623133 PeahTkva- 93i1in

Directed byJohn Carpenter (94 mins.)
22:00 Face the Music (1992) - A
young bar singer meets a talented
songwriter and they are successful
together. With Molly Ringwald and
Patrick Dempsey (90 mins.) 23:35
Temninai Bliss (1990) - the drug- and
sax-filled lifestyle of bared rich young-

rrv 3 (33)

16:00 Cartoons 16:30 On the Side of

Justice 17:15 Panorama 18:00
Amores 19tfO News in Arabic 19:30
Doctors Talk20£0 Mabat News 20:45
Angel of Desire - a policewoman gets
involved in an affair with a murder sus-
pect 22:15 Adventures and
Challenges 23:25 Jazz into toe Night

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Vacation Time 18:00 Alpine

Academy 18:30 Famfy Relations

1930 Basic Arabic 19--30 Reflection

20:00 A New Evening (with Russian
subtitles) 20:30 Welcome to France
21:00 Medicine Demystified 21:30
The Godfather of Cocaine (1994) -
Documentary on the narcotics trade in

Colombia 2230 Star Trek - The Next
'Generation 23:15 Mother and Son

FAMILYCHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9.-00 One Lite

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 1030 Days of Our Lives

(rpt) 1120 Perte Negra (rpt) 12:10
Neighbors (rpt) 1&35 Dallas (rpt)

13:3D Starting at 1:30 14rtJ5 21 Junp
Street 14:55 Falcon Crest 15:50 Days
of Our Lives 16:40 Nai^ibors 17:10
Daflas 18.-00 One Life to Live 18:45
The Young and the Restless 19-.30

Local broadcast 20tf0 Perta Negra
20^0 Married with Children 21:15 The
Nanny 21:40 Mad About You 22:05
Hope and (Soria 2230 Murphy Brown
2330 Wtogs 23:45 Melrose Place

00:55 Sweet Justice 1:45 Rosie
O'Neill

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:30 La Fracture de la Myocarde
(1990, French) - a small boys class-

mates help him keep his motbar's
death a secret (rpt) 13ft5 The BeRs of

San Angelo (1947)-Roy Rogers ver-

sus a smuggling ring (rpt) 1430
Seeing Stars 15:00 Ned Blessing

(1991) - Daniel Baldwin stars as a for-

mer sheriff awaiting execution .

Directed by Peter Werner (90 mins.)

1630Whose Line Is It anyway? 17:00

Le Petit Criminal (1990. French) - a
15-year-old fiving wfto his alcoholic

mother discovers that he has a sister.

18:40 Eagle Spirit (1900) - toe rela-

tionship between a father and son is

savesthe^father’s life (rpt) 2fcl?5

Memoirs of an Invisible Man (1992) -
With Chevy Chase and Daryl Hannah.

JERUSALEM
&G.GL Jerusalem MaS (Malta)* 788448
Babe (Eng6sh dalogue) 7:15. 10 * Babe
(Hebrew O&ogue) 11 am., 13a 430 *
White Squall flam. 130. 4:30. 7:15, 10*
White Squall 11 am. 130. 4:45, 7:15, 9:45

Fargo 11 am, 130. 4:45. 7:15, 9*5 *
The Bedcage*Primal Fear 11 am, 1:45,

430, 7:15. To * Les WsaraWes 11 am
530, 8:45 * Kansas City 11 am. 130.
4*5, 7:15, 9:45 JERUSALEM THEATER
20 MarcusSt »517167NeSy et M-Amaud
930 RAV CHEN 1-7 * 792799 Credit Card
Reservations » 794477 Rav-Mecher
Suiting. 19 Ha'oman St, Ta/ptol The

- Mobfe Irtansi^ Caw UnK (M1CU) service in the

area, wound (f» dock.

Medicat help for tourists (in English)

177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Bambam Hospital 04-8529205, 24 hours

a day. for information in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. izoi. also:

Jerusalem 510303, TslAvrV 5461111 (chfi-

drerVyouth 8961113), Haifa 8572222/3,

Beershaba 494333, Netanya 625110,

Kanreef 9885770. Kfar Sava 7574555.

Hadaia 348789.
Wtzo hotlines tor battered women 02<

6514111, 03-5481133 (also in Russian),

07-376310. 08-550506 (also in Amharie).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours;, Tel Aviv

^4819. 5449191 (men). Jerusalem
255558. Haifa 8530533. Eilat 31977.
Hadassah Me&cal Organization -isiaei

Cancer Association support service 02-
247676).

Hunchback of Notre Dome (Engisfi cSa-

logue) 730, 9:45 * The Hunchback of

Notre dame (Hebrew rfalogue) 11 am 1.5
* The Bock 11 am 4:45. 7:15. 9:45 *
jurat? 11am 1. 5. 730, 9:46 * klbkes
Two 11 am. 1,5* Richadf 9:45 *1by
Story (Hebrew dbtoguo) 11 am 5 * The
Juror 9:45 * Dracda Dead end Loving It

1 1 am * Thy Story (Engfish dabgue)730
* Now aind Then 11 am.. 730
MEVASSERET ZION GJ3. GIL Babe
(EngUsti <Salogue)T30. 10 Babe 11 am..
5 * Twelve Monkeys 430. 7:15. 10
Casablanca 11 am
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak St »
5772000 HssvanJy Creatures 5. 7:45, 9:45

* Who's the Father 7 * Eight and a Half

930 DEENGOFF-w 5172923 White Squall,
LeavingLas Urges 11am, 1. 3. 5. 7*5. 10
* TheMonster 10 DRIVE IN Up Closeand
Personal 10 * Sex FBro 12 rndnlte« GAN
HAIR* 5279215 71 Ibn Gabhol SLPrtsciBa
230. 5, 730, 9*5 GAT Jtrmanj 11 am.
23a 5. 73a 9:45 GORDON Eat, Drink,

Man, Woman 530, 7145, 10 6.G. HOD 1-4

* 5226226 Hod Passage, 1Q1 Dteengoff St
Babe (English dfabgue) 730. 10 H Babe
(Hebrew (feio^je) iiam., 1.5* American
Quilt 11 am., S, 730, 10 * Kansas
CrtyfFargo n am 130. 5. 730, 10 G.G.
PEER FargolKansas Chy 11 am 130, 5.

730. 10 * Babe (EngSSi dfatogua) 730, 10
* Babe (Hebrew drfogue) 11 am, 1.5*
Dotty Perez 11 am. 5. 730. 10 * Aya 1:30

* Les Miserabtes 11 am, 2, 530, 8*5
RAV-OR 1-5* 5102674 Opera House Star
Man D Postino, Girl 6, Devil in a Blue
DreesIRIchard III 23a 5. 730, 9:45 G.G-

TAYELET 1-3 *5177952 2 YbnaHar»4 St
American. Oidt 730. 10 * Sense and
SenstolRty 7:15. 10 * Strange Days 10 *
TbeSan’atnf FamSy 730 GJl TELAVIV *
5281181 65 Poster St Primal Fear 5, 730.
10 * The Birdcage 5. 730. 10 * Twelve
Monkeys 730. 10 * Funny Israefia 5 TEL
AVW MUSEUM * 6961297 27 Shaul

HamaleWi Boulevard NeOy at M. Amaud 5.

8.10
HAIFA
CINEMA CAFt AMAMI * 8325755
Shanghai Triad 9:15 * B Postino 7:15 *
Star Man 7:15, 9:15 ATZMON 1-6 *
8673003 Primal FearHWhite Squafl 4:15,

6:45, 9:15 * The Birdcage 4:15. 7. 9:15*
Strange Days 4:15. 6:45. 930 * Sense
and Sensibifity 4:15 645 9.15 CWEMA
CAFE MORIAH * 8242477 Birds in

Neutral 530. 730, 930 ORLY* 8381668
Richard tt 7, 9:15 PANORAMA 1-3 *
8332020 Babe (Eng&i dabgue) 7. 930*
Babe (Hebrew datogue) 11 am, 1, 430*
American OuBtHFsreo 430, 7. 930 *
Jurassic PartHRJchfe Rich 11 am. 1

RAV-GAT 1-4 * 8674311 JOSJ The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngSsh dia-

logue) 7:15. 930 The Hunchback of

Notre Dane (Hebrewdafogue) 11 am.5*
The Rock 11 am.. 430. 7. 930 RAVMOR
1-7 * 8416898 [OS] The Hunchback of

store (rpt) 1:10 Daughters of Darknsss
(1989)-a young gin dscovere toal her
rather is a member of a vampire
dynasty (rpt) 2:40 Murderous Vision
(1991) - a private eye hunts a serial

titer. (93 mins.)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons &00 Surprise Garden
8:35 Mot 9:00 Detective Boogie 9:40
Alice in Wonderland 10:15 The
Children from Oz 10:50 VR Troopers
11:20 Anknaraacs 11:30 Famfly Ties

12:10 The Ren and Stimpy Show
12:50 Harry and the Hendersons
13:30 Hugo 14^0 CWqulitas 15:10
ATce in VVondertand (rpt) 15:45 The
Children from Oz (rpt) 16:20 VR
Troopers (rpt) 16:50 Animaniacs (rpt)

17:00 Famfly Ties (rpt) 17;40 The Ren
and Sfimpy Show (rpt) 1&30 Hany
and the Hendersons (rpt) 19:00 Hugo
(rpt) 19:30 Three’s Company 20:00
Mamed wto ChBdren 2025 Roseanne
20^0 The Ren and Stimpy Show
21K)5 Big Brother4ake 21^0 Drop the
Dead Donkey

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Zero Patient (1993) - a sexolo-

gist researches the origin of AIDS in

Africa, and stages a musical about
"Patient Zero", the Canadian flight

assistant thought to be the first earner.

Directed by John Grayson (96 mins.)

23:40 Dedee tfAnvers (1947, French)

-The story of the romantic triangle of

a bar singer, a jealous bouncer and
Ns boss. With Simone Signoret (86
mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12£0 Human
Nature (rpt) 13.-00 Beyond 2000 (rpt)

1330 Ultrascience (rpt) 14:00 Open
Uruversay 16:00 Human Nature (rpt)

17:00 Beyond 2000 (rpt) 17:30
Ultrascience (rpt) 18:00 Open
University 20.-00 American Caesar
21dX) Ruby Wax 21:30 Taste of Africa

22:00 Frontline 23:00 American
Caesar (rpt) 23:50 Open University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selina Scott Show 7:00
Europe 2000 7:30 ITN News live 8:00
Today 11:00 European Money Wheel
IfcOO Morning reports live from Wail

Street 17:00 US Money Wheel 18:30
FT Business Tonight 19riX) ITN News
19:30 Talking to David Frost 20-30

The Selina SoottShow 21:30 DateSne

22:30 ITN News 23:00 Atlanta

Preview '96 00:00 The Best of the

Tonight Show with Jay Leno IKK) The
Best of Late Mght with Conan O’Brien

2:00 The Best of Later with Greg
Kinnear

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6^0 Nanny and the

Professor 7:00 Mr. BeNKJere 7:30

The Vegetarian Kitchen 8.-00 Video
Fashion News 8.-30 Gamete 930
Santa Barbara 1030The Bold and Hie

Beautiful 1130 Oprah Winfrey 1230
Remington Steele 1330 The
Vegetarian Kitchen 13:30 Video

CINEMA
10
ASHDOD
G-G_ GL * 8647202 White SquaUHThe
Rock 11 am. 4:30. 7:15, 10 * The
Birdcage 5. 720. 10 *Hie San’ani Family
11 am * Primal Fear 42a 7:15, 10 *
Thienbeiina 11 am * Strange Days 10*
R takes Two 11 am.S,720fao}GLG.ORI
1-3* 711223 Jianaitil 11 am. 5. 720, 10 *
Babe (Engish dialogue) 5, 720, 10 * Babe
(Hebrewdialogue) 11 am. *The Juror42a
7:15,1 0 * Funny Israelis 11 am.
ASHKELON
G.G. GL 729977 White SquaB 11 am. 5.

720. 10 * Babe (Engteh dialogue) 11 am.
5,720. 10* Primal&420, 7:15.10*A
Bit of Luck 11 am. * Strange Days 420,
7:15, 10 * The Birdcage 5. 720. 10 *
Richie RichHLittie Giants 11 am. RAV
CHEN * 711223 Now and ThenHJtsnmp
11 am.,5. 720, 9:45* Oracula Dead and
Loving ItHTOy Story (Hebrew aEalogueJHIt

Takes Two 11 a.m„ 5 * The Last
DanceHIhe Juror 720, 9:45 * The Rock
7:15.9:45
BAY YAM
BAV CHEN » 5531077 The Birdcage 9*5
* ItTakesTwo 11 am.. 5.720*The Rock
11 aro.5. 7:15. 9:45 * White SouaS 720.
9:45 * Jumnz^l 11 am.. 5. 720, 9:45

Primal Fear 7:15. 9*5 * Sense and
SensfeiRty 9*5 * Babe (EngSsh daloaja)

720. 9*5 * Babe (Hebrew OaJogue) 11

am, 5 * Toy Story (Hebrew datoguo) 11

an, 5 * Dractria, Dead and Loving It li

a.m., 5* Sense and SenstoUlty 11 am.,5,
720
BEERSHEBA
aG. GL Babe (EngSsh daiogue) 5. 720.
10 * Babe (Hebmw dialogue) 11 am *
American Oufit5, 720 . 10 *A Bit ol Luck
11 am. * Primal Peer 420. 7:15, 10 *
Executive Decision 11 a.m. * White
SquaU 11 am, 4:3a 7U5, 10RAIWEGEV
1«4 » 235278 The Rock 11 am. 5, 7:15.

9*5 * Last Dance 7:30. 9:45 * Mow ml
Then 720. 9:45 * Jrenan# 11 am., 5. 720,
9:45
DIMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Never TWk to

Strangers8
EILAT „ _KOLNOA ELAT Juman? 52a 8.10 * The
Rock 5, 720. 10 * White Squat 8, 10

HERZUYA
COLONY CMEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN) *
6902666 Deva in a Blue Dres^low and
Then 6,’ 8, 10 STAR* 589068 The Rock
720, B, 1020 * Toy Skxy iHetxew dia-

iogue) 11 am, 1. 4 * Babe (EngSsh tfe-

Jogue) 820. 1020 * Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue) li am. 1. 420. 620 * Jumanfl n
am, 1. 4:15. &15, 8:15. 1tt15 DANIEL
HCrra. Fargo 8. 10
KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3* 887277 Jumanfl 11 am, 5.

7, 930*TheRock 7, 920*The Birdcage
7. 920 * tt Tbkas TWoTIby Story (Hebrew
efiatoewe) 11 am.,5

G.G. QL *7677370 The Rock 11 am..

1:46, 420, 7:15.10 * Babe (BngfiBti tfe-

togueJ.The Birdcage 720. 10 * Babe
(Hebrew cfialogue)tt Takes TwoTToy Story
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am., 120, 5 *
Jumara 11 am, 120,5,720, 10* Fargo

11 am, 6, 720,10 Casabbnca 120 *
White Squall 1120 am, 12ft 42a M5.
10* Primal Fear 7:15. 10

K1RYAT BIALIK
G.G. WRYON 1-9 * 779166 White

Squan,Tha Birdcage 11 am, 4:45, 7, 920
* Toy story (B^teh tS^gue)Eense and
Sensibility!Babe (Engfeh tfatogue) 7.

920 * Toy Story (HtW cSaioouellAca

VentursfBabe (Hebrew
Notre Dame [English detogue)7:15. 920* VenfiuitfMbe

r _
The Juror 7, aiS*Toy Story (Hobrewda- diatoffiglThiimbrfnii

tonus) 11 am, 1, 5 * Now and Then 11 4:45* Fargo 4*5, 7,

am, 1:15, 5. 7. 9:15 * The Bock 11 am, 4^^ Prin«lFear4>

420. 7. 920 * Jumanjl 11 am, 1:15, 4:45, WWAT ONO

mwHjasrJM
dame (Hebrew dfafcOUfij 11 am, 1. 5 * &G. GIL * 6905090

1

Bedof Rosesli am. 5.7. 9:15 BAILOR 1- 920 * Funny Israe

3 * 8246553 [OSJ Jumaryi 11 am, 4:45, 7. RocBJumanJ 11 am
5 * The JirorWow and Then 7. 9:15 LOD

* tt Takes TwoHToy Story (Hebrew ctia- STAR Fargo 7:45, 10

1

teojejll am, 5 10 * Primed Fear 72C

SHU ' NAHARIYA
RAV CHEN * 6424047 White SquaB 7. HECHAL HATARB
920 + JumaMi 11 am. 5, 7. 920 * The Senstoflityay
Rock 7, 920 * tt Tates TVroHToy Story UPPER NAZARET
(Hebrew cSalogue)W am, 5 G-G GL Strange D
ARAD 430, 7, 920 * Richie

STAR * 950904 Primal Fear 720. 10 * am * Tlte RoeWM
Kansas City7:45. 10*The Birdcage7*5, Jumw^iWhite Squafl

* Toy awy tflrfroueJBmse and
SenslbilitylBabe (Engfeh tfetogue) 7.

930 * Toy Story (Hdrow cSaioouellAce

Ventura!Babe (Hebrew
tfiatogueWThumbe&ia 11 am,
4:45 Fargo 4:45. 7, 920 + A Bit of Luck
4:45 * Primal Fear 4*5, 7, 920
NRYATONO
MffTNASSame and Sans&Htty820
KFRYAT SHMONA
G.G. GO. * 6905090 White Squafl 42a 7.

920 * Funny Israels 11 am. * The
RockUumanl 11 am, 420, 7. 930
LOD
STAR Ftvgo 7:45, 10 *Tha Birdcage 7*5,

10 * Prined Fear 72% 10
NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATABBUT Sense and

SensHltyB20
UPPER NAZARETH ^
G.G GL Strange DayslAmorrai aitt

430, 7, 920 * fSSiie BlchllJtao Gtants 11

am * The RoekIBd* (Hebrew’dbjaguN.

JunenpNHMeSquafl n am, 430, 7, 920

Fashion News 1430 Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles 14:30 The Adventures of
Black Beauty 15:00 Lost in Space
1630 Home and Away 1630 Chartes
in Charge 17:0Q M*A’S*H 17:30
Prime Suspect III - miniseries: part 2
1930 ~me Bold and the Beautiful

2030 Santa Barbara 21:00 The
Twilight Zone 2130 Hearts Afire 22:00
Grace Under Fire 22:30 Bamaby
Jones 23:30 Videofashion News
0030 Oprah Winfrey 130 Hooperman
1:30 Home and Away 230 The
Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in Motion 7:30 Basic
Training 16:00 Bodies in Motion 16:30
Game To Order Israeli basketball (rpt)

17:30 Brazilian League Soccer 1830
Horse Riding 19:30 Israel Golf
Championships 2030 European Cup
- another look at the highlights 22:00
Snooker 23:00 Game to Order
English Soccer 0030 Major League
Baseball

PRIME SPORTS

530 Car Racing: Le Mans 24 Hours
(rpt) 6:30 PGA Golf 730 Wimbledon
Tennis: men's finals, women's doubles
finals 1230 Water Sports: Surfing
12:30 Asia Soccer Show 13:30 Water
Sports: Windsurfing 14:00
international Sports Magazine 15:00
Cricket English Sirday League 2030
WWF 23:00 International Sports
Magazine 00:00 Boxing 2:00
Australian Rules Footbafl

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:00 World
HeacSines 6:05 War Stories 10:15
War Stories (rpt) 11:30 Top Gear
12:30 Time Out More Rhodes Around
Britain (rpt) 15:05 Correspondent (rpt)

16:15 World Business Report 16:30
Asia-Pacific Newshour 17:30 The
Contender^rpt) 18:15 War Stories

(rpt) 1930 Tomorrow's World (rpt)

22:05 War Stories (rpt) 22:50 Earth

Report 23:30 Time Out Summer
Holiday0030 World Business Report

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

636 Morning Concert 935 Peter

Bretner Beaties Go Baroque; Kronas

Quartet works from new CD
Released-Unreleased; works by Ingoff

Dahl; Pianist Katia Labeque improvis-

es - B» Evans: Well Meet Again;

Rodgers: My Funny VblenSns; Michel

Canio: On Fire; Velazquez: Besame
Mucho: Gershwin: Summertime 12:00

Light Classical - excerpts from

Spanish zarzuelas 13:00 Barry

TuckweU, hom - horn concertos by
Baroque composers 1436 Encore
1530 Cycle of Works - BeetoovaVs

From the Recordtog^sSudo - Michai

Tal, piano. Haim Permont Piano suite

(1988, premiere); Debussy: 6 preludes

from 1st book; Mozart Quintet in B flat

for piano and winds K452 19:00

Ftainbow of Sounds 2035 Dvorak:

Quintet in E flat for strings op 97;

Kindsmith: Symphonic
Metamorphoses on theme by Weber
(NYPO/Bemstein) 2130 A Matter of

Agreement 2330 Just Jazz

* Grumpier Old Men 430, 7, 930 * A Bit

of Luck 11 am.
NESSZJONA
GXL G3L 1-4 w 404729 Babe (EngSsh da-
iogue) 73a 10 * Babe (Hebrew dialogue)

11 am. 5 * Fargo 5, 7^a 10 * The
San'anl family 11 a.m * White Squafl 11

am. 4:30, 7:15.10 * Primal Fear 430,
7:15.10 * Richie Rich 11 am
NEtANYA
G.G. OL 1-5 « 628452 Babe (EngSsh efia-

togue) 5, 7^0. 10 * Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 am Primal Fear 430, 7:15.10

* A Bit of Luck 11 am* The Birdcage 5.

730, 10 * Executive Decision 11 a.m. *
White Squafl 11 am. 5, 730, 10* Kansas
aty 5, 7:30, 10 * Uttia Giants 11 am RAV
CHBi The Rock 11 am. 5. 7:15. 9:45 *

and Then 730 The Hunchback of Notre

Dame (Hebrew tSaJogueJJt Takes Two 11

am, 1.

5

or ArOVA
RAV CHB4 The BbricageTThe JuroriThe

Rock 7. 930H tt Tikes TVm 1 Toy Story

(Hebrew dialogue.), Dracuta, Dead and
Loving# 11 am. 5
OR YEHUDA
GXJ. GL American Quilt I The Birdcage 5.

730. 10 * Uttle Giants I Richie Rich 11

am * Babe (Hebrew cfialogue) 11 am, 5.

730, 10*QnanprerOkJMen5. 730, 10*
The San’mi FamBy 11 am
PETAH T1KVA
GjG. HECHAL White Squafl,Babe (English

daiogue) 730. IQ * Babe (Hebrew da-
fcpqueJ.Jumar^l 11 am. 5 * Toy Stdry

O-febrew daiogue) 11 a.m. * The Rock
430. 7:15. 10 G.0L BAM 1-3 w 9340818

Jumanjl 730. 10 * Primal Fear430. 7:15.

10 Ttoy Story (EngSsh dialogue) 730 *
Toy Story (Hebrew daiogue) 5 * Sense
and Sensibility 10
RA’ANANA
ON-MOFET Antonia's Line 830 PARK
Babe (Englsn dialogue) 730. 10:15 * Babe
(Hebrew daiogue) 11:30 am, 3. 5 * The
Rocks, 730. TOM5* Toy Story 1130am,
3 * Now and Then 1130 am, 3, 5,730.
10:15 * Jumanjl 1130 am, 3. 5,73a
iai5 * While Squall 730. 10:15 * 1

1

"races Two 1 130 am, 3.

5

RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197121 The Hunchback
of Notre Dane (EngSsh datoguejjtow and
Then 730, 9:45 * B^» (Engfeh dfabgue)
730, 9:45 * Jumanjl 11 am 1. 3, S15,
730, 9:45 * The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (Hebrew daiogue). it Takes
TwoiBabe (Hebrew daiogue) 11 am, 1, 3.

5 RAV-OASJS 1-3 « 6730687 The Rock,
White Sguafl.The Juror 5, 730. 9*5
RAMATHASHARON
KOKHAV * 5491979 B Postino 730. 930
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 * 362884 Babe (Engfeh da-

iogue) 730. 9:45 * Babe (Hebrew dalogje)

11 am, 5 * Shanghai Triad 730. 9:45 *
The Secret of Roan Inish 11 am,. 5 *
Sense and SensttUty 7, 9*5 * via ii

am, 5:15 * Whfta Squad fl am, 5. 730,

9:45
raSHON LEZION

„ _
HAZAHAV The Birdcage 11 am.. 5, 730.

10 * Funny IsraeSs 130 * American

Quit 730. 10 * Tcqr Story (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 am, 1.5* Babe (Enmesh da-

toaua) 730. 10 * Toy Story (Hebrew da-

iogue 11 am, 1. 5 RAV CHEN * 9670503

The Bods7:15, 9:45*ThaJuror730. 9:45

The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engfeh

daiogue) 730, 9:45 * Jumanjl f am, 5,

730. 9:45 * The Hunchback of Notre

Dams (Hebrew daiogue) 11 am,, 5 *
Oracula. Deadand Loving Ik 11 am, 5* It

TatesTwo 11 am.. 5 RONA BftofLuck.il

Postinol Grumpier Old Ban 7:30,

10 STAR 1-4 * 9619985-7 27 UsNnsIty SL

junan? 1130 am, 5. 7*5. 10 * Barb
Wire 11:30 a.m., 7:45 * Sense and
Senstoffity 5. 10* Kansas City 730. 10*
Ace Ventura, An Indian in the Cupboard

1130 am., 5* Fargo 7:45. 10

YEHUD
RAYGHENSavyonlmThe Rock 7:15. 9:45

* jisnanti fl am. 5,730, 9:45 * The
Juror9:45* ttltttesTVvo730 * Nowand
Then 11 am. 5. 730, 9.45 * The Rodd
Babe 11 am, 5
Phone reservations: TW Aviv 5252244
Phone reservations; Hatia 728878
AH times are pm unless otherwise IndL
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< Supreme Court hears Yigal Amir’s appeal
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EVELYN GORDON

THE Supreme Court appeared to

give short shrift to the defense's

arguments in assassin Yigal

Amir's appeal yesterday, though

its decision will be issued at a

later date.

Amir himself seemed bored
through most of the five-hour

hearing, rousing himself only at

the end to insist that he intended

only to paralyze prime minister

Yitzhak Rabin, and therefore shot

at his back rather than his head.

“But I’m not sorry he’s dead,”

Amir added. “I'm even glad he's

dead - because he betrayed his

people, and he died like a traitor.”

Defense attorneys Gabi Shahar.

Shmuel Fleishman, and Jonathan

Goldberg raised two main argu-

ments: That there existed gaps in

the evidence proving Amir was
the one who shot Rabin, and that

Amir intended only to paralyze

Rabin, and should therefore be
convicted of manslaughter rather

than murder.

The argument regarding the

evidence centered around ballis-

tic Findings that the first shot

fired at Rabin was Fired from a
distance of no more than 25 cm.,

the second was Fired almost
touching Rabin's body, and the

1

third was definitely Fired with the

gun touching him.
According to Amir's testimony,

however, he was some 40 cm.
away, and Shahar argued that

there was no evidence to the con-

trary. However. Justices Eliezer

Goldberg, Eliahu Mazza. and
Ya'akov Kedmi pointed out that

ballistic evidence also showed die

bullets in Rabin's body came
from Amir's gun. Unless this was
disj jved, they said, the issue of
the range was irrelevant

Shahar then tried to say there

was no evidence that the bullets

tested by the ballistic experts

were the same bullets which
were removed from Rabin ’s

body. Perhaps, he suggested,
someone else shot Rabin simulta-

neously. and Amir really Fired

blanks.

•.#» r tn\
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Yigal Amir is led into the Supreme Court for his appeal hearing yesterday.

“You can't raise arguments in a

criminal trial that don’t have some
basis in fact,” responded
Goldberg in exasperation, noting

that no evidence had been raised

in the original trial to even sug-

gest this theory. Amir himself, he
pointed out. testified that he had
fired live bullets.

Fleishman then tried to argue
that Amir did not have criminal

intent, because he did not go

through a normal decision-mak-

ing process. Amir, he said, never

weighed relevant factors such as

the harm to his family, the sacri-

fice of his own future, or the

country's reaction; he had only his

goal in mind.

How. retorted Mazza, is this dif-

ferent from a Hamas suicide

bomber?
“Would you say someone like

that has no criminal intent as

well?” he asked. “If we accept

your argument, we’d have to

erase murder from the penal

code.”

“He has a goal for which he is

willing to sacrifice himself,”

added Goldberg. “A man like this

isn’t capable of thinking? He isn't

capable of deciding? ... Or are you
saying that murder for political

motives isn't murder?”
Goldbeig noted that Amir tried

(Brian Headier)

many legal methods of combat-
ting the Oslo Accords, and resort-

ed to murder only “when he
reached the conclusion there was
no other way.”

Amir himself refuted

Fleishman's argument on this

point.

“It’s not that it doesn't matter to

me what people think about me.
It's not that life in prison doesn't

matter to me,” he said. “But I’m

willing to pay this price — I want-

ed to give die people die right to

choose - the right to decide Its

own future.”

However; he backed the argu-

ment that he intended only to par-

alyze Rabin, not kill him. Much of
the case, he noted, was based on
his confession, which the court

believed. Therefore, he said, the

court should believe him cm this

as well.

“[The lower court] did not find

a single instance in which I lied,”

he said. “I spoke only truth. But
when it

T
s to my benefit, then it’s a

lie.”

Both the justices and prosecutor
Pnina Guy, however, noted that in

the vast majority of Amir's
numerous statements on die sub-

ject, he said clearly that he did
intend to kill Rabin.
Furthermore, Guy said, when

one fires several shots at very
close range with hollow-point
bullets, any normal person would
know that death is die natural con-
sequence.
Regarding the firing range, Guy

said that since the gun itself is 15

cm. long, adding the gun length to

Amir's 40 cm. distance, brings the

firing range into die 25 cm. set by
ballistic experts for the first shot;

to attain the closer range of the

next two shots, be would only
have had to extend his hand far-

ther, she said.

Fleishman also asked die court

to summon an additional witness
- an unnamed pathologist at

Ichilov Hospital who reportedly

told an unnamed taxi driver that a
third bullet, of a different caliber,

had beeu removed from Rabin’s

body.

Guy said the court should reject

this request out of hand, since the

taxi driver’s affidavit violated all

rules by not including die driver's

name or any identification.

However, she said, she also

checked with Ichilov to be sure,

and found that there bad been no
pathologists present at Rabin’s

bedside except those who testified

in the trial. The court deferred its

ruling on the request
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Cervigal Orthopaedic
Pillow
• Supports the cervical (neck)

vertebrae, alleviating strain to neck

and back muscles while you sleep.

• Special construction for easier

breathing.

• Relieves neck and back pain,

headaches, and back strain.

• Constructed of two varieties of high

quality foam with a cloth cover.

• Including cloth pillowcase.

• Utilising the know-how,
experience and
backing of Dr. Gav.

• Beware of imitations!'
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Dynamic Duo™
Twin-Head Massager PM-707. .

• Strongly built, dynamic, dual-head

massager, which provides a

simultaneous massage to two
opposing areas.

• Soothes tired muscles and improves

blood circulation.

• Flexible head design enables the

massager to provide the most
pleasant and relaxing experience.

• Twospeed massage action.

• Optimal human engineering

design for

convenient

Foot Bath (Bubble Bliss )

• Built with high quality craftsmanship

to ensure years of enjoyment.
• Bubble Bliss incorporates 72
invigorating air bubble jets and over

230 stimm nodes to provide the

ultimate luxury experience.

• A soothing and pampering

experience for people who stand or

walk a lot or whose feet are tired and
painful after a day's work.

• The combined massage action of

Bubble Bliss improves blood

circulation and relaxes the entire

body, so that it is also beneficial for

those suffering from
edema in their

for pregnant

women, etc.

Foot Massager (Sole

Salvation™)
Battery operated slippers to massage
your feet.

• Dual action, suitable for people who
stand or walk a lot or suffer from tired

and aching feet
• The warm soothing massage
stimulates blood circulation and helps
break up and remove waste material

which collects on
the soles of the feet,

and warmth is an
added comfort tc
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Weizman fails to find

Bar-Ilan compromise
Meretz rejects partial closing of street on Shabbat

PRESIDENT Ezer Weizman’s
attempt to mediate between
Jerusalem haredim and Meretz
over the future of Shabbat traffic

on Rehov Bar-Ilan appeared to end

as quickly as it started yesterday.

Meretz rejected Weizman ’s pro-

posal that the street be closed dur-

ing prayer times on Shabbat for a
month, and then a determination

be made if this might be a perma-

nent solution.

Weizman presented the idea to

Deputy Mayor Haim Miller of
United Torah -Judaism, and City

Councilor Oman Yekutieli, who
heads the Meretz faction on the

council, during a one-hour meet-

ing at the President’s Residence.

Miller accepted the proposal, but

Yekutieli rejected it, on grounds it

was not a “compromise” but, in

effect, giving in to the demands of
the haredim.

After the meeting, both sides

vowed protests, which in recent

weeks have seen haredi. violence,

would continue on Rehov Bar-
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Dan.
On Saturday. 16 haredim were

detained for throwing stones and
debris on police and at passing

cars.

Yekutieli said that Weizman’s

proposal was based on the rec-

ommendation of the Sturm
Committee, which bad examined
the question of closing streets in

the capital, and “that to accept

the recommendation would be
giving in to haredi hooliganism.”
He said be supported a sugges-

tion made over the weekend by
Arye Shumer, director-general of
the President’s Office, that walk-

ways be built overRehov Bar-Ban
to allow haredim to cross undis-

turbed by traffic on Shabbat.

Miller said the suggestion was
impractical, because haredi resi-

dents wanted an immediate solu-

tion. “I have confidence in this

government that Rehov Bar-Ban
will be closed soon," be said after

the meeting.

Weizman is scheduled to meet
with Transport Minister Yitzhak
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Levy today to discuss the issue.

But he reportedly sees little

chance of a compromise, after the

poor results of the Miller-

Yekutieli meeting.

The spokeswoman for the

President's Residence said

Shumer met earlier in die day
with haredi residents of the Bar-
Ilan area, who expressed support

for Weizman's proposal.

Yekutieli, however, quoted
haredi leaders as saying in the

past saying they saw the closing

of the street during prayer times

bn Shabbat as a first step toward
the street's complete closure on
Shabbat
Haim Shapiro adds:
According to Transport

Ministry spokesman Avner On,
Levy is studying die Rehov Bar-

Ilan problem and intends to find a
solution which will be acceptable

to all die parties involved.

On said that Levy has hot made
a final decision on the issue. He
is now speaking to all those
involved. On said, and would
only reach a conclusion after

learning all aspects of the issue.
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Winning cards

In yesterday’s MIfal Hapayis daily
Chance card draw, the lucky cards
were the ace of spades, 10 of
hearts, ace of diamonds, and nine
of clubs.

Forest fire rages
near Karmiel

MORE dun 300 dunams of forest

were destroyed in a fire which
swept through wooded slopes
near Moshav Shezor northeast of
Karmiel. Eight fire-engines spent
the afternoon and evening yester-

day battling the blaze. They were
helped by volunteers and spray
planes. (Itim)
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Self Healing
The Secret of the
Ring Muscles

Paula G&rbourg tells you how
to-control your ring muscles
and free yourself horn
various pains and
disturbances, including
Asthma, Migraine, Backache,
Arthritis, Impotence, Sinusitis
and Incontinence. The book
consists of an overview, case
histories and exercises.
Soflcover, 171 pp.
JP Price NIS 41-00
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